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ABSTRACT
The objectives of this dissertation were: (1) to conceptualize and test the
influence of transactional elements, personal elements, and contextual elements on 
the transactional outcomes of trust, satisfaction and commitment; (2) to examine the 
role of external variables on transactional outcomes; and (3) to assess the interaction 
among transactional outcomes.
Two hundred and eighteen propane gas retailers completed a mail questionnaire 
concerning an interaction (eithei discrete or on going) with one of their suppliers. 
Perceptions around norms of the contract with this supplier (i.e., solidarity, role 
integrity), personal characteristics and traits of the salesperson (i.e., similarity, 
expertise, ethical orientation, customer orientation), contextual factors (i.e., 
transaction cost dimensions and influence strategies), and external factors (i.e., buying 
group structure, organizational climate) were gathered in this field survey.
A measurement model was constructed using LISREL VII; hypotheses were 
tested using Partial Least Squares (PLS). Results demonstrate that buyers consider 
several aspects of their interaction with salespeople in assessing trust, satisfaction, and 
commitment. Although personal factors are important, transactional and contextual 
elements are also critical in this determination. Further, these dyadic factors are 
more important in assessing exchange outcomes than are external or peripheral 
factors. Finally, commitment to an exchange relationship is significantly impacted by 




Exchange theory, a core concept of our discipline (Alderson 1957; Bagozzi 1975;
Hunt 1976; Kotler 1984), is an essential element in providing marketing academicians
and practitioners with cohesion and clarity of thought Succinctly, exchange is the
result of goal seeking behavior and consists of the passing of value (Houston and
Gassenheimer 1987). This is reflected in its definition:
"Exchange is a transfer of something tangible or intangible, 
actual or symbolic, between two or more social actors"
(Bagozzi 1979, p. 434).
It is this giving and receiving of value which differentiates exchange from other need
satisfaction behaviors (Kotler 1980).
Value derived from the exchange act is important to marketing and is the concept 
which is of interest in this research. Recognized as the motivating force behind 
marketing, value must be perceived by exchange participants (i.e. buyers and sellers) 
if exchange is to occur (Alderson 1965). For these parties, value can be realized 
through several forms such as tangible objects, services, ideas/concepts, personalities, 
places, and/or organizations (Lancaster 1966). A simplified and more meaningful 
representation of value, however, is provided by Bagozzi (1978) who perceives its 
source from two areas: from the product being acquired and from the exchange act. 
Specifically, the actions, experiences, and outcomes attached to product acquisition 
and to the exchange process are of value to the exchange parties.
1
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This concept is further amplified when one considers that buyers and sellers have 
joint utility functions which are maximized in exchange. Utility functions are 
described as the current payoffs from using and possessing an assortment of elements 
which have value to the parties of an exchange (Houston and Gassenheimer 1987). 
Further, the composition of the utility function varies according to the time 
perspective employed by buyers and sellers. For example, if each party perceives 
exchange as a discrete (one time) event, utility functions will only incorporate 
outcomes related to product acquisition (Bagozzi 1978). When viewed as a one time 
interaction, exchange is deemed to be an exchange even t The exchange event or 
one time transaction between buyers and sellers more or less constitutes the 
traditional view of exchange.
However, interactions between buyers and sellers are not limited to exchange 
events or one time affairs. Experience suggests that buyers and sellers often work 
together over a period of time and in doing so create a series of interdependent 
exchange events. When considered as such, exchange takes on a greater temporal 
perspective to become an exchange relationship. In this situation, not only will value 
derived from product acquisition comprise one’s utility function, but aspects related 
to the performance of the exchange act such as actions and experiences will also 
become associated with value assessment (Bagozzi 1978).
The mix of these items of value (actions, experiences, and outcomes) in 
combination with a temporal view of exchange allows us to differentiate an exchange 
event from an exchange relationship. However, we can further distinguish these
3
exchange occurrences according to participant behavior. As opposed to the exchange 
event where parties have limited, simple roles and expectations surrounding behavior, 
the exchange relationship is composed of somewhat complex participant roles and 
well established sets of expectations about the behavior of all parties involved (Kelley 
and Thibaut 1978). Thus, although seemingly neat and simple, the concept of 
exchange is many-faceted and full of contrasts which suggests that a representation 
of this marketing phenomena as a continuum, with the exchange event anchoring one 
end and the exchange relationship anchoring the other, is appropriate (see Figure 
1. 1).
Additionally, it should be noted that although value is stressed as a critical 
concept in exchange, it is not the only item which characterizes this activity. 
Supplementing this important perception of value, we note that exchange is marked 
by the presence of at least one seller and one buyer who engage in two-way 
communication and are influenced by environmental forces (Kotler 1984). 
Recognition that exchange consists of a minimum of two parties, an interaction 
process, and an interaction environment is a key consideration in the development 
of the Multi Criterion Transactional Model (MCTM), which is used to investigate 
both exchange events and exchange relationships in this dissertation.
The Multi Criterion Transactional Model is designed to contribute to our existing 
knowledge base in the area of marketing exchanges. The model is multi criterion, 
as it delineates three constructs within transactions: transactional elements, personal 
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exchange components as buyers and sellers are captured by personal elements, while 
the interaction process is denoted by transactional elements and the interaction 
environment is summarized by contextual elements.
Essentially, the Multi Criterion Transactional Model is concerned with the 
strength of the bond of one person to another at a given point in time in existing 
purchasing relations. The bond between a buyer and a seller is represented by 
transactional outcomes in the MCTM. Simply stated, the Multi Criterion 
Transactional Model examines the interplay between transactional elements, persona] 
elements, and contextual elements and their impact on transactional outcomes1. The 
Multi Criterion Transactional Model is represented in Figure 1.2.
It is expected that the generation of the MCTM and its application to exchange 
events and exchange relationships will offer an important contribution to marketing, 
as a better understanding of the domain of both of these concepts will occur. This 
improved comprehension is necessary from a marketing management perspective as 
the development of long term business relations (i.e. exchange relationships) is the 
focus of much marketing activity today (Frazier, Spekman, and O'Neal 1988). More 
fundamentally, however, an expanded knowledge base in the area of exchange is
1 Generation of the MCTM is consistent with Bagozzi’s (1974) "exchange system" 
(which is defined as a set of social actors, their relationships to each other, and the 
variables which affect the behavior of the social actors in those relationships). More 
fundamentally, an exchange system is derived from General Systems Theory 
(Bertalanffy 1951) which defines a system "in exchange of matter with its 
environment Although stable, (systems) are always changing as they present 
differences over time and in changing circumstances (Davies 1976).
FIGURE 1.2 











necessary if we are to develop a much needed central theory for our discipline 
(Houston and Gassenheimer 1987).
Research Questions and Propositions
Despite the accepted frontispiece of exchange to marketing (AMA Committee 
Report 1985) there has been an overall lack of attention to this topic. However, this 
apparent neglect does not stem from theoretical deficiencies in exchange theory 
(Bagozzi 1978; Kotler 1980). In addition to the suggestion that theory is developed 
sufficiently to guide research efforts in this area, exchange theory allows us to identify 
several issues such as the necessary prerequisites of the act (Kotler 1984) and the 
assessment of value which emanates from this process (Bagozzi 1979).
As intimated previously, exchange should not be limited to the exchange event, 
but rather, we need to also consider the exchange relationship. Unfortunately, much 
marketing research has ignored the dual facet of this phenomena, as many efforts 
have focused primarily on individual exchange events or transactions (Dwyer, Schurr, 
and Oh 1987). However, a small yet growing number of scholars have recently 
turned their efforts to the practical implications and competitive possibilities provided 
by marketing exchange relationships (Berry 1983, Jackson 1985a, Levitt 1983).
With this in mind, a Multi Criterion Transactional Model has been developed. 
The following outlines the basic components of the MCTM, and provides a series of
8
propositions (denoted by PI, P2, etc.) and research questions (denoted by RQ1 and 
RQ2) which serve to guide our study of exchange.
Transactional. Personal, and Contextual Elements
The emerging emphasis on exchange relationships has been aided by the
advancement of Social Exchange Theory which suggests that individuals seek rewards
and avoid costs in their interactions (Kelley and Thibaut 1978, Thibaut and Kelley
1959). In doing so, exchange parties are guided by rational, emotional, and external
factors. This suggests a tripartite representation of the exchange process, and is used
in the generation of the MCTM. In the MCTM, exchange is characterized as
consisting of transactional elements (rational factors), personal elements (emotional
factors), and contextual elements (external factors). This characterization of
exchange leads to the first research question which is:
RQ1: Are transactional elements, personal elements, and 
contextual elements distinct and valid constructs? If so, 
what is their relative contribution to transactional 
outcomes?
Exploration of the three exchange constructs is essential to further understanding
of the process of exchange. The first component identified is transactional elements,
which is defined as follows:
Transactional elements represent the terms of the exchange 
which guide the actions of participants and impact value 
assessment
Transactional elements are based in standards which regulate the behavior of 
participants (Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler 1986). The notion of standards is
9
consistent with the identification of certain norms or tenants which must be present 
in any exchange. Specifically, Social Contract Theory (Macneil 1980) suggests that 
nine contract norms (role integrity, mutuality, implementation of planning, 
e f f e c t u a t i o n  o f  c o n s e n t ,  f l ex i b i l i t y ,  c o n t r a c t u a l  s o l i d a r i t y ,  
restitution/reliance/expectation of interests, creation and restraint of power, and 
harmonization with the social matrix) must exist if exchange is to occur.
Briefly, role integrity must be present in all contracts. All parties must assume 
reasonably consistent patterns of behavior which the other party may expect to 
continue. Mutuality assumes that exit is possible and therefore, exchange is 
voluntary. There must be some benefit for both parties which causes the exchange 
to take place. Contracts also must provide for the implementation of planning 
necessary to reap the benefits of the specialization of labor. As consent and choice 
are important values, the ability of the parties to bind themselves to future action 
must be preserved (Kaufmann 1985).
The complexity and uncertainty of dynamic markets, combined with limits on 
human foresight, require that there be flexibility in contractual relations. Likewise, 
the stress these changes place on the contract requires that there be some 
expectation that the contract will not be broken. There must be a form of 
contractual solidarity which induces its continuance.
The common contract norms of protecting the restitution, reliance, and 
expectation remedies (called the linking norms) are also required in all contractual 
relationships. Restitution and reliance generally refer to remedies for some detriment
10
(e.g., payment made or position changed) incurred by a performing party when the 
other party fails to do as promised.
Finally, all contracts must provide for the creation of power. When one party 
performs, power is created which limits the other party’s options. This shift of power 
is not limitless as society does not allow for shifts of power which would violate other 
principles. The reflection of genera] societal values goes beyond this power norm, 
as the contractual relationship must be at harmony within its social matrix. Societal 
norms such as liberty and privacy must be accommodated in the contractual 
relationship (Macneil 1981).
It is proposed that the representation of transactional elements include these
Social Contract Theory norms. This is consistent with recent studies which have
examined these norms in several different environments (Noordewier 1986, Gardner
1988, Rahman 1988). As these transactional elements must exist in any exchange
event/exchange relationship, the first proposition is suggested:
PI: Transactional elements will have a significant impact on
transactional outcomes.
The second component of the MCTM is personal elements.
Personal elements are those characteristics or traits exhibited 
by the exchange partner that are actualized during the 
interaction process and impact value assessment
The inclusion of personal elements is consistent with our previous discussion of total
utility: as value assigned to the exchange may be based on social relations, personal
factors which are important in interpersonal huyer/seller relationships need to be
considered.
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From another discipline comes further support for the importance of personal 
elements, as communication theory offers some interesting insights to our discussion. 
(As a form of exchange, communication and the lessons learned from research in this 
area cannot be overlooked and is therefore included here.) In this regard, 
communication theory suggests that effective interpersonal relations are a function 
of source attractiveness, credibility, and power (Kelman 1961). These factors, in 
concert with past research in sales and organizational buying, are used to identify four 
constructs which together are considered to compose personal elements in the 
MCTM. Specifically, similarity, customer orientation and ethical orientation best 
represent source attractiveness, while credibility is best captured by expertise. (As 
will become apparent later in this chapter, power, the final factor, is better placed as 
a contextual element in the MCTM.)
Similarity (i.e., the degree to which one party perceives the other party to 
exchange as exhibiting similar attitudes, values, and behavior) is recognized as an 
important determinant of buyer/seller relations (Davis and Silk 1970). Other factors 
aside, strong marketing relationships will develop if buyer and seller perceive high 
similarity with the other party. Further, the ability of the other party to maximize the 
joint utility function of the dyad is also critical to the relationship. In the buyer/seller 
dyad, this is best represented by a customer orientation, which is defined as the 
application of the marketing concept at the buyer/seller level (Saxe and Weitz 1982). 
Finally, the ethical orientation of the other party (the degree to which one practices 
moral and community standards in interpersonal relationships) also has an important
12
bearing on the buyer/seller relation. As ethical orientation may be a major 
determinant of trust, ongoing relations are directly impacted by this factor. Although 
ethical behavior has long been considered crucial in many aspects of business, study 
of this variable has been overlooked, especially in the buyer/seller context (Tsalikis 
and Fritzche 1989).
Credibility, Kelman’s (1961) second communication factor, is best represented by 
expertise in the MCTM. Expertise, or the amount of competency in a given field 
demonstrated by another party, is deemed important from a seller/buyer perspective 
(Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990). Competent exchange participants are better 
prepared to deal with unique problems which arise in dyadic interaction.
Thus, similarity, expertise, customer orientation, and ethical orientation constitute
the personal elements of the Multi Criterion Transactional Model. This suggests a
second proposition, which is:
P2: Personal elements will have a significant impact on
transactional outcomes.
The third component of the MCTM is contextual elements.
Contextual elements are situational or environmental factors 
which relate to both exchange terms and exchange players and 
impact value assessment
Social Exchange Theory suggests that external factors (contextual elements in the
Multi Criterion Transactional Model) interact with rational factors (transactional
elements) and emotional factors (personal elements) (Kelley and Thibaut 1978). As
transaction costs play a role in the creation of short and long term business relations
(Williamson 1979), the transaction cost variables of asset specificity, uncertainty, and
13
frequency are included as contextual elements. Additionally, influence strategies are 
also identified as contextual elements due to their important role in interfirm 
relationships (Kale 1989). These four contextual elements are detailed as follows.
Asset specificity is the extent to which specialized investments are made with 
respect to a particular interorganizational interaction (Ulrich 1983). Assets are 
deemed to be idiosyncratic or transaction specific if they are integrally linked to the 
specific buyer/seller marketing transaction, to the point they cannot be used 
elsewhere. The presence of this type of asset may therefore impact the continuing 
buyer/seller relationships. Uncertainty, the second component of transaction cost 
analysis, reflects the ability of the firm to predict relevant contingencies (Heide and 
John 1990). As individuals generally act in order to minimize uncertainty, the 
formation of buyer/seller relationships may be predicated by the ability of a 
transaction partner to reduce uncertainty for the other party. Finally, frequency 
refers to how often transactions occur between a buyer and a seller (Mayo 1988). 
Buyer/seller interactions may be shaped according to how frequently the two parties 
interact.
The channels of distribution literature suggests that influence strategies or the use 
of power by one party over another party are "critical to developing and maintaining 
a successful interfirm relationship" (Frazier and Summers 1984, pg. 176). Their 
inclusion as a contextual element in this study is critical because their utilization by 
a seller may dramatically impact transactional outcomes, such as lessening one’s 
satisfaction on the part of the buyer. Frazier and Summers (1984) have identified
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two influence approaches based on altering perceptions (information exchange and 
recommendations) and those not based on perceptual change (promises, threats, 
legalistic pleas, and requests). We can further characterize these approaches as being 
coercive and noncoercive in nature. Influence strategies are representative of power 
(Kelman’s third communication factor) because power is a reflection of the choice 
of influence strategies (Frazier, Gill, and Kale 1989).
The nature of these factors suggests yet a third proposition, which is:
P3: Contextual elements will have a significant impact on
transactional outcomes.
Transactional Outccmes
The net result of the interplay between transactional, personal, and contextual
elements is the generation of transactional outcomes.
Transactional outcomes are attitudes developed during exchange 
concerning the other party and arise due to the interaction of 
transactional, personal, and contextual elements.
The foundation of transactional outcomes is based on the personal aspect of the 
exchange process, which suggests that outcomes associated with exchange 
events/exchange relationships can be viewed in a behavioral light Specifically, Social 
Exchange Theory (Kelley and Thibaut 1978, Thibaut and Kelley 1959) identifies 
several behavioral outcomes emanating from the dyadic interaction between two 
individuals. This theory highlights and explains an individual’s commitment, 
satisfaction, and trust in relationships (Anderson and Narus 1984). As a result, these 
three constructs are deemed to compose transactional outcomes in the MCTM.
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This focus on transactional outcomes forms the basis of another research question 
to be answered in this study, which is:
RQ2: What are the transactional outcomes for marketing 
relationships? How are they interrelated?
As suggested, there are three transactional outcomes which are the focus of this
study. Satisfaction, the first transactional outcome, is an "emotional state that occurs
in response to an evaluation of interaction experiences" (Westbrook 1981).
Satisfaction is a construct which, although impacted by specific actions of the seller,
is global in nature as it concerns the overall relationship with an individual as it is
composed of past and current experiences. Essentially, satisfaction is a function of
the difference between the outcomes derived from a relationship and the outcomes
one feels entitled to.
Commitment is the degree to which an individual intends to maintain a 
relationship over time (Roberts 1988). Commitment is a general construct which has 
been examined in several contexts, ranging from organizational to consumer settings. 
Recent studies have tagged this construct as ’intention’ (Cronin and Morris 1989), or 
as ’anticipation of future action’ (Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1980). This construct 
is different from satisfaction in that one's level of satisfaction is likely to affect 
commitment--that is, the more satisfied a buyer is with a particular seller, the more 
committed he/she will be to that individual. This is consistent with previous research 
which lends support to the fact that satisfaction is a precursor to commitment 
(Jackson 1985b; Roberts 1988; Rusbult 1980).
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Although satisfaction and commitment are usually studied simultaneously as 
transactional outcomes, trust has been visibly lacking from most studies in this area. 
Nonetheless, it is recognized as being unique to a relationship, and as an important 
outcome in buyer/seller interactions (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987). Trust is defined 
as both an emotional and cognitive state in which an individual relies upon 
information received from another person (Swan and Nolan 1985).
Swan, Trawick, and Roberts (1988) indicate that overall trust is composed of 
dependability, reliability, honesty, responsibility, and likability. Empirical research has 
shown that ethical actions by one party to a buyer/seller exchange may be a major 
factor in determining trust towards that individual (Swan, Trawick, and Silva 1985). 
Additionally, trust may be a significant determinant of satisfaction and commitment 
(Anderson and Narus 1990).
A more detailed version of the MCTM is captured in Figure 1.3. Expansion of 
specific linkages to be tested are presented in further detail in Chapter Two.
Summary
The fundamental principles of the Multi Criterion Transactional Model have been 
outlined. In developing the MCTM, two research questions have been generated 
which provide a focus for this research effort. Specific, generic elements and 
outcomes of the MCTM have been identified which apply to any transaction.
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The Multi Criterion Transactional Model depicted to this point embraces factors 
which are internal or common to all exchange acts. However, there exist forces 
outside the internal dynamics of exchange which are unique to the context at hand 
and can influence the structure and processes within the buyer/seller dyad (Stem and 
Reve 1980). Thus, attention to the external or environmental framework in which 
the buyer/seller relationship operates is necessary as well. As the focus of this study 
is an industrial buyer/seller setting, environmental factors which are associated with 
this type of purchasing situation are needed to allow for the treatment of extradyadic 
influences (Achrol, Reve, and Stem 1983). The following section outlines those 
variables which are external to the basic MCTM, but are indicative of the industrial 
buyer/seller setting and thus could potentially impact the MCTM under investigation 
in this dissertation. Specifically, purchase situation, buying group structure, and 
organizational climate are included as variables which are external to the MCTM.
Purchase Situation
Product factors which impact purchasing activities are defined as the purchase 
situation in this study. These product factors are captured in the Robinson, Faris, 
and Wind (1967) typology of industrial buyclasses, which has been identified as one 
of the most useful analytical tools for both academicians and practitioners interested 
in organizational buying behavior (Anderson, Chu, and Weitz 1987). Although
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findings with respect to industrial buying behavior and the buygrid classification vary2, 
the framework presented provides an important consideration for researchers and 
practitioners alike (McQuiston 1989).
The taxonomy of buyclasses proposes that three categories of purchase situations 
exist: new task, modified rebuy, and straight rebuy (Robinson et. al 1967). Recently, 
researchers have called for an extension of this framework to include the factors of 
complexity (how much information the organization must gather to make an accurate 
evaluation of the product), importance (perceived impact of the purchase on 
organizational profitability and productivity), and novelty (lack of experience of 
individuals in the organization with similar purchase situations) (Anderson et. al 1987; 
Johnston 1981). McQuiston (1989) has shown that these expanded constructs provide 
a plausible typology for describing industrial buying behavior such as participation 
and influence. These factors may in turn, be important with respect to the 
transactional outcomes of satisfaction, trust, and commitment
Buying Group Structure
The buyer is part of an organizational buying system which consists of a 
patterned, repeated interaction among social actors in the home organization (Weick 
1969). Thus, participants in the buying decision can exert considerable influence; 
their influence is dependent upon both informal and formal structures that exist with
2 Although Doyle, Woodside, and Mitchell (1979) demonstrate a definite 
relationship between this typology and important buying outcomes, Bellizzi and 
McVey (1983) do not.
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the organization. It is necessary to consider this larger context because the personal 
influence of other actors may impact the interaction between the buyer and seller. 
Within the context of this study, buying group structure is defined as the procedures 
that are practiced by those people engaged in organizational buying.
Three measures which characterize both formal and informal structures of buying 
decision units are hierarchy of authority (the degree of centralization within buying 
units), formalization (the reliance on formal rules and procedures), and participation 
(the degree to which others are involved in decision making activities of the buying 
unit) (McCabe 1987). The mix of these factors will provide shed some light as to the 
actual role of the buyer, which in turn may offer some insight into the nature of the 
buyer/seller relationship under investigation.
Organizational Climate
The set of perceptions held by individuals in an organization that reflect the extent 
to which the expectations of the organization are defined, the routines of the work 
environment are specified, and the work behavior that is supported and rewarded by 
the organization is revealed is known as organizational climate (Utwin and Stringer 
1968). According to Qualls and Puto (1989) two constructs that consistently underlie 
research in this area are work environment (how an individual feels about the general 
organization, support of supervisor, acceptance by the work group, etc.) and reward 
orientation (the general practices of the firm in rewarding overall performance by its 
employees). These factors are important to the study at hand, for they may affect
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buyer/seller relations by placing constraints on behavior (Forehand and Gilmer 1964).
Thus, those external variables to the MCTM which are important in industrial 
buyer/seller relations are purchase type, buying group structure, and organizational 
climate. These environmental factors are essential to providing a more complete 
understanding of industrial marketing relationships.
Methodology
The study of exchange can only occur in an environment where there are at least 
two parties to the exchange event who are readily identifiable and have something 
of value to the other party (Kotler 1984). These conditions suggest that a field 
experiment provides an appropriate setting in which to conduct research regarding 
exchange.
In designing a field experiment for this study, subjects were asked to respond to 
questions which relate to actual discrete or relational transactions. This facilitated 
examination of earlier identified research questions on both an overall and group 
basis (i.e., exchange event/exchange relationship), as well as permitted assessment of 
the MCTM. The population of interest was individuals who make purchasing 
(supply) decisions in American LPG markets. Subjects ranged from owners (in the 
case of small retail firms) to buyers (in the case of larger, multistate corporations). 
This setting was appropriate to examine transactions as much of the recent work
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conducted in this area has utilized "real world" samples3 (May 1988; Noordewier 
1986; Pilling 1988; Roberts 1989).
The study consists of a pre-test and a full study. A pre-test was conducted with 
selected sellers in the LP Gas industry. In the full study, Finalized questionnaires 
were mailed to buyers listed in the most recent directory of the National Propane 
Gas Association Directory. Incentives were used to encourage participation in the 
full study to improve response rate. Data analysis consisted of confirmatory factor 
analysis to assess construct validity. Structural equation modeling was utilized in 
testing hypotheses, in addition to multivariate tests such as MANOVA and ANOVA 
to facilitate group analysis.
Contributions of the Study
The objective of this dissertation is to determine what factors impact the level of 
commitment one person has to another in marketing transactions. Thus, there are 
theoretical and managerial contributions attached to this initiative.
3 The setting of boundaries which limited participation to buyers of the LP Gas 
industry offers relative advantages over research designs which have examined 
responses of individuals horn more than one industry. For one, model parameter 
estimates are more meaningful in this study, as pooling of cross sectional data, a 
feature of research composed of multi industry respondents, is avoided (Bass and 
Wittink 1975). Second, as tests on a single industry have higher internal validity, a 
reasonable argument for generalizability can be made (Mayo 1988).
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Theoretical Contributions
As noted previously, the study of exchange in the marketing discipline is 
incomplete, especially with respect to long term relationships. As this study provides 
some focus to the determinants of marketing relationships, our knowledge base in this 
area is augmented substantially. The MCTM provides insight into those factors which 
are critical to the success of both long and short term marketing transactions. On a 
more micro level, the MCTM provides a basis for explaining and predicting the 
commitment of specific dyad members.
Specifically, it appears that this study is unique in that it combines both 
transactional elements and personal elements in conjunction with contextual or 
environmental issues in the examination of exchange outputs. This is consistent with 
authors who call for the broadening of a relatively narrow approach to dyadic 
interaction adapted by some researchers (Achrol, Reve, and Stem 1983; Arndt 1979). 
In this case, the introduction of personal factors to the exchange process represents 
an element which heretofore has been overlooked. The insights gained through the 
addition of this concept, in combination with existing knowledge concerning 
transactional and contextual elements on relational outcomes, provides a significant 
contribution.
Another feature provided by this study is the nature of the model and its inherent 
flexibility to other environments. By depicting marketing transactions in a generalized 
fashion, this model can be adapted to other environments, aside from industrial
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buying/selling, and therefore may be of interest to other researchers. The possibilities 
for future research to be generated from this approach are almost limitless.
Apart from being significant on its own, this research complements existing 
marketing thought. First, by combining transaction cost analysis with social contract 
theory, it provides additional support to a small, but growing base of work which is 
being conducted in this area. Our understanding of the interrelationships and impact 
of these norms and characteristics is vital to broadening our understanding of 
marketing exchanges. Second, the generation of a Multi Criterion Transactional 
Model represents an extension of the work of Dwyer et al. (1987). In their work, 
these authors outline various stages in marketing relationships, yet, they fail to 
examine the determinants associated with this process. As such, the model described 
herein represents an extension of their work. Third, the area of consumer 
satisfaction benefits immensely. As noted by Swan (1983), current paradigms of 
satisfaction may not be appropriate to a broadened perspective of marketing. As this 
study examines industrial buyer/seller satisfaction from the perspective of the buyer, 
a contribution to the literature is made. Further, as few studies have addressed a 
more detailed satisfaction-commitment link, this study represents an improvement 
in this area by augmenting this relationship with contextual variables.
Managerial Contributions
An understanding of the determinants of trust, satisfaction, and commitment are 
potentially helpful to industrial marketing managers, as this model provides a
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framework to better manage interaction with clients. The multi criterion nature of 
the model suggests that managers might gain insight into the better management of 
relationships. Specifically, managing commitment (keeping and dissolving 
relationships) becomes clearer given the interaction of transactional, personal, and 
contextual elements in light of external variables. The development of methods to 
improve or to dissolve relationships is also generated, as a result Methods to 
improve interfirm relationships may be particularly appealing to both purchasing and 
sales managers, in light of the fact that many companies today strive for source 
loyalty (Roberts 1989).
The MCTM provides managers and supervisors with a greater perspective 
concerning efficient and effective use of purchasing and personal selling. For 
example, the nature of this study might allow managerial personnel to determine the 
benefit to be derived from increasing personal contact between buyers and sellers in 
light of associated costs.
With the inclusion of personal elements in this study, it is expected that findings 
from this area can be used to aid managers in their recruitment and selection 
decisions. For example, elements which are important to the development and 
maintenance of buyer/seller relationships can be highlighted and investigated when 
interviewing and selecting potential buyers and sellers. Additionally, evidence with 
respect to the importance of these factors can be used to justify training programs 
for personnel in these areas.
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Finally, the potential importance of transactional elements, when considered in 
light of exchange events and exchange relationships, might provide some benefit to 
those involved in contract negotiations. Specifically, negotiators might use significant 
findings from this area to help acquire some sensitivity around those issues that are 
important to counterparts in discrete exchange versus those involved in relational 
exchange. More effective use of time might occur, in addition to improving 
transactional outcomes.
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES
This chapter presents the conceptual background for the MCTM, which is 
concerned with the strength of the bond of one person to another at a given point 
in time in existing purchasing relations. In developing this conceptual background, 
common threads concerning exchange acts which cut across different areas such as 
sales, purchasing, channels of distribution, and contract law are used. A review of 
this information is used to develop hypotheses to be tested in this study.
An emergent theme in marketing concerns a dyadic relationship perspective in 
the examination of exchange. This theme represents a move away from the outlook 
of exchange as a discrete event. Discrete exchanges, which are typified by isolated 
and anonymous acts without a history or an anticipated future and minimal concern 
for personal relationships, do occur in marketing. However, they do not fully capture 
the entire realm of exchange acts. Many exchange situations do exhibit a history, 
have an anticipated future, recognize and value the identity of the dyad members, 
and reflect the context in which they are embedded (Macneil 1980). This suggests 
that marketers are taking more of a ’process’ orientation by incorporating time in 
their study of exchange. Arndt (1983) applauds the development of this approach 
which he calls "relational" in nature and criticizes the focus of exchange to only 
discrete events as it is limited with respect to theory development
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The importance of exchange relationships in marketing is exemplified by Levitt 
(1983). "The relationship between a seller and a buyer seldom ends when a sale is 
made. Increasingly, the relationship intensifies after the sale and helps determine the 
buyer’s choice the next time around" (pg. 87). He further adds that the future will 
be one of more and more intensified relationships. Apparently, this sentiment is 
becoming reality as American companies that have long thrived on competition are 
now preaching partnerships and sole source procurement arrangements (Wilson, 
Dant, and Han 1990).
Thus, in order to gain a broader appreciation for the nature of exchange 
relationships, components of the Multi Criterion Transactional Model will be 
overviewed. A grounding in each component of the MCTM will serve to generate 
hypotheses to be tested in this dissertation. In order to accomplish this end, a 
thorough literature review will follow, commencing with an overall perspective of 
buyer/seller relationships. This examination of buyer/seller relationships is necessary, 
as it provides a solid foundation for many of the concepts discussed in the MCl'M.
Buyer/Seller Relationships
A model, much like the construction of a house, must be built on a solid 
foundation. Inherent in building this foundation is an appreciation for previous 
efforts (for these can shape existing work) and an understanding that sound, 
component parts result from these fundamentals. As the Multi Criterion
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Transactional Model is concerned with marketing exchanges, a review of foundations 
with respect to buyer/seller relationships is necessary- An overview of this work 
serves to provide a comprehensive portrayal of relationships which in turn aids in the 
understanding of the model to be developed and subsequently tested in this research.
The term ’relationships’ is very much in vogue today, as many buyers seek to gain 
a strategic advantage which they see emanating from a strong relationship with a 
selling firm (Wilson and Moller 1988). A relationship can be defined as a process 
whereby mutual exchange of acceptable terms is actualized between parties and is 
characterized by social interaction in which the movement of one party evokes a 
compensating movement in the other party (Homans 1974). Recent research 
supports this move towards stronger relationships as buyers and sellers perceive a 
strong shift towards reducing the number of suppliers and changing the nature of 
traditional ’arms-length’ relationships that characterized earlier buyer/seller 
interactions (Wilson, Dant, and Han 1990). As many questions exist as to how to 
successfully develop and maintain a profitable buyer/seller relationship, academicians 
have turned their attention to this issue and have been able to make a impact in this 
important aspect of business.
The dominant focus of much buyer/seller research has been with respect to a 
single discrete purchase (IMP Project Group 1982). This is attributable to an 
assumption from traditional economic theory that the ’discrete transaction paradigm’ 
describes market transactions best (Williamson 1979). However, the reality of 
industrial markets is one which is characterized by recurring transactions in the
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context of ongoing relationships (Wilson and Mummalaneni 1988). Thus, research 
which is solely focused on discrete transactions is limited in advancing our 
understanding of the workings of buyer/seller interactions.
To date, researchers have been able to describe relationships as involving several 
investments by buyers and/or sellers and imposing certain constraints on the freedom 
of choice to be exercised by either party (IMP Project Group 1982). They can impact 
future transactions with the other party, affect decisions to switch from an existing 
supplier, and/or act as effective barriers to entry of newcomers (Dorey and Valla 
1984). Further, relationships in a marketing context can exist at a number of 
different levels within the firm as organizational buying is composed of individual, 
departmental, and company level interactions (Moller 1985). Specifically, 
relationships can occur at the corporate level (through financial, legal, and 
interpersonal ties), at a midlevel (between the selling team and the buying center), 
and at the individual level (between a specific buyer and a seller) within an 
organization. As most buying and selling occurs at the individual level, it is this 
relationship which is of interest in this study.
Several conceptual models which are important to this research have been 
developed to represent the buyer/seller interaction. These models can be classified 
according to their orientation-one group is descriptive, while the other is more 
explanatory in nature. Essentially, the predominant theme throughout the descriptive 
models concerns the identification of stages in the life of buyer/seller interactions. 
On the other hand, the explanatory models call attention to the independent and
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dependent variables which may be important to relationship formation. The 
following outlines some of the more important descriptive and explanatory models, 
and concludes with implications for the Multi Criterion Transactional Model.
Descriptive Models of Buver/SeUer Relationships
Descriptive models of buyer/seller relationships tend to focus on the relationship 
life cycle. One outcome of this orientation is the identification of stages in the 
evolution of interaction between these parties. A good example of this approach is 
the Dyadic Sales Process Model, which suggests that interaction can be viewed as a 
process where items of value are exchanged between individuals (Wilson 1975). 
Although the model is directed towards long term relationships, it can be adapted to 
a single contact (i.e. a discrete purchase). Two basic assumptions underlie this 
model: (1) buyers attempt to secure a bundle of attributes (tangible and
psychological) from sellers which may be product, company or salesperson related 
and (2) a dyadic (buyer-seller) relationship develops over a period of time. Wilson 
(1975) suggests that dyadic interactions have a life cycle characterized by the stages 
of source legitimization, information exchange, attribute delineation, attribute value 
negotiation, and relationship maintenance. As a relationship ’matures', the emphasis 
is placed on the later stages of this process.
In a similar vein, a Relationship Development Process (see Figure 2.1) has been 
enunciated by Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987). This model draws upon theoretical 
concepts which are used in advancing the Dyadic Sales Process Model and offers five
FIGURE 2.1 
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comparable phases that relationships experience. However, unlike the Dyadic Sales 
Model, several subprocesses are detailed. The five stages that characterize 
relationship development are (a) awareness (whereby evaluation of the value of 
potential exchange partners occurs) (b) exploration (which consists of the 
subprocesses of attraction, communication and bargaining, power and justice, and 
norm development) (c) expansion (which is based on the development of trust) (d) 
commitment (which is marked by the development of shared values and governance 
structures to support joint investment in the relationship) and (e) dissolution 
(whereby the buyer/seller relationship is terminated). Although the focus provided 
by this model towards a relationship as a series of interrelated events over a period 
of time is significant, one pitfall unfortunately accompanies this effort: as the related 
subprocesses are only broadly defined, their operationalization is not possible (Wilson 
and Moller 1988),
A special form of buyer/seller relationships has been modeled by Frazier, 
Spekman and O ’Neal (1988). The Just-In-Time Model draws upon channel research, 
transaction cost analysis, and social exchange theory to suggest a four stage process 
(interest, initi"tion/rejection, implementation, and review) of relationship 
development To date this model is neither tested, nor are the constructs 
operationalized. However, it does address a unique case of long term relationships 
which is becoming popular in several circles.
This model, in concert with the Dyadic Process Model and the Relationship 
Development Process, reinforces the move towards a process orientation of
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marketing exchanges. As such, these initiatives are important to the development of 
the MCTM which inherently assumes a temporal dimension. A summary of these 
three descriptive models is found in Table 2.1.
Explanatory Models of Buver/Seller Relationships
Diverging from the process view of relationships are a second group of models 
which consider variables which may impact buyer/seller interaction. Because of their 
focus on specific factors or constructs which may be important to relationship 
formation, their contribution to the development of the MCTM is invaluable. 
Although some of the work in this area is only theoretical, even these efforts provide 
a positive contribution to the MCTM. The following, therefore, outlines these 
buyer/seller explanatory models which are used in the development of the MCTM, 
in further detail.
Much effort to model relationships has taken place in the channels environment, 
where Anderson and Narus (1984), Anderson and Weitz (1987), and Heide and John 
(1988) have developed models of long term manufacturer/channel member 
relationships. The Anderson and Narus (1984) initiative (see Figure 2.2), which is 
grounded in Social Exchange Theory (Thibaut and Kelley 1959), argues that 
interaction between distributor and manufacturer results in outcomes which represent 
rewards and costs for each participant This is evaluated against the quality of the 
outcomes the participant expects to receive within a given relationship. In 
operationalizing this concept, a comparison level (CL) is assessed in light of a
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TABLE 21 
DESCRIPTIVE MODELS OF RELATIONSHIPS
MODEL SUMMARY
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comparison level of the alternative (CL,h). CL is a "standard representing the quality 
of outcomes the distributor has come to expect from a given relationship, based on 
present and other distributors" while CL,h is the "average quality of outcomes that are 
available from the best alternative exchange relationship" (Anderson and Narus 
1984). Outcomes/CL,* represent the perceived dependence of the distributor upon 
the manufacturer while Outcomes/CL captures the extent which the relationship 
outcome exceeds/falls below expectations. These assessments, in addition to conflict, 
communication, and manufacturer control are seen to impact satisfaction. Testing 
of this model shows reasonable support for the social exchange concepts and their 
relationship to behavior constructs. Despite some measurement concerns which limit 
testing of the model, the authors were nonetheless encouraged to follow up their 
initial work with a refined model (Anderson and Narus 1990). In advancing this work 
(see Figure 2.3), several constructs are included to more adequately reflect the 
intricateness of exchange relationships. These new constructs are influence (by 
partner and over partner), trust, cooperation, and functionality of conflict A test of 
this model shows support for the majority of hypothesized relationships, while only 
a few of nonspecified relationships between constructs are found to be significant 
Similar to the work by Anderson and Narus (1984; 1990), Anderson and Weitz 
(1987) provide a model of channel member relationships. Employing a continuity 
assumption that "at the most basic level, a manufacturer cannot hope to gamer the 
benefits expected from a long term relationship unless the channel member is 
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members engage in behavior that supports their marketing efforts. The major 
constructs in this model which complement this continuity assumption are trust and 
communications, in addition to others generated from work in channel research, 
economics, and social exchange theory. Interestingly, some of the independent 
variables (support provided, goal congruence), although not explicitly stated, are 
founded in Macneil’s (1980) Social Contract Theory. An outline of this model is 
offered in Figure 2.4.
Despite some measurement problems, empirical testing of the model found that 
the data was largely in accord with the proposed model (Anderson and Weitz 1987). 
Of significance to the study at hand is the finding that trust was found to be of 
particular importance in maintaining stable dyads.
Dependence theory (Emerson 1962) and Transaction Cost Analysis (Williamson 
1975, 1979) are used in the creation of yet another model that suggests that 
transaction specific assets create partner dependence (Heide and John 1988). Small 
channel members protect themselves from exploitation by their manufacturer partner 
by making offsetting investments in customer relationships that balance their 
dependency upon the manufacturer. The key constructs in their model are specific 
investments—a transaction cost analysis dimension-made by the channel member to 
maintain the relationship with the manufacturer, offsetting investments made between 
the channel member and its customers, potential replacement of the manufacturer, 
and performance. In testing this effort on manufacturers agents, support for the 
basic model is demonstrated (see Figure 2.5).
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Although these models were designed specifically for the channel environment, 
they do demonstrate similarities with models designed from other areas. Of 
particular note is the Interaction Model, which has been developed by the IMP 
Project Group, and is based primarily on industrial marketing practices in Europe 
(Hakansson 1987; IMP Project Group 1982) and is theoretically based in 
organizational theory and transaction cost analysis (Wilson and Mummalaneni 1988). 
Four major elements comprise the Interaction Model which are (1) the interaction 
process, (2) the buyers and sellers in the interaction process, (3) the environment 
within which interaction takes place, and (4) the atmosphere of the relationship (see 
Figure 2.6). These components parts mirror the elements (transactional, personal, 
and contextual) of the MCTM. According to the developers of this model, the 
evolution of social relationships can become institutionalized over time to the point 
that neither party questions the basis on which the relationship has developed (IMP 
Group 1982).
With respect to the interaction process component of this model, several 
exchange episodes (product, information, financial, and social) shape the foundation 
of buyer/seller relationships. Individual and organizational variables specify the 
characteristics of buyers and sellers in the interaction process. Unfortunately, the 
constructs that make up this interaction process are not well defined in terms of 
measurement and operationalization (Wilson and Moller 1988). Concerning the 
atmosphere of the interaction, the constructs of dependence, conflict, cooperation, 
and social distance comprise this elem ent Hakansson (1987) states that these
FIGURE 2.6 
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variables are not measured in a direct way, rather, they are considered as a group of 
intervening variables. Finally, the environment component of the Interaction Model 
consists of market structure and dynamism, degree of internationalization, and social 
systems. These variables are conceived to act differently on buyers and seller and are 
situation specific.
Although the Interaction Model has generated a stream of research since its 
development (Ford, Hakansson, and Johansson 1986; Haller, Johansson, and 
Mohamed 1987; Johansson and Mattson 1987), the nature of the IMP study is such 
that good quantitative analysis can not be conducted. In a related fashion, the nature 
of this effort has not lead to a set of propositional statements to aid in theory 
developm ent
However, the Interaction Model is used in the generation of a more recent effort 
called the Social Bonding Model (Wilson and Mummalaneni 1988) which talks to 
buyer/seller relationships on the basis of structural and social issues. Structural 
bonding occurs through a multiplicity of economic and social factors that develop 
during a relationship and tie the partners together (examples include irretrievable 
investments and contractual barriers to ending the relationship). Social bonding 
concerns the strength of a personal relationship between buyer and seller and may 
range from a business relationship to a close, personal relationship.
Grounded in Social Exchange Theory, the model focuses on relationship 
outcomes among which are satisfaction and commitment (see Figure 2.7). 
Commitment is determined by multiple factors and can be viewed as the dedication
FIGURE 2.7 
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to the continuation of a relationship. Satisfaction is seen conceptually as the net of 
rewards minus cost of the relationship. In a broad sense, satisfaction is the degree 
of positive affect associated with a relationship and involves the positivity of feelings 
toward the relationship. Fortunately, the Social Bonding Model has been tested and 
demonstrates encouraging results (Mummalaneni and Wilson 1988). Generally, it has 
oeen shown that commitment is greater for strong social relationships than for pure 
business relationships.
Application to the Multi Criterion Transactional Model
The previous discussion is extremely beneficial in developing the Multi Criterion 
Transactional Model (MCTM). These models lend support to the construction and 
classification of the MCTM by transactional elements, personal elements, contextual 
elements, transactional outcomes, and their component parts. Table Z2 outlines the 
similarities between these previously developed models and the MCTM in more 
detail.
Generally, it appears from this review of buyer/seller models that representations 
of marketing relationships must be broad in focus and consider components outside 
the immediate buyer/seller dyad. This orientation is captured in the MCTM through 
the inclusion of contextual elements. Additionally, efforts which have been 
conducted with respect to relationship processes reinforce the relevance of a 
temporal perspective in this area. As previously mentioned, although the MCTM 
does not explicitly include time as a component, its purpose (which is concerned with
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the strength of the bond of one person to another in existing purchasing 
relationships) inherently considers this aspect This is so because bond development 
is based on social interaction which occurs over time.
Specifically, a review of these models demonstrates support for the MCTM in a 
broad context Although named differently, the Interaction Model and Social 
Bonding Model utilize the three elements and transactional outcomes found within 
the MCTM. The interaction process/environment discussed in the Interaction Model 
touches on transactional outcomes, in addition to transactional, personal, and 
contextual elements. Similarly, the Social Bonding Model demonstrates evidence of 
personal and contextual elements and their impact on transactional outcomes.
Additionally, the discrete elements contained within the MCTM are, to some 
degree, examined in these past efforts. With respect to transactional elements, 
Anderson and Weitz’s (1987) effort examines support provided and goal congruence. 
These are issues touched upon in Macneil’s (1981) Social Contract Theory. Personal 
elements (i.e. similarity and expertise) are also included in this model, in addition 
work by Anderson and Narus (1984; 1989). Transaction cost analysis dimensions, as 
well as influence and dependence, (which compose the contextual elements in the 
MCTM) are discussed in most models.
Although transactional outcomes (i.e., trust, satisfaction, and commitment) in the 
MCTM are examined somewhat in these models, they are considered singularly and 
not in conjunction with other related outcomes. Consistent with this previous work, 
the transactional outcomes in the MCTM occur as the result of the interplay of these
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aforementioned variables. Specific findings with respect to transactional outcomes 
are of interest. Of note is the finding in the Social Bonding Model that commitment 
is stronger where in cases where social relationships exist as opposed to situations 
which are primarily just business in orientation (Wilson and Mummalaneni 1988). 
Additionally, the finding that trust is positively associated with satisfaction (Anderson 
and Narus 1989) is a significant finding which will be discussed in the following 
section.
Although these models lend support to the broad outline of the Multi Criterion 
Transactional Model, we nonetheless must examine each component part in more 
detail. Therefore, the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a more thorough 
exploration of the MCTM’s foundations.
Transactional Outcomes
The previous section on buyer/seller relationship models shows that attitudinal 
and behavioral outcomes result from the interchange between buyer and seller. 
These outcomes are critical to the players involved in exchange because they impact 
future interaction between parties. Their importance has not gone unnoticed within 
the MCTM, where outcomes are defined and designated as transactional outcomes. 
(Recall that transactional outcomes are the attitudes developed during exchange 
concerning the other party and arise due to the interaction of transactional, personal, 
and contextual elements.) The following discussion outlines these outcomes in further
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detail. It should be noted, however, before proceeding with this discussion that a 
review of transactional outcomes precedes a review of the foundation elements in the 
MCTM, as their understanding is necessary for the development of several 
hypotheses which follow in this chapter.
Social Exchange Theory (Kelley and Thibaut 1978; Thibaut and Kelley 1959) 
identifies several outcomes which emanate from the dyadic interaction of two 
individuals and are important to the maintenance of the relationship. Specifically, 
this theory highlights and explains an individual’s satisfaction, trust, and commitment 
in relationships. For the purposes of the MCTM, commitment, satisfaction, and trust 
form the basis of transactional outcomes. Transactional outcomes arise due to the 
interaction of personal, transactional and contextual elements in the MCTM.
Trust
Although the concept of trust has been examined and is widely acknowledged as 
being important in interpersonal dyads for some time (Pruitt 1981; Schlenker, Helm, 
and Tedeschi 1973), it has not been until recently that some attention has been 
devoted to trust within our discipline. Specifically, interest within marketing has 
primarily been centered with respect to buyer/seller relationships (e.g. Dwyer, Schurr, 
and Oh 1987).
Trust is defined as both an emotional and cognitive state in which an individual 
relies upon information received from another person (Swan and Nolan 1985). Trust 
is an important element within industrial buyer/seller relations because it facilitates
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an exchange relationship, while mistrust hinders i t  This is underscored in a summary 
of work conducted in the behavioral sciences, where it is offered that trust leads to 
constructive dialogue and cooperation in problem solving, facilitates goal clarification 
and serves as a basis of commitment to carry out agreements, while mistrust arouses 
defensive behavior which conceals true attitudes (Schurr and Ozanne 1985).
A review of efforts with respect to trust outside the marketing discipline is 
particularly revealing for the study at hand and demonstrates considerable intensity 
of study in this area. Trust has been explored in relation to attribution, initial 
impressions and reliability, self disclosure, and feedback provided by significant 
others, among other factors. O f specific interest to this study is the determination 
that trust plays an essential role in building buyer commitment (Prus 1987) and in the 
development and maintenance of long term relationships (Bigus 1972). Trust is also 
identified as an important precondition for exchange, especially if perceived risk is 
high (Wedow 1979).
Unfortunately, a commonly accepted notion within marketing that salespeople as 
a group are trusted less than other occupational sectors may impact the development 
of buyer/seller relationships (Marks 1988). However, garnering trust between parties 
in the buyer/seller dyad is critical, for it can reduce uncertainty and influence the 
probability of a sale (Alessandra, Cathcart, and Wexler 1988). When risk and 
incomplete information confront the buyer (a characteristic of most purchases) trust 
becomes a critical concept (Hawes, Mast, and Swan 1989). Once having achieved
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trust, it is reported that the role of salespeople changes from one which primarily 
emphasizes sales to one which is seivice based (Swan and Trawick 1987).
At a micro level, trust has been defined along a number of dimensions. Studies 
show that trust is related to liking (Rotter 1980; Scott 1980), which is not unlike the 
finding that similarity between buyer and seller generally leads to higher sales 
productivity (Evans 1963; Woodside and Davenport 1974). Additionally, trust is 
related to perceived altruism (Frost, Stimpson, and Maughan 1978). Studies show 
that the trusted individual is one who is perceived as having a low need to control 
others. Of particular note is a study conducted in the medical sales field, where 
individuals were interviewed to determine how each thought that buyer trust was 
earned (Swan, Trawick, and Silva 1985). The study concluded that four components 
(competent, dependable, responsible, and likeable) were important to gaining trust 
These components have since been operationalized and used in trust research in the 
marketing area (i.e., Swan et. al 1988).
In addition to the generation of trust components, these same authors attempt 
to explain how a prospect’s trust develops towards a salesperson (Swan, Trawick, and 
Silva 1985). By using attribution theory, it is posited that a prospect will attribute 
observable events to their underlying causes on the basis of the covariation of cause 
and effect. That is, an event will be attributed to a cause that is present and absent 
when the event is not observed (Kelley 1973). Thus, for salespeople, trust can be 
gained by being consistently being paired with desirable outcomes sought or expected 
by the prospect (Milliman and Fugate 1988).
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Although research has investigated antecedents of trust, other work with respect 
to this construct has been limited in the marketing area. Research has established 
that trust facilitates cooperation in areas such as scheduling priority and increased 
exchange of information (Schurr and Ozanne 1985) and has determined that 
perceptions of trust vary between purchasing and sales personnel (Hawes, Mast, and 
Swan 1989). Finally, as a part of buyer/seller models, trust has been shown to a be 
a significant component of commitment (Anderson and Weitz 1988), and positively 
associated with satisfaction (Anderson and Narus 1990).
Thus, trust is an important variable which is cast as a transactional outcome in 
the MCTM. Previous research identifies components of this concept, and links to 
other transactional outcomes are dem onstrated This evidence of association to 
related outcomes offers support for the hypothesized trust—satisfaction and trust— 
commitment link in the MCTM, which is discussed in further detail later in this 
section. This, and other significant findings with respect to trust (and also satisfaction 
and commitment) are highlighted in Table 2.3.
Satisfaction
A second transactional outcome within the MCTM is satisfaction. For the 
purposes of this study, satisfaction is defined as an emotional state that occurs in 
response to an evaluation of interaction experiences (Westbrook 1981). This 
definition of satisfaction is consistent with other researchers’ conceptualization of the 
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satisfaction as a pleasurable, positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal on 
one’s job or job experiences. Marketers (i.e. Day 1983, Oliver 1981) define or use 
the term in the same or similar manner. In fact, there is widespread agreement that 
satisfaction comprises a global, evaluative judgment made by consumers which 
mediates future purchase behavior (Westbrook 1986).
In a consumer purchase setting, the satisfaction (or service quality) judgment is 
a belief or perception that the product/service acquired is consistent with pre­
purchase expectations (Gronroos 1984; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985). 
Several empirical studies support this relationship (Brown and Swartz 1989; 
Surprenant and Solomon 1987). This is consistent with relationship satisfaction,where 
Kelley and Thibaut (1978) contend that this concept is a function of the difference 
between outcomes derived from the relationship and outcomes one feels entitled to. 
Deserved outcomes are represented by one’s comparison level, which is a function 
of several factors such as what was received in the past in similar circumstances and 
perceptions of what others receive in similar relationships. If the value of outcomes 
from relationships are greater than one’s comparison level, then the dyad member 
is satisfied If outcomes are below the comparison level, then the dyad member is 
dissatisfied In a similar vein, research from consumer satisfaction shows strong 
support for the role of expectancy disconfirmation in satisfaction responses (Oliver 
1980; Bearden and Teel 1983).
Satisfaction has been the focal point of much work in channels and buyer/seller 
research (e.g. Anderson and Nanis 1990; Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990; Frazier,
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Spekman, and O ’Neal 1988). These authors contend that satisfaction is predictive of 
future actions by individuals, and, consistent with previous findings, leads to the long 
term continuation of relationships (e.g. Gladstein 1984). Satisfaction has been shown 
to be impacted positively by communication between parties, negatively with conflict 
level, negatively with influence by the partner, and positively by trust, among other 
factors (Anderson and Narus 1990).
Earlier, it was stated that satisfaction (or service quality) is a belief or perception 
that the product/service acquired is consistent with pre-purchase expectations. As a 
product includes any want-satisfying good or service which includes tangible and 
intangible attributes (McDaniel and Darden 1987), it follows that an intangible 
attribute such as the calibre of the salesperson must be considered in satisfaction 
determination. This is consistent with research in interpersonal dealings, where a 
major component of the satisfaction assessment is centered around the characteristics 
and roles assumed and performed by the individual parties (Murstein 1977). Thus, 
as trust is composed of the four dimensions of responsibility, likability, dependability, 
and competency (Swan, Trawick, and Silva 1985), the degree to which a salesperson 
meets expectations around these characteristics will partially determine one’s 
satisfaction.
It is the trust—satisfaction link which is of interest in the MCTM. When trust 
increases between buyer and seller, working together in pursuit for mutual benefits 
increases (Anderson and Narus 1990). This increases perceptions of compatibility 
between the individuals and results in satisfaction-a path supported by channel
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researchers (Dwyer 1980; Sibley and Michie 1982). In this case, trust leads to 
satisfaction, which in turn leads to trust. It is therefore obvious that this process of 
building trust and developing satisfaction is an iterative process. However, the 
MCTM is a static model that offers a single time-period perspective of the strength 
of the bond between two parties. Thus, in concert with previous research that 
demonstrates that trust is a necessary antecedent of satisfaction, it is posited that at 
any point in time past trust causes present satisfaction.
This leads to the development of the first hypothesis to be examined in this work, 
which is:
HI: Perceived levels of trust will be positively associated with
satisfaction.
Commitment
The final transactional outcome in the MCTM is commitment Commitment, for 
the purposes of this study, is defined as the degree to which an individual intends to 
maintain a relationship over time (Roberts 1988). This definition is consistent with 
writings from various areas including social psychologists, sociologists and marketers 
(e.g., Crosby and Taylor 1983).
With respect to the maintenance of relationships, it appears that commitment is 
more appropriate than satisfaction. For one, although customers may be satisfied, 
they may nonetheless opt for another relationship as a better package of benefits 
might be obtained elsewhere (Michaels, Acock, and Edwards 1986; Rusbult 1980) or 
they may be concerned about the ability of the supplier to provide satisfactory service
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in the future (Jackson 1985a). Additionally, it is shown that dissatisfied customers 
might well choose to maintain a relationship, especially in cases where switching costs 
might outweigh benefits or where the customer does not believe that alternatives are 
any better (Johnson 1973). Thus, where factors other than satisfaction are important, 
the concept of commitment is likely to be a much better predictor of future 
interactions. This contention is suggested by researchers in organizational behavior 
and social psychology (Farrell and Rusbult 1981; Mummalaneni 1987; Rusbult and 
Farrell 1983).
Additionally, from the social psychology area, Johnson (1982) suggests that 
commitment can be characterized along two dimensions. First, he offers that 
individuals experience personal commitment which reflects the extent to which a 
person is dedicated to some course of action. Additionally, structural commitment 
(also referred to as behavioral commitment) may also be present (Becker 1960). 
This reflects social and economic forces which constrain an individual to maintain a 
relationship. Thus, it is possible to have low personal commitment, but high 
structural commitment. This is summarized by the sentiment that there are two 
reasons why individuals stay in relationships: because they want to, and because they 
have to. Along a slightly different line, Sabatelli and Cecil-Pigo (1985) suggest that 
commitment consists of an affective component reflecting feelings of solidarity and 
cohesion, and a process component, which refers to the degree to which alternatives 
are being monitored and tested.
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Much work in the organizational behavior and marketing area concerns 
organizational commitment, a concept which seems to be consistent with the notion 
of commitment in this study as it too reflects a desire or intention to maintain an 
association (Price and Mueller 1986). For example, Hunt, Chonko, and Wood (1985) 
define organizational commitment as a strong desire to remain a member of the 
particular organization, given opportunities to change positions.
Measuring the concept of commitment generally reflects the desire of relationship 
maintenance. Outside of our discipline, commitment has been explored by asking 
individuals for the probability that they would break off their present relationship in 
the near future (Michaels, Acock, and Edwards 1986). A similar approach is noted 
in the research of Rusbult (1980). Within marketing, Hunt, Chonko and Wood’s 
(1985) organizational commitment scale measures one’s willingness to change firms 
given different outcome levels from alternative firms. Of great importance to the 
work at hand is a recent study by Crosby, Evans, and Cowles (1990) which examines 
commitment under the guise of "anticipation of future action" in a service 
environment Here, it is shown that relationship quality (which is composed of both 
satisfaction and trust) is positively associated with anticipation of future action, as is 
selling effectiveness.
The relationship between the transactional outcomes of satisfaction and 
commitment is of interest to this study. The greater the degree of satisfaction with 
a relationship, the greater the probability that a dyad member’s energies can be 
usefully employed elsewhere (Roberts 1990). To the extent that satisfaction is a
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function of the difference between the outcomes obtained from a relationship and the 
outcomes one feels is deserved, there would appear to be little incentive to expend 
time and energy in looking for alternative relationships. According to Thibaut and 
Kelley (1959) a satisfactory relationship is one where net relational rewards are 
greater than what the person feels is appropriate. Given this perception that 
outcomes are being provided beyond which a dyad member feels is deserved, loyalties 
to the other dyad member may develop. Under this condition, a dyad member is less 
disposed to terminate an existing relationship or, in other words, he/she intends to 
continue the present arrangem ent Thus, satisfaction is likely to affect commitment 
(Anderson and Narus 1990), and is reflected in the following hypothesis:
H2: Perceived levels of satisfaction will be positively
associated with commitment
In addition to the satisfaction-commitment relationship, the link between trust 
and commitment is another association which will be examined in the MCI M. 
Perceived trust of the seller is likely to have an important impact on the stay or leave 
decision (Jackson 1985a), or the intention to continue a relationship with the other 
person. Low expectations of future exchange would be related to problems with the 
existing buyer/seller interaction, while high expectations would be a function of 
favorable perceptions of the current relationship. One indication of relational 
intentions would be perceived tru st Thus, a third hypothesis to be tested in this 
effort is:
H3: Perceived levels of trust will be positively associated with
commitment
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Thus, there are three relationships to be tested among transactional outcomes: 
trust—satisfaction, trust—commitment, and satisfaction-commitment These 
associations are captured in Figure 2.8. As previously mentioned, a summary of 
findings discussed in this section with respect to trust, satisfaction, and commitment 
are presented in Table 2,3.
Transactional Elements
One of the research questions raised in the introductory chapter of this study is: 
"are transactional elements, personal elements, and contextual elements distinct and 
valid constructs? If so, what is their relative contribution to transactional outcomes?" 
In an effort to examine this question in further detail, it is necessary to dissect each 
of these elements by highlighting component parts and to suggest interrelationships 
among elements and outcomes by proposing working hypotheses.
The first major element in the MCTM is the transactional elem ent Transactional 
elements represent the terms of the exchange which guide the actions of participants 
and impact value assessment Their nature suggests an element of pervasiveness with 
respect to all exchanges—therefore, they play a very important role in the MCTM. 
In the MCTM, transactional elements are best defined by MacneiJ and his work in 
Social Contract Theory (1980). The following describes the components of Social 









According to Macneil (1981), all transactions can be usefully thought of in 
contractual terms, where a contract refers to "no more and no less than the relations 
among parties to the process of projecting exchange into the future". In depicting 
contracts as relations, economic activity and organization can be conceptualized along 
a spectrum ranging from a discrete contract (i.e. those that are highly structured and 
inflexible) to a relational contract (i.e. those that involve considerable interaction 
between the parties). The groundwork for this notion of contracts was done by 
Stewart Macaulay (1963) who concluded that business was often well served by 
agreements governed by forces outside legal recourse emanating from contracts. 
However, even before this piece, Karl Llewellyn (1931) addressed issues such as ’hard 
contracting' and ’soft contracting’ and observed that transactions assume a variety of 
forms and that legalistic approaches may sometimes get in the way of the parties 
instead of contributing to their purposes.
Further evidence with regards to this discrete/relational approach to contracts is 
found in the Geld of economics. According to Thaler (1985), utility (current payoffs 
which have value to individuals) is maximized in exchange settings and is composed 
of acquisition utility and exchange utility. Acquisition utility represents the traditional 
view of exchange which is based on product attributes which, from a strict economic 
perspective, motivate purchasing (Blau 1964). However, purchasing does not occur 
in a  social vacuum and the exchange act may be impacted by social issues which are 
non product related or person based. This suggests the existence of a second type
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of utility, called exchange utility, which is derived from the contributions of social 
relations gained from the exchange.
Acquisition utility and exchange utility are independent, yet contribute additively 
to total utility derived from the exchange a c t Further, limits to acquisition utility are 
determined by product characteristics, while boundaries to exchange utility are 
impacted by social ties or interpersonal issues. As there are positive returns to 
investment in social ties, this suggests that buyers who share strong relations with 
sellers can obtain more exchange utility than can those with weak ties with sellers 
(Frenzen and Davis 1990).
Conceptually, it appears this notion of acquisition utility and exchange utility may 
have some relation to the discrete/relational paradigm suggested by Macneil (1980) 
in his extensive treatment of the contract as a construct As Macneil (1980) defines 
contracts on a relationship basis, we can say that it is equivalent to an exchange 
relationship. It does not refer to the actual exchange, but rather to the relationship 
between the individuals in the dyad.
Contract law functions as a relatively precise expression of custom and social 
practices in which the affairs of humans are conducted (Macneil 1980). Therefore, 
contract law can be viewed as a reflection of what society values most highly in 
exchange relationships and as an attempt to solidify and promote these types of 
exchange relationships. An analysis of the evolution of contract law would reveal, 
therefore, changes in exchange relationships or in ways of conducting business
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relationships (Kaufmann 1985). This fact is underscored as MacneiJ’s work suggests 
the current importance of long term relationships in the business environm ent
As mentioned earlier, Macneil offers that contracts can be visualized as a 
continuum representing the extent of relational elements in a given category of 
contract law (Macneil 1978). In the process of examination of exchange relations, at 
one extreme is found contractual arrangements void of any relationalism (discrete 
contracting), while at the other end is seen exchange relationships built entirety on 
relational elements (relational contracting). This concept of the discrete/relational 
exchange arrangement is important with respect to buyer/seller arrangements for it 
may have some behavioral considerations that might impact the effectiveness of a 
given relationship.
A discrete contract is one in which no relation exists between parties apart from
the simple exchange of goods (Macneil 1980). This type of transaction is found
microeconomics. A  truly discrete transaction would need to be "entirely separate not
only from all other present relations but from all past and future relations as well"
(Macneil 1978, p. 856). Further, Macneil (1980, p. 60) offers that:
Discreetness is the separating of a transaction from all else 
between the participants at the same time and before and after.
Its ideal, never achieved in life, occurs when there is nothing 
else between the parties, never has been, and never will be.”
This transaction type occurs, therefore, without a history, with no conceivable 
future, in isolation from any other concurrent transactions, and in anonymity as far 
as the identity of the exchange parties are concerned. The contract represents the 
only relationship between the parties to the exchange. Anything in addition to this
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introduces some element of relationalism to the contract Macneil (1978) suggests 
that a cash purchase of gasoline at a station on the New Jersey Turnpike by someone 
rarely travelling the road would approximate a discrete transaction. As can be seen 
from this example, transactions of this nature are short term in duration, minimize 
personal relations and are focused on tangible product elements--the exchange of 
money for an easily measured commodity4.
Relational contracting is a clear departure from the discrete paradigm. In this 
category of contract law there is overt recognition of the relational aspects of 
exchange and the on-going nature of this type of contracting. A single exchange 
episode occurring within the framework of a long term relationship is of limited 
importance, and problems stemming from one exchange episode will be viewed within 
the larger context of the exchange relationship to include both its history and its 
anticipated future. Relational contracting will therefore be characterized by problem 
solving which recognizes a long term horizon and acts to preserves the exchange 
relationship. Macneil (1978, p. 890) describes this genera) orientation towards 
problem solving, and how it differs from a classical (discrete) approach, as follows:
4 In recognition that classical law may not accurately fit many discrete 
transactions, Macneil (1978) suggests that neoclassical contracting may offer some 
modification which is appropriate to this type of exchange situation. Although slightly 
more relational in nature, it is not an abandonment of the underlying concepts of 
classical law, but rather an attempt to preserve the discrete nature of contracting 
while simultaneously responding to exchange situations which tend to erode 
discreetness. Of note in this neoclassical approach is a recognition that a small 
amount of intermittent planning may occur between buyer/seller.
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"In the classical system, the reference point for these questions 
about a situation requiring a change to the agreement is the 
original agreement. In a relational approach, the reference 
point is the relation as it had developed to the time of the 
change in question. This may or may not include an original 
agreement, and if it does, may or may not result in great 
deference being given to it"
In contrast to discrete transactions, participants in the relational transaction 
usually derive complex, personal, noneconomic satisfactions and engage in social 
exchange (Macneil 1980). This is consistent with many buyer/seller relationships of 
today which are marked by personal elements emphasizing long term association, 
contractual relations, and joint ownership (Arndt 1979). Further delineation of the 
relational contract vis-a-vis the discrete situation is provided in Table 2.4.
This description of the discrete/relational continuum is interesting, but is of little 
value without further enhancem ent Fortunately, Macneil (1980,1981) has identified 
several dimensions of contracts or buyer/seller relationships. Assuming that 
underlying characteristics can be identified, it is then reasonable to explore the 
relationship between these dimensions and transactional outcomes. These dimensions 
or norms, as they are called by Macneil (1981), are based on how people ought to 
behave. The existence of norms serves to augment the role of promise 
(communication of a commitment to engage in a reciprocal exchange) in providing 
an effective system to regulate exchange behavior (Pilling 1988).
The common contract norms required by all contractual relationships are (1) role 
integrity, (2) mutuality, (3) implementation of planning, (4) effectuation of consent, 
(5) flexibility, (6) contractual solidarity, (7) restitution, reliance and expectation of
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TABLE 2.4 
DISCRETE & RELATIONAL CONTRACTS-A COMPARISON
CONTRACTUAL ELEMENT 
Personal Involvement
Types of Communication 
Duration
Commencement/Termination 
Expectation about Trouble 
Bargaining
DISCRETE/RELATIONAL DESCRIPTION
Discrete-Segmental, limited, transferable, non­
unique.
Relational-Whole person, unlimited, unique, non- 
transferable.
Discrete-Limited, linguistic, formal
Relational-Extensive, deep, informal (in addition 
to or in lieu of formal).
Discrete-Short agreement process, short time 
between agreement and performance, short time of 
performance.
Relational-Long term, no finite start or end point, 
no end to either relation or performance except 
perhaps by death of parties.
Discrete-Sharp in by agreement, sharp out by 
performance.
Relatkmal-Commencement and termination to be 
gradual individual entry is often graduaL
Discrete-None expected except that planned for.
Relatkmal-Possibility of trouble anticipated as 
normal part of relation, to be dealt with by 
cooperation.
Discrete-Short bid/ask bargaining, if any.
Relational-Adbesion without bargaining unlikely, 
otherwise extended mutual planning emerging into 
ongoing relation; a joint creative effort
Taken from Macneil (1974) p. 738-740.
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interests, (8) creation and restraint of power, and (9) harmonization with the social 
matrix (Macneil 1980). Drawing upon work of Macneil (1980; 1981), Kaufmann 
(1985), and Black and Roach (1991), these norms are defined in the following 
fashion.
First, it is noted that role integrity must be present in all contract relationships. 
The parties must assume reasonably consistent patterns of behavior which the other 
party may expect to continue. Thus, role integrity is defined as a pattern of behavior 
expected of an exchange participant occupying a given social position.
Mutuality, the second norm, is defined as a condition whereby all exchange 
participants perceive a possible improvement from their pre-exchange position. 
Mutuality assumes that exit is possible and therefore, that exchange is voluntary. 
There must be some benefit for both parties which causes the exchange to take place. 
The benefit need not be equal, but the parties will expect some degree of evenness.
The next two norms, planning and consent, have been combined into one, 
consistent with Kaufmann (1985). Essentially, all contracts also must provide for the 
implementation of planning necessary to reap the benefits of the specialization of 
labor. In concert with this aspect, the values of consent and choice must be 
maintained, and thus the ability of the parties to bind themselves to future action 
must be preserved (Kaufmann 1985). Planning and consent are therefore defined as 
the terms and obligations of the transaction which are used to structure the 
relationship and commit the parties to future exchange.
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The complexity and uncertainty of dynamic markets, combined with limits on 
human foresight, require that there be flexibility in contractual relations. Parties, 
depending on the situation, may perceive the need to change terms and conditions 
during the term of the agreem ent Flexibility is therefore described as the extent to 
which parties can alter transactions as a result of environmental change.
Likewise, the stress that change puts on a contract requires that there be some 
expectation that the contract will not be broken. There must be a form of 
contractual solidarity generated either from without or within which induces its 
continuance. For this study, solidarity is defined as the degree to which the 
relationship has value to the parties beyond the existing relationship.
The common contract norms of protecting the restitution, reliance, and 
expectation remedies (called the linking norms) are also required in all contractual 
relationships. Restitution and reliance generally refer to remedies for some detriment 
(e.g., payment made or position changed) incurred by a performing party when the 
other party fails to do as promised. Macneil (1980) suggests that they adjust the 
division of exchange surplus to reflect some idea of fairness. Expectation interests 
are primarily promise based but may also arise simply through the ongoing 
relationship itself. These thoughts are used to generate a working definition of 
restitution, reliance, and expectation interests, which is the degree to which an 
exchange participant makes good on all promises upon which expectations of cost and 
benefits associated with that exchange are based (Black and Roach 1991).
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All contracts must provide for the creation of power. When one party performs, 
power is created (i.e., legitimate power) which limits the other party’s options. This 
shift of power is not limitless. Society does not allow for shifts of power which would 
violate other principles. The degree to which such shifts in power are limited are 
unique to each society, hut it is always limited. This suggests that not only is power 
created in contracts, but at the same time, it is limited or restrained. Therefore, 
creation and limitation of power is defined as the ability of exchange parties to 
execute the transaction while at the same time restraining this ability to gain an 
advantage over the other individual in the exchange.
Finally, the reflection of general societal values goes beyond the norm of creation 
and limitation of power—the contractual relationship must be at harmony within its 
social matrix. Societal norms such as liberty and privacy must be accommodated in 
the contractual relationship. Contracts which violate the norms of society are a form 
of deviant behavior and are generally unenforceable, yet may be illegal. This concept 
can be applied at a micro level, specifically, with respect to harmonization of conflict 
(Kaufmann 1985). Inevitably, many buyer/seller relationships require conflict 
resolution at some time during their history, these differences should be overcome 
consistent with the broader concept of social matrix harmonization. Further, the 
approach to conflict resolution can impact future dealings between the parties. 
Therefore, harmonization of conflict is the construct of interest in this study, and is 
defined as the manner in which disputes are resolved so as to preserve the 
relationship.
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Discreetness and relationalism are manifested by the varying degrees of emphasis 
placed on the different common contract norms. That is to say, more discrete 
transactions will emphasize or exhibit particular common contract norms while more 
relational exchanges will emphasize or exhibit others. As will be discussed later, 
discrete transactions emphasize planning and consent norms, while relational 
transactions emphasize the norms of role integrity, solidarity, mutuality, flexibility, 
harmonization of conflict, and creation/limitation of power (Macneil 1980). The 
composite of the various levels of emphasis on the various norms exhibited by the 
focal exchange is what is referred to as the normative structure of the exchange 
relationship (Kaufmann 1985). It can also be thought of as the level of relationalism 
or a means of positioning the exchange along the continuum described previously.
Research Findings and Hypotheses
Research with respect to social contract norms is scarce. A typical study in this 
area generally examines norms in relation to contract performance, and does not 
consider their impact on the transactional outcomes which are of interest to this 
study. Additionally, it appears that researchers have modified and/or reduced 
Macneil’s (1981) contract norms in their attempt to describe relationships of their 
particular interests. Although Social Contract Theory offers a broad overview of 
relationships, when norm operationalization is considered in light of the unique 
features of a particular environment under study, inevitable changes occur. 
Nonetheless, while several authors have developed their own sets of norms to suit
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their particular field of inquiry, they appear to map on the generic set provided by 
Macneil (1981).
Palay (1984) uses Macneil’s work (in addition to transaction costs which are 
described in a later section of this chapter) to examine the rail freight contracting 
business and develops four norms (enforcement, adjustments, information for long 
term planning, and information for structural planning) to describe the 
interorganizational relationship in this industry. According to this study, as 
investments become more transaction specific, the interaction between parties 
becomes more relational in nature (Palay 1984).
A more recent study in this area uses five contract norms to test ’relational 
contracting’ in an industrial purchasing context (Noordewier, John, and Nevin 1990). 
This study also combines transaction costs with Social Contract Theory and employs 
the norms of extendedness, flexibility, sharing of benefits and burdens, operating 
controls, and exchange of information. The authors conclude that contract 
performance is enhanced when firms introduce relational elements 1 into their 
purchasing arrangements (Noordewier, John, and Nevin 1990).
A few dissertation studies also embrace Macneil’s work by considering a 
combination of norms to characterize relationships. In an attempt to understand the 
nature of relationships in recently terminated contract litigation situations between 
customers and suppliers, Kaufmann (1985) uses seven contract norms (role integrity, 
mutuality, planning and consent, solidarity, creation and limitation of power, 
harmonization of conflict, and flexibility) to aid his research. His key hypothesis that
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relationalism prior to conflict between exchange partners is negatively correlated with 
residual hostility (after conflict) is partially supported (Kaufmann 1985). Rahman 
(1989) considers four norms (extendedness, flexibility, operating controls, and 
information exchange) in his study of exporter/forwarder relationships. These 
dimensions describe exporter/forwarder relations well, and are significantly correlated 
with each other, especially in the case of long term relational arrangements.
For the study at hand, seven norms are employed: role integrity, mutuality, 
planning and consent, solidarity, creation and limitation of power, harmonization of 
conflict, and flexibility. This is consistent with the work of Kaufmann (1985) who uses 
these same seven norms. From the original set of nine dimensions, the norm of 
restitution, reliance and expectation (the linking norm) is excluded. This is so, 
because:
"...(they) are primarily manifested in relational contract law.
Within a given legal system at a given point in time, they can be 
assumed invariant As such, they do not add to the specification 
of the construct unless cross cultural or historical analysis is 
envisioned, and therefore, are excluded" (Kaufmann 1985, p.
140).
As previously mentioned, the norms of implementation of planning and effectuation 
of consent are combined into one norm called planning and consent This is done 
as Macneil (1980, p. 60) implies that the two go hand in hand in his discussion of 
discrete norms (Le. "fully consensual planning and fully planned consent are 
required”). All seven norms are well suited for the propane gas industry 
environment, which is to be the setting for this study, and are readily operationalized. 
A summary of these seven norms, with associated definitions, is found in Table 2.5.
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TABLE 2.5 




Planning and Consent 
Solidarity
Harmonization of Conflict 
Creation and Limitation of Power
Flexibility
DEFINITION
Expected behavioral patterns of the exchange 
participants.
A feeling that both parties perceive a possible 
improvement from their pre-exchange position.
The terms and obligations of the transaction which 
structure the relationship and commit the parties to 
future action.
A feeling concerning the degree to which the 
relationship has value to the exchange parties.
The manner in which disputes are resolved so as to 
preserve the relationship.
The ability of the exchange parties to execute the 
transaction while at the same time restraining this 
ability to gain an advantage over the other 
individual.
The extent to which exchange parties can alter 
transactions in response to unanticipated changes.
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A review of these studies suggest that Social Contract Theory has been used as 
a basis to describe to interorganizational relationships and has not, to date, been used 
to explore outcomes at the buyer/seller dyad level. However, given descriptions and 
definitions for each of the norms and the nature of trust and satisfaction, a series of 
hypotheses can be generated to guide work in this area.
Role integrity is necessary in all contracts-in discrete transactions, the roles of 
buyers/sellers are almost unidimensional in nature, while in the relational context, 
they are complex (Kaufmann 1985). The greater the complexity of roles, the more 
relational is the exchange. As roles develop and deepen, a greater trust between 
parties is implied in addition to satisfaction with the relationship. It is therefore 
hypothesized that:
H4: Perceived levels of role integrity will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
Mutuality requires that all exchanges have some degree of perceived evenness. 
In the case of the discrete transaction, mutuality (or fairness) will be attached to the 
individual transaction, while in the relational case, it will be broader and more long 
term in orientation. Perceptions that the interaction between buyer and seller is fair 
given a longer term outlook have implications for trust and satisfaction-buyers will 
tend to be more trusting and satisfied of sellers when this aura of mutuality is evident, 
as opposed to the short term, discrete situation. Thus:
H5: Perceived levels of mutuality will be positively associated
with trust and satisfaction.
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In discrete transactions, planning and consent refer to the terms or obligations 
of the transactions. In these cases, there are no provisions for planning for a future 
relationship, however, in the relational situation, the continuing interaction is 
expected and incorporated into the firms’ planning. Where planning and consent is 
expected and more involving at the buyer/seller level, evidence is provided that the 
parties are satisfied with maintaining some sort of relationship, which in turn suggests 
that trust has developed between buyer and seller. Therefore:
H6: Perceived levels of planning and consent will be
positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
The process of contracting sees the creation and limitation of power. In discrete 
transactions, power is expected to be used, while in the relational circumstance, 
power is more complex and recognized as limited, and resembles an authority 
relationship (Kaufmann 1985). This last situation implies a high level of trust 
between parties, and some prior level of satisfaction. It is therefore hypothesized 
that:
H7: Perceived levels of power creation and limitation will be
positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
Solidarity reflects the degree to which the relationship has value to the parties 
beyond the existing interaction. For the parties to a discrete transaction, the 
outcomes of the interaction are preeminent, while individuals in a relational exchange 
are more focused on the actual relationship (Macneil 1981). Interactions where a 
high value is placed on the relationships imply an ongoing level of trust between 
buyer/seller and an acceptable level of satisfaction. Thus:
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H8: Perceived levels of solidarity will be positively associated
with trust and satisfaction.
Harmonization of conflict is primarily a face to face process where each episode 
is examined on its own merits by relational exchange partners. In the discrete 
transaction, formalized rules are developed to deal with these unfortunate 
circumstances. The presence of rules implies a lower level of trust between parties, 
and potentially lower satisfaction levels in comparison to instances where conflict is 
resolved at a more personal plane. It follows that:
H9: Perceived levels of conflict harmonization will be
positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
Flexibility is the last norm to be examined in this study. In the discrete situation, 
flexibility is simple and is achieved through the discontinuities between exchanges. 
However, in the relational case it is more complex and involved as it arises though 
the willingness of the individuals to alter the current contract to reflect changing 
environmental circumstances. This consent to make changes to an existing agreement 
demonstrates concern on the part of impacted parties to consider a long term 
perspective. It may also be indicative of a higher level of trust and satisfaction with 
the party involved. This results in another hypothesis, which is:
H10: Perceived levels of flexibility will be positively associated 
with trust and satisfaction.
The relationships between these seven social contract norms and the transactional 
outcomes of trust and satisfaction are represented in Figure 2.9, with associated 
findings in this area presented in Table 2.6.
FIGURE 2.9
Transactional Elements 






















-Contracts are relations which range from discrete 
to relational contracts.
-Nine common contract norms exist and can be 
used to characterize all contracts.
-Relational arrangements develop with transaction 
specific investments.
-Performance is enhanced when relational elements 
are introduced into the purchasing agreement.
-Relationalism (pre-conflict) is negatively associated 
with residual hostility.
-Four norms describe relationships and are 
correlated in the case of long term relationships.
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As mentioned earlier in this section, although these contract norms exist in all 
transactions, they vary in importance depending upon the type of transaction (i.e. 
discrete versus relational). That is to say, different ways of emphasizing the same 
norm will be found in different contract categories. The previous hypotheses, as they 
are structured, do not take into account contractual form and therefore may not 
prove meaningful. This suggests that it may be prudent to develop hypotheses 
bearing in mind these differences in norm emphasis which, according to Macneil 
(1980), exist in the discrete case versus the relational situation.
Discrete norms "enhance discreetness and presentation"5 (Macneil 1980, p. 60). 
The major thrust of the discrete norm is that the future requires one hundred percent 
planning and one hundred percent consent-it is highly structured. If the future is not 
fully planned, a transaction cannot be completely discrete, nor can the future be 
completely brought into the present. O ther norms such as role integrity, mutuality, 
flexibility and contractual solidarity, though present, are reduced in importance due 
to the one shot nature of the exchange. While the discrete norm in its purest form 
is a fantasy, in reality it is a mechanism which serves to focus behavior on one thing 
at a time. Specifically, it helps in the visualization of specific aspects of contractual 
behavior (Pilling 1988).
Exchanges which are more relational are more complex in nature and emphasize 
different norms. Role integrity takes on enhanced meaning in relational contracting
5 Presentiation is the process of bringing all of the future, relating to a discrete 
transaction, into the present.
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because the roles are much more complex and evolve over time. Additionally, 
contractual solidarity becomes important as the nature of this arrangement requires 
preservation of the relation. Because the horizon of the relationship is extended in 
relation to the discrete transaction, mutuality takes on a long term meaning. 
Evenness is spread out over an indefinite period and the precise measurement and 
specification of the individual transaction becomes less critical (Kaufmann 1985). 
Additionally, as this type of exchange is less structured, flexibility levels are increased 
and become important to the parties. Finally, in order to preserve the relationship, 
harmonization of conflict and the creation and limitation of power is necessary. 
According to Macneil (1980), the more procedural rigidity, the less able the 
relationship is to foster good faith and trust as a means of obtaining harmony.
Thus, it is possible that when considering discrete transactions, that only those 
discrete norms become important determinants of transactional outcomes. Similarly, 
an argument can be structured for the relational case. With this in mind, the 
following hypotheses are therefore generated:
H I la: Perceived levels of planning and consent in the discrete 
situation will be greater than perceived levels of planning 
and consent in the relational situation.
H I lb: Perceived levels of role integrity, solidarity, flexibility, 
mutuality, harmonization of conflict, and power 
creation/limitation in the relational situation will be 
greater than perceived levels of role integrity, solidarity, 
flexibility, mutuality, harmonization of conflict, and 
creation/limitation of power in the discrete situation.
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H12a: In the relational situation, perceived levels of role 
integrity, solidarity, flexibility, mutuality, harmonization 
of conflict, and creation/limitation of power will be 
greater than perceived levels of planning and consent.
H12b: In the discrete situation, perceived levels of planning and 
consent will be greater than perceived levels of role 
integrity, solidarity, flexibility, mutuality, harmonization 
of conflict, and creation/limitation of power.
Personal Elements
The second major element discussed in the MCTM is personal elements. 
Personal elements are those characteristics or traits exhibited by the exchange partner 
that are actualized during the interaction process and impact value assessm ent As 
previously mentioned, personal elements are necessary in the discussion of the 
buyer/seller relationships as value assigned to the exchange may be based on social 
relations. This has been confirmed by Wilson (1990) who talks of "social bonds" or 
the glue that holds individuals together in buyer/seller relationships. Although several 
types of personal elements exist to characterize buyer/seller interactions, it is felt that
four elements are critical in the context of this study. They are similarity, expertise,
customer orientation, and ethical orientation.
Similarity
A variety of personal attributes have been examined with regards to buyer/seller 
relationships, however, one that has received considerable attention in the literature
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is similarity (Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990). Similarity is the degree to which one 
party perceives the other party to the exchange as exhibiting similar attitudes, values, 
and behavior. Research with respect to similarity has roots in social psychology, 
where it has been shown that a strong positive relationship exists between 
interpersonal similarity and liking (Davis and Silk 1970). Based on this idea, Evans 
(1963) hypothesized that the more similar the parties in the dyad are, the more likely 
a favorable outcome, such as a sale. An investigation of practices in the insurance 
industry, where it was felt that salesperson characteristics would be more critical in 
making the sale when compared to the product offering, provides support for this 
hypothesis. Specifically, Evans (1963) found the more similar in demographic and life 
style characteristics the parties in the dyad are, the more likely a favorable outcome.
From another discipline-communication-comes hypotheses that power, 
attractiveness, and credibility of communicators will produce three types of influences 
on the other party in the dyad-compliance, identification, and internalization 
(Kelman and Eagly 1965; Petty and Cacioppo 1981). The greater the communicator’s 
perceived credibility, the greater the likelihood that the other individual in the dyad 
will accept the message because internalization has occurred (i.e. it is congruent with 
the recipient’s value system). This premise prom pted Woodside and Davenport 
(1974) to study salesman similarity (and expertise) on customer purchasing behavior, 
results support the contention that similarity of dyad partners is a very powerful force 
in increasing sales. Additionally, Brock (1965) demonstrates that similarity is a very 
important factor in a field experiment involving paint sales. This is also reinforced
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by Akaaah (1980) who found evidence that similarity effects increase with the 
financial value of the purchase. Similar results are reported by Hayes and Hartley 
(1989) and by Williams and Seminerio (1985). In fact, Morris and Holman (1988) 
hypothesize that similarity is a major factor in the development of source loyalty. 
However, despite these findings, research results in this area are mixed (Wilson and 
Ghingold 1981). Nonetheless, the overriding assumption that perceptions of similarity 
between buyer and seller should contribute to a successful relationship remains 
appealing (Wiener and Mowen 1985).
Most of the research on the effects of similarity has been conducted in single 
transaction contexts (Crosby et al. 1990). However, research from other areas such 
as counseling, and communication suggests that similarity among individuals in a 
relationship influences satisfaction (Byrne 1969, Tan 1981). Similarity has also been 
suggested as acting as a cue for expecting the other party to facilitate one’s goals in 
interdependent situations (Johnson and Johnson 1972). This has implications for the 
development of trust between the two individuals in the buyer/seller relationship.
Based on this discussion, the following hypothesis is formulated for this study:
H13: Perceived levels of similarity will be positively associated 
with trust and satisfaction.
Expertise
Much like similarity, expertise has received considerable attention by researchers 
(Crosby et. al 1990). Expertise is the perceived ability in a given field demonstrated 
by the other party in the dyad. The common sense appeal of the importance of
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expertise in buyer/seller relations is apparent: the salesperson who appears more 
knowledgeable with respect to his/her product, the more likely it is that he/she can 
influence a customer to buy and achieve their needs. Fortunately, this proposition 
is supported in several studies of communications source credibility which have 
demonstrated that the effectiveness of a given message in changing attitudes varies 
according to the amount of expertise attributed to the source of the message 
(McGuire 1969; Cacioppo and Petty 1984).
Research in buying and in selling contexts demonstrates the powerful force of 
expertise in relationships. An early study conducted by Woodside and Davenport 
(1974) shows that expert knowledge is effective in increasing sales for a tape cleaner. 
From the perspective of the salesperson, surveys clearly indicate that these individuals 
prefer to do business with buyers who have a working knowledge of their products, 
markets and customers (Dubinsky and fngram 1982). On the other side of the coin, 
long term studies of buyers show that purchasing agents consistently pick ’knowledge 
of product’ as a key salesperson attribute in the provision of satisfaction in the 
buyer/seller interaction (Williams and Seminerio 1985). A similar study highlights 
that buyers put considerable importance on a wide array of salesperson knowledge 
and competency factors in this area (Hayes and Hartley 1989). However, the role 
of salesperson expertise in long term relationships has received little coverage by 
marketers (Crosby e t  al 1990).
The above findings seem to suggest that perceived expertise will have an impact 
on transactional outcomes of trust and satisfaction. According to Busch and Wilson
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(1976), salespeople with higher levels of perceived expert and referent power are 
viewed as more trustworthy by customers. In a similar vein, competence is seen to 
be a major factor of customer’s perceived trust in a salesperson (Swan, Trawick, and 
Silva 1985). With respect to satisfaction, product/market knowledge is often cited as 
the most important variable in the determination of customer satisfaction with sales 
personnel. These findings, in concert with related expertise research, suggest the 
following hypothesis:
H14: Perceived levels of expertise will be positively associated
with trust and satisfaction.
Customer Orientation
As the ability of the other party to maximize the joint utility function of the dyad 
is a necessary element in the assessment of the buyer/seller relationship, consideration 
of customer orientation is a vital personal element for the study at hand. Customer 
orientation is defined as the application of the marketing concept at the buyer/seller 
level (Saxe and Weitz 1982). This concept was emphasized several years ago when 
Strong (1925) suggested that personal selling strategies should be directed toward 
securing customer satisfaction as well as purchase orders.
Little empirical research has investigated the effectiveness of customer orientation 
on buyer/seller relationships. Aside from the development and testing of an 
instrument to measure customer orientation (Dunlap, Dotson, and Chambers 1988; 
Saxe and Weitz 1982) it appears that only the antecedents of customer orientation 
have been investigated (O’Hara, Boles, and Johnston 1991). Nonetheless, the nature
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of customer oriented selling provides some easily discernable outcomes for the study 
at hand. According to the marketing concept, organizations must determine target 
market needs and adapt its marketing plans to satisfy those needs. The key to 
satisfying those needs is to generate customer satisfaction. At the 
customer/salesperson dyad, this can he achieved through a customer orientation as 
salespeople who exhibit this characteristic are essentially concerned with the long 
term needs of their clients (Saxe and Weitz 1982). Highly customer oriented 
salespeople will tend to avoid actions which result only in a ’quick sale’ as this 
corresponds with a low level of customer orientation.
The development of several interaction models which propose that interpersonal 
behavior can be characterized along two dimensions of concern for the self and 
concern for others (Blake and Mouton 1970; Thomas 1976) gives rise to the 
suggestion that high customer orientation is related to a high concern for others/high 
concern for self. From the perspective of the buyer, this concern for others exhibited 
by a salesperson will have an impact on trust and satisfaction. Trust is concerned 
with the expectation that the other party will take actions that will result in desired 
outcomes for you.
Further, as the determination of satisfaction results from an evaluation of 
interaction experiences, it follows that the foundation of a high concern for others 
which is associated with customer orientation should result in positive experiences for 
the buyer. Thus, satisfaction should be impacted positively. Because of this, and the
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implicit assumption that the existence of a customer orientation denotes a high 
concern for others, the following hypothesis is generated:
H 15: Perceived levels of customer orientation will be positively 
associated with trust and satisfaction.
Ethical Orientation
The ethical orientation of an individual is the degree to which he/she perceived 
to be practicing moral and community standards in interpersonal relationships. This 
view of ethical orientation is necessary because, according to Pruden (1971), 
marketers are influenced by an individual ethic (captured by the moral component 
of the definition) and an organizational and professional ethic (which is captured by 
community component of the definition).
Research in the ethics area has been diverse. Vitell (1986) provides a 
classification of ethics work according to normative and positive studies. The 
normative studies are concerned with what managers ought to do and includes 
decision models which managers can apply in situations which have ethical content, 
guidelines for managers to follow in these situations, and articles that relate to a 
specific area of marketing such as marketing research and advertising. The positive 
literature includes articles that survey what certain groups of people such as 
salespeople and purchasing agents consider (une th ica l
According to recent surveys, ethical conflict is mainly felt by individuals in key 
positions such as purchasing agents when they are asked to balance corporate 
demands with demands of the other party that they interact with (Chonko and Hunt
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1985). Purchasing agents often are placed in compromising positions, especially in 
situations where they are presented with gifts from salespeople that they deal with. 
Research has shown that buyers generally agree that business lunches and advertising 
specialties are ethically appropriate, whereas ’an evening on the town’ or expensive 
gifts are not (Dempsey, Bushman, and Plank 1980).
Further insight into this issue can be garnered from the perspective of salesforce 
ethics. Salespeople who do an inappropriate job of balancing short run pressures 
from management to meet sales quotas with long run goals of achieving customer 
confidence may experience poor sales performance and dissatisfied customers 
(Dubinsky, Berkowitz, and Rudelius, 1980). In order to address this problematic 
situation, Dubinsky et a). (1980) have identified practices that are considered as 
presenting an ethical problem or an ethical conflict These are (1) allowing 
personalities to affect price, delivery, and other terms of sale, (2) having less 
competitive prices or other terms for buyers who use a firm as the sole source of 
supply, and (3) making statements to an existing purchaser that exaggerate the 
seriousness of his problem in order to obtain a bigger order or other concessions. 
This corresponds with other research conducted on salespeople, which shows that 
ethical issues confronting sales personnel include bribes, gifts, entertainment, 
reciprocity, and conflict of interest (Dalrymple 1982; Futrell 1981).
Given that individuals such as purchasing agents and salespeople are likely to 
experience ethical conflict in their job, an ethical orientation is important in helping 
to mitigate this conflict According to Walker, Churchill, and Ford (1977),
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dysfunctional consequences of individuals who are ethically troubled include increased 
levels of job related tension, frustration and anxiety, lower job performance, and 
increased turnover. Additionally, the inability of these people to deal with ethical 
issues properly can lead to reduced job satisfaction, unfavorable word-of-mouth, and 
customer dissatisfaction (Walker, Churchill, and Ford 1979).
Thus, the ethical orientation of the other party will have a tremendous impact on 
transactional outcomes of trust and satisfaction. Given earlier stated definitions of 
these constructs, in combination with the research which has been conducted in the 
ethics area, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H16: Perceived levels of ethical orientation will be positively 
associated with trust and satisfaction.
The relationships between the personal elements of similarity, expertise, ethical 
orientation, and customer orientation vis a vis trust and satisfaction are summarized 
in Figure 2.10. Additionally, important findings which form the bases and support for 
these previous hypotheses are listed in Table 2.7.
Contextual Elements
The final major input into the MCTM consists of contextual elements. 
Contextual elements are those situational or environmental aspects which impact 
exchange value assessment As described earlier, the contextual elements in the 



















C u s t o m e r
Orientation
E t h i c a l
Orientation
AUTHOR(S)
Davis and Silk (1970)
Evans (1963)
Brock (1965); Woodsidc and 
Davenport (1974)
Akaah (1980); Hayes and Hartley 
(1989)
Byrne (1969); Tan (1981)
Woodsidc and Davenport (1974) 
Williams and Semincrio (1985)
Busch and Wilson (1976); Swan, 
Trawick, and Silva (1985)
Strong (1925)
Saxe and Weilz (1982)
Chonko and Hunt (1985)
Walker. Churchill, and Ford (1977)
FINDING(S)
-Similarity is strongly related to liking.
-Demographic and lifestyle similarity 
of dyad is likely to lead to a positive 
outcome.
-Similarity of dyad is powerful in 
increasing sales volume.
-The effects of similarity increase with 
the cost of the purchase.
-Similarity intluences satisfaction.
-Expert knowledge increases sales.
-Sales expertise is a key attribute in 
satisfaction.
-Sales people with expert power are 
viewed as trustworthy.
-Selling strategies should be directed 
towards securing customer sa tisfaction.
-Customer oriented salespeople are 
concerned with long term needs of 
their clients.
•Purchasing agents experience ethical 
conflict.
•Ethically troubled individuals 
experience job tension, turnover, etc.
Walker, Churchill, and Ford (1979) •Inability to deal with ethical issues 
can lead to customer dissatisfaction.
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Transactional Costs
Transaction cost theory (Williamson 1975, 1985) provides an interesting 
perspective which helps us to understand the forces that shape exchange. The central 
issue in transaction cost theory is to explain how the characteristics of a transaction 
between two parties lead to the development of different governance mechanisms for 
managing transactions. Although typically applied to organizations in explaining such 
decisions as vertical integration or just-in-time purchasing relationships, this 
perspective also applies to individual transactions between clients (Jones 1987).
Traditional marketing literature, particularly the channel literature, focuses on the 
'make or buy’ as two extreme forms of interorgani2ational marketing relationships. 
This concept was first advanced by Coase (1937) who held that the boundary of the 
firm was a decision variable for which an economic assessment was needed 
(Williamson 1981). Cost efficiency determined whether a firm should integrate or 
rely on the m arket
Williamson (1975, 1979, 1981) developed the concept of interfirm alignment 
advanced by Coase into a framework termed Transaction Cost Analysis* (TCA) by 
integrating economics, organizational theory, and contract law. The central issue in 
TCA is to determine under which conditions transactions are performed more 
efficiently-within an organization under bureaucratic or hierarchical control, or 
between independent entities under market control achieved through contracting in 
the market place. These conditions compose the basis for two alternative forms of 
marketing relationships, which Williamson terms as markets and internal hierarchy.
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Governance structures denote the actual interorganizational alignment6. Essentially, 
TCA states that firms should choose a governance structure that minimizes 
transaction costs.
Behavioral assumptions attached to TCA set it apart from other economic 
perspectives. The first behavioral assumption of this approach claims that agents 
(i.e., buyers and sellers) are subject to bounded rationality (Simon 1978). This means 
that individuals have a limited capacity to receive, store, process, and communicate 
information without error. The second assumption is opportunism, which in this 
context means "self seeking with guile" (Williamson 1975). Research by John (1984) 
indicates that although individuals may not always behave opportunistically, long run 
relationships are vulnerable to opportunism because partners become locked in to 
agreements as fewer suitable alternative partners are available. Were it not for 
bounded rationality in connection with opportunism, the task of selecting the best 
marketing relationship would be greatly simplified. The best case would be 
contractual utopia, the worst, serious contracting difficulties resulting in no trade at 
all (Mayo 1988).
6 Williamson’s initial view of governance structures has since been altered by 
many authors (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987; Stinchcombe 1983) who suggest that 
there is a continuum of structures. This has been recognized by Williamson (1985) 
who now states that governance structures can be arrayed on a continuum of 
relationalism anchored by market (discrete) and internal (relational) hierarchies at 
the polar extremes. This departure from the two-way classification of markets and 
internal hierarchy is warranted because the buyer/seller relationship may best be 
described as being represented neither by market nor by internal hierarchy. Thus, 
our perspective defines governance structures along a discrete-relational continuum, 
anchored at market (discrete) and internal hierarchy (relational) poles.
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Transaction cost theory defines a transaction as the transfer or exchange of goods 
and services across an organizational boundary (Williamson 1975, 1979). In any 
exchange event the costs associated with negotiating, monitoring, and enforcing a 
business arrangement are known as transaction costs. These costs may be low in 
highly competitive situations, and thus there is no incentive for the firm to substitute 
market exchange for other arrangements. Transaction costs arise because a transfer 
of goods and services takes place in an exchange context where information is 
imperfect (which allows certain players a competitive advantage), where parties have 
made asset specific investments, or where some members exhibit opportunistic 
behavior (the tendency to cheat other individuals) (Williamson 1975). It is this last 
concept that has lead Klein, Frazier and Roth (199(1) to suggest that transaction cost 
theory is built on a microanalytic framework with a strong behavioral reality.
Researchers working in the area of TCA almost never attempt to measure 
transaction costs directly, rather they test whether relationships align with the 
attribute of transactions as predicted by transaction cost reasoning (Williamson 1985). 
Transaction cost theory suggests market contracting or market exchange as being 
more efficient than vertical integration a priori based on the benefits of competition 
(Williamson 1979, 1981). However, the degree of asset specificity associated with a 
particular business relationship, the amount of uncertainty surrounding the exchange, 
and the frequency of the exchange are identified as the principal factors that at a 
macro level, make market mediated exchange inefficient (John and Weitz 1988). 
With respect to buyer/seller relations, it is these factors which are instrumental in the
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creation of short term or discrete transactions in some cases, while in other instances, 
suggest the formation of longer term relationships between buyers and sellers.
Asset specificity is the extent to which specialized investments are made with 
respect to a particular interorganizational interaction (Ulrich 1983). Assets are 
deemed to be idiosyncratic or transaction specific if they are integrally linked to the 
specific buyer/seller marketing relationship to the point they cannot be used 
elsewhere. According to Williamson (1979), the principal cause of market failure is 
the presence of valuable transaction specific assets which help individuals to carry out 
a transaction. Although traditional transaction specific assets include machinery and 
capital items, they may also have a human component to them. Special purpose 
knowledge which arises through the interaction between two parties constitutes this 
human form of asset specificity.
Anderson (1985) suggests that special purpose assets are important because they 
eliminate competitive pressures. A buyer or seller who possesses transaction specific 
assets becomes more and more valuable to the other party because they are uniquely 
qualified to carry out this interaction. The extent to which this knowledge is deployed 
by the seller, in conjunction with the utilization of other idiosyncratic assets, will have 
a bearing on the trust and satisfaction levels of the buyer. The presence of 
transaction specific assets can only occur through ongoing bonding between the two 
parties which, in turn, implies trust and satisfaction development Thus, the following 
hypotheses are generated:
H17: Perceived levels of specific assets will be positively 
associated with trust and satisfaction.
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Unfortunately, in the development of these hypotheses no work exists regarding 
the impact of asset specificity on these important transactional outcomes. Essentially, 
marketing research in this area supports the presence of asset specificity and its 
importance with respect to governance structure. However, of interest to buyer/seller 
relations is the work by Anderson (1985) and Anderson and Schmittlein (1984). 
These efforts entail an investigation of direct versus indirect sales forces within the 
electronic component industry by paying particular attention to human asset 
specificity. This construct, which was manifested by the specialized knowledge of the 
firm and of the customer possessed by the salesforce as well as personal relationships 
which develop over time between the firm’s personnel and customers, was examined 
in relation to sales force organization. Although Anderson and Schmittlein (1984) 
demonstrate that asset specificity has a positive and significant impact on whether the 
salesforce was integrated, Anderson (1985) shows mixed results (this finding may be 
due to the restrictive nature of asset specificity examined in this study). In a follow 
up study, Anderson and Coughlin (1987) use the international environment to 
examine the sales representation question. In this case, a multi-faceted 
representation of asset specificity is employed, and a much stronger connection 
between this variable and governance mode is found.
One must search outside the transaction cost analysis literature, however, to 
determine a possible link between asset specificity and the transactional outcome of 
com m itm ent According to Social Exchange Theory, in the consideration of changing 
partners (or alternate suppliers from the point of view of the buyer) one must
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consider the outcomes available from the next best alternative, after anticipated 
switching costs. This represents a person’s comparison level for alternatives (Kelley 
and Thibaut 1978; Thibaut and Kelley 1959). If outcomes from a relationship fall 
below the comparison level for alternatives, the person will change partners, 
according to the Kelley and Thibaut (1978) framework. From the perspective of 
buyer/seller relationships, when these outcomes available from alternatives after 
switching costs are positive, then terminating the existing dyadic relationship in favor 
of another would result in net benefits for the buyer.
Net switching benefits represent the expected value of significant outcomes 
associated with a relationship change. Net switching benefits occur after a 
consideration of switching costs. Switching costs are anticipated costs or 
consequences associated with terminating the existing relationship (Roberts 1989). 
The more one has invested (personal and nonpersonal investments) in an existing 
relationship, the harder it is to leave.
Switching costs have been recognized as a factor contributing to commitment 
Johnson (1973) indicates that penalties and loss with a change of behavior is a 
common theme relating to commitment From sociology comes the notion that 
barriers to dissolution are an important determinant to marital cohesion (Levinger 
1976). Sabatelli and Cecil-Pigo (1985) recognize barriers to exit such as internalized 
attitudes and the expectations of significant others as a major component affecting 
relationship commitment in marriages, while Rusbult’s (1980) Investment Model
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suggests that items which become linked to the relationship affect the degree of 
commitment in personal relationships.
Empirical researchers in these areas support the notion that switching costs 
impact commitment Sabatelli and Cecil-Pigo (1985) found that barriers to exit were 
related to commitment among married couples. Tests of Rusbult’s Investment Model 
show that investments are an important determinant of relationship and job 
commitment (Duffy and Rusbult 1981; Geyer 1985; Rusbult and Farrell 1983). 
Lund's (1985) research likewise supports the concept that the level of commitment 
correlates with investment levels.
Thus, if this concept of switching costs is likened to the transaction cost analysis 
component of specific assets, the following hypothesis is generated:
H I8: Perceived levels of specific assets will be positively 
associated with commitment
Uncertainty reflects the ability of the firm to predict relevant contingencies 
(Heide and John 1990). While uncertainty itself will not determine the form of the 
marketing relationship, Williamson (1979) argues that transactions involving high 
levels of asset specificity combined with an uncertain environment will influence 
governing modes because firms want to protect their idiosyncratic investments. 
Although Anderson and Schmittlein (1984) do not find support for the interaction of 
asset specificity and environmental uncertainty, other studies (Anderson 1985, Joskow 
1985, Walker and Weber 1984) support Williamson’s (1979) contention.
This construct is usually manifested as the difficulty experienced in forecasting 
sales or demand in most marketing studies. However, it should be noted that
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although uncertainty has primarily been viewed as environmental in nature, a second 
form of uncertainty which is organizationally based is also described. 'The internal 
organizational counterpart of uncertainty is the ease with which the productivity of 
human assets can be evaluated" (Williamson 1981). This is called performance 
uncertainty or ambiguity, and is interpreted as uncertainty in monitoring performance 
(Masten 1984). Performance uncertainty can exist due to the inseparable nature of 
responsibilities and tasks (Williamson 1981) and/or as a result of inaccurate output 
measures of performance (Anderson 1985). This can be a useful measure for the 
study at hand if uncertainty can be translated into the degree of difficulty in 
evaluating the performance of the other party to the dyadic interaction.
The issue of uncertainty and its impact on buyer/seller relationships perhaps 
becomes clearer in examination of works outside traditional transaction cost analysis 
studies. Specifically, uncertainty about the behaviors of others is an integral part of 
social exchange theory (Kelley and Thibaut 1978; Thibaut and Kelley 1959) and 
communication theories (e.g. Berger and Calabrese 1975; Miller 1978).
Berger and Calabrese (1975), in particular, employ uncertainty reduction as the 
central organizing theme of their theory of interpersonal communication. First, they 
claim that people act to reduce uncertainty, particularly in initial reactions. This is 
marked by much information seeking by both parties. Second, uncertainty is a 
characteristic of all relationships. Uncertainty about the other’s behavior is a function 
of the degree and nature of the knowledge concerning the other dyad member and 
is typically reduced as relationships develop. Third, there is a reciprocal causal
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relationship between interactive styles and uncertainty. As uncertainty regarding the 
other person is reduced, interactive styles become more idiosyncratic and less 
stereotyped. Fourth, the rewards attached to a relationship are a function of the 
depth of the relationship. That is, the more important and central the needs 
addressed through a relationship, the more rewarding the relationship.
This last issue-relationship depth*-is the subject of interest in a study by Ford 
(1982). Specifically, uncertainty and its relationship to the depth or stage of the 
relationship is examined. The most significant finding is that uncertainty acts as a 
significant barrier to entry to other firms (Ford 1982). This crucial role played by 
uncertainty in buyer/seller relationships is emphasized by others (Dwyer, Schurr and 
Oh 1987; Hakansson 1987). Reduced uncertainty associated with a given relationship 
creates pressure for dyads to adjust their behavior, rather than to dissolve the 
relationship (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987), while at the same time, may be an 
important reason for the formation of that relationship (Hakansson 1987).
This work, in concert with effort from other social scientists, tends to support the 
notion that uncertainty is undesirable and tends to be minimized through the 
formation and development of relationships. This has implications with respect to 
trust, satisfaction, and commitment As environmental and performance uncertainty 
increases, a greater emphasis will be placed on the development and maintenance of 
long term relationships. This, the following hypotheses are generated:
H19: Perceived levels of uncertainty will be negatively 
associated with trust and satisfaction.
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H20: Perceived levels of uncertainty will be negatively 
associated with commitment
Frequency refers to how often transactions occur between buyer and seller and 
is occasionally divided into one-time transactions, occasional transactions, or recurrent 
transactions. Although the relevance of this variable is readily apparent (one time 
transactions do not justify implementation of a complex governance structure, while 
more frequent interactions may), the nature of this construct seems to be ambiguous 
(Mayo 1988). Nonetheless, we can neatly summarize Williamson’s (1981) position 
on the frequency construct as referring to buyer activity in the market, and thus, it 
seems to be exogenous in nature. If asset specificity is low, then market mode 
governance structures will dominate and frequency will not be a determining factor, 
similarly, as asset specificity increases and transactions are recurrent in nature, 
governance modes will be more internal hierarchy in orientation.
It appears that the frequency construct is rarely examined in the literature. Some 
studies (i.e., Anderson and Schmittlein 1984) use a surrogate for this construct, 
however, this may be inadequate. Mayo (1988) suggests that when dealing with this 
construct, one can omit it entirely, find other measures of the construct that preserve 
its exogenous nature, or test competing hypotheses based on both recurrence and 
alternative measures. In this study, various measures of frequency will be collected. 
It follows, given the absence of work with respect to frequency of interaction, that 
behavioral outcomes related to this construct are virtually unexplored. However, the 
nature of trust, satisfaction, and commitment suggest that frequency might be a 
determinant in their assessment With increasing frequency of interaction between
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buyer and seller, the opportunity to establish a greater level of trust with the other 
party increases. Similarly, greater frequency of contact between buyer and seller may 
positively impact satisfaction. Specifically, expectations of buyers sometimes include 
standards related to the number of interactions with different salespersons over a 
given time period. Expectations in this area have a greater chance of being met or 
exceeded as contact between buyer and seller increases. Finally, with increasing 
frequency of interaction, a certain level of commitment is implied. Thus, the 
following hypotheses are generated:
H21: Perceived levels of frequency will be positively associated
with trust and satisfaction.
H22: Perceived levels of frequency will be positively associated
with commitment.
Influence Strategies
Influence strategies represent the use of power by one party over another to 
achieve goals, and concern the content and structure of communications utilized by 
that party. They are included as a contextual element because their use may 
dramatically impact transactional outcomes. Although important at the interfirm 
level, this concept is critical at the dyadic level because it is here that the impact of 
influence strategies is felt These strategies are interest to boundary personnel (i.e. 
buyers/sellers) because one's influence objectives center on coordinating marketing 
strategy in existing business relationships (Frazier and Summer 1984).
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Influence strategies can generally be characterized on the basis of "whether or not 
the source attempts to achieve its ultimate objective indirectly through altering the 
target’s perceptions regarding the inherent desirability of the intended behavior" 
(Frazier and Summers 1984). This suggests two broad strategies based on either 
altering perceptions or those not based on perceptual change.
Influence attempts based on strategies of altering the perceptions of the target 
are common in situations where goals are shared by both parties. When goal 
congruence exists, target members are more likely to behave according to the desires 
of the source (Frazier and Summers 1984). As a result, these strategies tend to be 
more ethical or noncoercive in nature. Information exchange, one type of perception 
altering strategy, occurs when discussions of a general nature occur between the 
parties. Usually, this is marked by no specific target action being requested by the 
source. A second strategy, recommendations, is stronger than the information 
exchange approach, as it is based on source suggestions which identify a specific 
course of action for the target to pursue. In both cases, the source attempts to 
change the target’s perceptions by outlining desirable consequences.
When the source requires immediate action on the part of the target, influence 
strategies which are not based on perceptual change may be necessary. In this 
regard, promises, threats, and legalistic approaches may be used. When promises are 
employed, the source offers inducements for compliance. Threats are seen in cases 
where the source states its willingness to apply negative sanctions should the desired 
behavior not occur, while legalistic strategies, which are closely related to the concept
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of legitimate power enunciated by French and Raven (1959), involve a reference to 
legal standards which are contained in the relationship.
As much of the work with respect to influence strategies is centered in the 
channels environment, hypotheses generated for the MCTM are based on research 
findings from this area. Early studies demonstrate support for the existence of a 
variety of influence techniques in keeping with the French and Raven (1959) 
classification scheme (Spiro and Perreault 1979). These authors conclude that the 
use of different influence strategies is dependent upon the situation that confronts the 
salesperson. More recent work, however, investigates the determinants of influence. 
Specifically, Kohli (1989) hypothesizes that personal and situational characteristics 
impact the use of influence strategies in buying centers. In a follow-up study, Wilson 
and Woodside (1990) determine that expertise, interest, and job function are 
significant predictors of relative influence.
Interestingly, there is little work which investigates the direct link between 
influence strategies and the outcome variables of trust, satisfaction. Although dealer 
satisfaction and coercive influence are examined in a recent study by Frazier, Gill, 
and Kale (1989), the concepts are not directly linked. Nonetheless, these individuals 
suggest that buyers and sellers should be able to use noncoercive strategies quickly 
and effectively. Avoiding the frequent use of coercion would improve personal 
relations within the channel. This rationale suggests the generation of the following 
two hypotheses:
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H23a: Perceived levels of perception altering (noncoercive) 
influence strategies (information exchange and 
recommendations) will be positively associated with trust 
and satisfaction.
H23b: Perceived levels of non-perception altering (coercive) 
influence strategies (promises, threats and legal actions) 
will be negatively associated with trust and satisfaction.
The relationship between these contextual elements and the transactional 
outcomes of trust, satisfaction, and commitment are demonstrated in Figure 2.11, 
while significant findings are summarized in Table 2.8. The entire MCTM is 
represented in Figure 2.12.
Variables External to the Model
Our discussion to date has focused on generic factors that are common to all 
transactions. However, it is necessary to consider factors outside of the basic 
transaction which are unique to the study at hand This is so because these factors 
can influence the structure and processes within the buyer/seller dyad Further, 
studies in organizational behavior suggest that outcome variables such as satisfaction 
depend on the individual perceptions of a full range of organizational and social 
variables that are external to dyadic interactions (Bagozzi 1980). It is for these 
reasons that environmental or external factors that characterize industrial buyer/seller 
relationships are included These factors, which can potentially impact the MCTM 
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Organizational Climate
Organizational climate is defined as a set of perceptions held by individuals 
concerning the work environment and the work behavior that is supported and 
rewarded by the organization (Qualls and Puto 1989). Organizational climate is an 
integrative construct which serves to describe behavioral processes occurring in the 
organization that may induced from the way the firm deals with its members 
(Hellreigel and Slocum 1974). Inclusion of organizational climate as a variable 
external to the model is necessary because climate perceptions can impact behavior 
by defining stimuli that confront employees, placing constraints on behavior, and 
rewarding and punishing specific behaviors (Forehand and Gilmer 1964). Thus, 
organizations can affect the attitudes and behaviors of their employees directly-a 
significant factor to consider in the study of buyer/seller interactions.
Research on organizational climate as an independent variable has been intense.
Many studies clearly indicate that organizational climate is related to job satisfaction 
in terms of interpersonal relations and task involvement (Cawsey 1973; Friedlander 
and Margulies 1969; Litwin and Stringer 1968). In a study of channel satisfaction, 
Schul, Little and Pride (1985) determined that franchisees’ perceptions of autonomy, 
structure, leader consideration, and reward orientation were found to be significantly 
correlated with various satisfaction measures. In addition to satisfaction, there have 
been numerous studies which have reported the evidence of relationships between 
organizational climate and individual and group characteristics of employees such as 
performance and conflict perceptions (Payne and Pugh 1976).
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Two general constructs appear to underlie most conceptualizations of 
organizational climate (Forehand and Gilmer 1964; Glick 1985; Qualls and Puto 
1989). They are work environment and reward orientation. Work environment 
describes the way an individual feels about the general organization-this is best 
characterized by supervisory support and the identity the individual has with the firm. 
Reward orientation is defined as the general practices of the firm in rewarding overall 
performance of its employees (Forehand and Gilmer 1964; Newman 1977). Both 
constructs can be perceived as being on a continuum from positive (high managerial 
support, high employee identity, and high reward orientation) to negative (low 
managerial support, low employee identity, and low reward orientation).
Only a few studies have examined the relationship between an individual buyer’s 
work environment and subsequent behavior (Anderson and Chambers 1983; 
Michaels, Day, and Joachimsthaler 1987). Although work environment has been 
treated in several different fashions, it consistently has been treated as comprising 
several elements, among which include supervisory support and identity. With 
respect to supervisory support, those environments in which buyers perceive positive 
support of their superiors should result in satisfactory buyer/seller relations. This is 
so because managers will encourage the development of buyer/seller relationships 
that are necessary to achieve organizational goals. This relationship between 
supervisory support and the setting and achievement of organizational goals has been 
shown to exist on several occasions (Qualls and Puto 1989).
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Similarly, the identity the employee has with the firm should also result in 
satisfactory buyer/seller relations. An employee who has a strong sense of 
identification with the firm with which they work will generally feel comfortable in 
that environment, perceive they are making a contribution to the firm, and generally 
suggest that they are desired by the corporation (Litwin and Stringer 1968). This 
positive feeling that buyers have about their corporation should in result in motivation 
to nurture buyer/seller relations that are satisfactory and contribute to the bottom line 
of the corporation.
Reward orientation is the general practice(s) of the firm in rewarding overall 
performance by its employees. Evidence exists to support the contention that reward 
systems impact the behavior of industrial buyers (Anderson and Chambers 1983; 
Wind 1971). These studies generally indicate that the more a subordinate feels 
his/her rewards are dependent upon performance, the higher will be his/her task 
performance. Thus, buyers who perceive a strong performance-reward relationship 
will direct more energy into the development of satisfactory buyer/seller relationships.
It is therefore proposed that:
H24: Trust, satisfaction and commitment under perceived 
levels of positive organizational climate will be greater 
than trust, satisfaction, and commitment under perceived 
levels of negative organizational climate.
Purchase Situation
Most industrial marketers agree that there are different purchase situations 
(Bellizzi and McVey 1983, Silk and Kalwani 1982) and that generally, the process of
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industrial buying involves a multitude of factors which make investigation into this 
area more difficult than consumer buying (Johnston 1981). It is for this reason that 
purchase situation is included as a variable external to the MCTM which may impact 
outcomes. Purchase situation is defined as those product factors that impact 
purchasing activities.
In order to aid research in this area, industrial marketers have developed several 
conceptual models of the industrial purchase process (Sheth 1973; Webster and Wind 
1972). However, many of these models are highly descriptive and are not capable 
of generating any testable hypotheses (Anderson and Chambers 1985). An exception 
to this is the theory of buyclasses proposed by Robinson, Faris, and Wind (1967) 
which has been described as one of the most useful analytical tools for both 
academicians and researchers alike (McQuiston 1989). This buygrid classification 
proposes a typology consisting of three categories of purchase situations: new task 
(the first time purchase of a product arising from a new need or demand), modified 
buy (the purchase of something additional to or of something which represents a 
revision to a product), and straight rebuy (the purchase of an item previously 
procured by the firm).
Some researchers have shown that buying behavior varies according to the 
buygrid classification. One early study in this area showed that engineering personnel 
were more active in buying affairs for new task situations, while purchasing employees 
were dominant in straight rebuy scenarios (Pingiy 1974). A study of purchasing 
agents showed that the influence and involvement of different functional areas within
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the firm varied by the type of purchase situation and stage in the buying process 
(Naumann, Lincoln, and McWilliams 1984). In another study, sales managers 
demonstrated that newness and information needs were related with buyer behavior 
(Anderson, Chu, and Weitz 1987). However, despite these findings, there are other 
studies which do not find empirical support for the purchase classes of the buygrid 
(Bellizzi and McVey 1983, Mayer 1983). These conflicting results may be due to the 
fact that the design of these studies was relatively weak, as they contain many 
uncontrolled variables (Moller and Laaksonen 1984).
Nonetheless, most researchers agree that conceptual and empirical work to date 
has demonstrated the existence of some sort of buyclass taxonomy (McQuiston 1989). 
Further, they have suggested that the initial buyclass model should be expanded to 
include such factors as complexity and importance, in addition to the novelty or 
newness of the purchasing situation (Johnston 1981; Silk and Kalwani 1982). Thus, 
purchasing behavior is hypothesized to vary according to the complexity of the 
situation (how much information the organization must gather to make an accurate 
evaluation of the product), its importance to the firm (perceived impact of the 
purchase on organizational profitability and productivity), and novelty (lack of 
experience of individuals in the organization with similar purchase situations) 
(Anderson, Chu, and Weitz 1987).
The novelty of the purchase to the organization has been shown to impact the 
buying behavior of individuals involved in the purchasing process. Specifically, 
Robinson, Faris and Wind (1967) determined that the degree of experience in buying
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and the amount of information required is significant in explaining the behavior of 
purchasing agents. Gronhaug (1975) showed that joint buying decisions are more 
common in nonroutine purchases where the amount of expertise is low and more 
information is needed to make a decision. Further, the uniqueness of the purchase 
situation was found to impact buying behavior in a study within the advertising 
industry (Hanssens and Weitz 1980). Thus, the novelty of the purchase situation to 
the firm can impact organizational buying behavior.
Given this finding, it follows that the novelty of the buying situation may be 
significant in the development of trust, satisfaction, and commitment that develops 
between buyer and seller. As more individuals become involved in the buying 
process, the amount of one-to-one interaction between buyer and seller may actually 
decrease. This may occur because when other individuals in addition to the 
purchasing agent become active in the buying process, a buying center is formed. 
Buying centers are typically marked by a high degree formality which is characterized 
by meetings and group presentations by the seller (Stanton, Buskirk, and Spiro 1991). 
With decreased face-to-face encounters which are critical to the development of long 
term relationships in selling situations (Coppett and Staples 1990) trust, satisfaction, 
and commitment levels may not be as distinct in these instances of high novelty.
With respect to purchasing complexity, it is noted that this concept can be 
oriented in two general areas: complexity of the purchase situation and complexity 
of the product. One of the first researchers to note that complexity of the buying 
task can impact buying behavior was noted by Cyert, Simon and Trow (1956) who
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proposed a continuum of purchasing decisions based on repetitive versus 
nonrepetitive situations. Grashof (1979) noted that complexity in buying is likely to 
result in a shared decision, as opposed to an individual one. In another study, Kirsch 
and Kutschker (1982) found the complexity of the purchase impacted the number of 
participants as well as the conflict among them.
Product complexity, the second component of purchase complexity, impacts 
organizational buying according to the proposed application of the good within the 
firm (Fisher 1976). This has more recently been supported in the work of Lilien and 
Wong (1984) who suggest a product complexity dimension as one of several elements 
in describing differences in the decision making process among purchasing agents.
It appears that a general finding of all studies in this area is that increased 
complexity of the purchase situation leads to greater uncertainty for the members of 
the decision making unit (McQuiston 1989). When faced with uncertainty in the 
buying process, purchasing agents are prone to gather more information (Sheth 1973; 
Webster and Wind 1972), which means they may rely on their sales contact heavily. 
Further, those individuals (or departments) which do a good job in gathering 
information applicable to the issue at hand are better able to cope with uncertainty. 
The uncertainty of the buying situation may, as a result, have an impact on the trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment that the buyer subsequently develops. Specifically, it 
may result in a stronger bond between the two parties.
Finally, the importance of the purchase to the organization has also been shown 
to impact organizational buying behavior. Early work in this area focused on
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strategies that individuals employed to reduce the risk associated with purchases 
which were extremely important to the firm (Sheth 1973; Sweeney, Mathews, and 
Wilson 1973). However, the emphasis in this area has since changed and now seems 
to be concerned with examining the risk of the purchase to the organization as a 
whole. Fisher (1976) initially hypothesized the effect of the magnitude of costs and 
the impact of the purchase on the organization. Importance of the purchasing 
situation to the organization is deemed an important factor in the buying behavior 
of purchasing agents (Hanssens and Weitz 1980). Importance is also a determinant 
of the behavior of individuals and the number of participants in the buying process, 
as shown in a study of drilling industry practices in Norway (Reve and Johansen 
1982). Given that importance can impact the number of participants in the buying 
process, and for similar reasons cited earlier in this section with respect to novelty 
and face-to-face interaction, it appears that this factor may affect the development 
of trust, satisfaction, and commitment.
This discussion with respect to purchase situation leads to this hypothesis:
H25: Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under a perceived 
levels of conspicuous product type (i.e. high novelty, 
complexity, and importance) will be greater than trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of 
inconspicuous product type.
Buying Group Structure
Another external variable which is unique to buyer/seller relations is buying group 
structure. The concept of the buying group or buying center (a group of people who
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participate in the buying process) was first introduced by Robinson, Faris, and Wind 
(1967). For the purposes of work in this area, buying group structure refers to the 
procedures that are practiced by those individuals engaged in organizational buying. 
The appearance of the buying group is more likely to develop in buying situations 
that exhibit a high degree of uncertainty for the organization (McCabe 1987). In 
these cases, extensive support is provided for the view that decision making becomes 
the responsibility of those at higher levels in the organization as opposed to the 
purchasing agent. Corey (1978) concluded that turbulent environments probably lead 
to increased centralization of the buying task, while Cardozo (1980) found that these 
situations influenced the size and composition of the buying units, with increasing 
levels of uncertainty leading to larger units and greater involvement of senior 
personnel. In these cases, buying behavior changes with constriction of authority.
This constriction of authority view is theoretically supported by Staw, Sandelands, 
and Dutton (1981) who state that when the interests of the organization are 
threatened, one response of the unit is usually one of rigidity. From the perspective 
of the buying group, this may mean increased reliance on group leaders 
(centralization of authority) and pressures for uniformity. This concept may be 
important with respect to buyer/seller relationships for the personal influence of other 
actors in the buying center may impact the interaction between the seller and 
purchasing agent.
According to McCabe (1987), three measures which characterize the structure of 
buying centers are hierarchy of authority (the degree of centralization with the buying
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unit), formalization (the reliance tin formal rules and procedures), and participation 
(the degree to which others are involved in decision making activities of the buying 
center). Using the constriction of authority notion which was previously introduced, 
buying groups which operate in perceived conditions of high uncertainty will probably 
exhibit a well defined hierarchy of authority, rely on rules and procedures, and 
involve few people in the decision making process. Although more people may be 
actually involved in total, the actual decision authority will probably be exercised by 
fewer personnel in these cases (Galbraith 1973).
It follows that the structure of the buying group may impact the transactional 
outcomes of trust, satisfaction, and commitment formed by purchasers. As behavior 
(i.e., involvement) of the purchasing agent is a function of the structure of the buying 
group (Evans 1981), the interaction between the purchasing agent and the seller will 
be affected. Specifically, groups that are rigidly structured (i.e. exhibit a well defined 
hierarchy of authority, have few decision makers, and rely on rules and other formal 
procedures) do not allow for the same quantity and quality of interaction between 
buyer and seller when compared with different buying group structures. As one-to- 
one encounters are critical to the development of long term relationships, buying 
group structure may be an important external variable in the development of trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment of the purchasing agent. Thus:
H26: Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under perceived 
levels of high buying group structure (i.e. high 
formalization, high hierarchy of authority, and low 
participation) will be less than trust, satisfaction, and 
commitment under perceived levels of low buying group 
structure.
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A summary of the significant findings with respect to these external variables is 
provided in Table 2.9. Further, these last two hypotheses complete the list of 
hypotheses to be tested in this dissertation, all of which are summarized in Table 
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FINDING(S)
Organizational climate impacts 
employees by placing constraints on 
behavior and by rewarding or 
punishing behavior.
Organizational climate is related to 
job satisfaction.
Climate is related to performance.
Positive supervisory support leads to 
achievement of organizational goals.
Employees with an organizational 
identity are generally satisfied 
employees.
Reward systems impact buyer 
behavior.
Influence and the involvement of 
functional areas in the buying process 
varies by purchase situation.
Experience and information required 
is significant in explaining the behavior 
of buyers.
Purchase complexity impacts the 
number of buying participants.
Purchase importance partially 
determines number in buying group.
Behavior of buyers is a function of the 
structure of the buying group.
When company interests are 




SUMMARY OF PROPOSED HYPOTHESES
H 1 Perceived levels of trust will be positively associated with satisfaction.
H 2 Perceived levels of satisfaction will be positively associated with commitment
H 3 Perceived levels of trust will be positively associated with commitmenL
H 4 Perceived levels of role integrity will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H 5 Perceived levels of mutuality will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H 6 Perceived levels of planning and consent will be positively associated with trust and
satisfaction.
H 7 Perceived levels of power creation/limitation will be positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
H 8 Perceived levels of solidarity will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H 9 Perceived levels of conflict harmonization will be positively associated with trust and
satisfaction.
H10 Perceived levels of flexibility will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
HI la Perceived levels of planning and consenL in the discrete situation will be greater than
perceived levels of planning and consent in the relational situation.
Hl l b  Perceived levelsof role integrity, solidarity, flexibility, mutuality, h a r m o n i z a t i o n  o f  c o n f l i c t ,  a n d  
creation/limitation of power in the relational situation will be greater than their associated 
perceived levels in the discrete situation.
Hl2a In the relational situation, perceived levels of role integrity, solidarity, flexibility, mutuality,
harmonization of conflict, and creation/limitation of power will be greater than perceived 
levels of planning and consent
H12b In the discrete situation, perceived levels of planning and consent will be greater than 
perceived levels of role integrity, solidarity, flexibility, mutuality, harmonization of conflict and 
creation/limitation of power.
H13 Perceived levels of similarity will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H14 Perceived levels of expertise will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
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TABLE 2.10 (Continued)
H15 Perceived levels of customer orientation will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H16 Perceived levels of ethical orientation will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H17 Perceived levels of specific assets will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H18 Perceived levels of specific assets will he positively associated with commitment.
H19 Perceived levels of uncertainty will be negatively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H20 Perceived levels of uncertainty will be negatively associated with commitmenL
H21 Perceived levels of frequency will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H22 Perceived levels of frequency will be positively associated with commitment
H23a Perceived levels of perception altering (noncocrcive) influence strategies (information 
exchange, recommendations) will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H23b Perceived levels of non-perception altering (coercive) influence strategies (promises, threats
and legal actions) will be negatively associated with trust and satisfaction.
H24 Trust, satisfaction and commitment under perceived levels of positive organizational climate
will be greater than trust, satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of negative 
organizational climate.
H25 Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under a perceived levels of conspicuous product type (Le.
high novelty, complexity, and importance) will be greater than trust, satisfaction, and
commitment under perceived levels of inconspicuous product type.
H26 Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of high buyinggroup structure (Le. 
high formalization, high hierarchy of authority, and low participation) will be less than trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of low buyinggroup structure.
CHAPTER TH REE 
RESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY
The previous two chapters have outlined a model with related research questions 
and hypotheses. In an effort to gauge the appropriateness of the MCTM, a study 
was designed. Chapter Three therefore outlines the research methods employed in 
this study by discussing a research design, preliminary study and full study activities, 
and a data analysis plan.
Research Design
The process of conducting a research study is an evolutionary one where each 
major step requires the completion of different tasks and the involvement of different 
groups of people. In the initial stages of research, much individual effort is 
mandated, primarily of a conceptual nature. Specifically, this involves (a) assessment 
of relevant existing knowledge and (2) concept formation and specification of 
hypotheses (Zaltman, Pinson, and Angle mar 1973), and captures the essence of 
energies in the second chapter. The foundation provided by this beginning work 
offers support for the next major stage in the research process: the acquisition of 
meaningful data. A necessary precursor to data acquisition, however, is the 
development of a research design to guide this process. The following section, then, 
outlines several issues which in aggregate form the design of the study to be
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employed for this dissertation. In this regard, a proposed research approach will be 
overviewed, in addition to a discussion concerning the population/sample studied, the 
questionnaire employed, and limitations of this research approach.
Research Approach
A review of the literature shows that one characteristic of exchange is that there 
must exist at least two parties who are readily identifiable and have something of 
value to the other party (Kotler 1984). This, combined with research questions posed 
in Chapter One, suggests that a field study is appropriate for the study at hand. Field 
studies are used extensively in marketing and offer several advantages as they are 
realistic (they involve the investigation of phenomena in their natural setting), they 
provide "strong" variables (variables are allowed to exert their influence in a natural 
setting), and they offer heuristic quality (the study of a few cases often generates a 
great many additional hypotheses) (Kerlinger 1973). The field study approach 
specifically employed in this research effort is a cross-sectional mail survey, whereby 
data is collected regarding an ongoing or previous relationship. This approach 
enables the examination of hypotheses and of the fit of the overall model7.
7 Although an experiment could have been designed, it is felt that it would have 
been problematic due to the number of variables to be examined.
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Population. Sample Size, and Sample Frame
In the search for an appropriate population, several criteria are suggested. First, 
the buyer/seller relationship has to appear to be important to the respondents. 
Second, the variables to be measured have to be applicable to the relationship. 
Third, exchange players have to be readily accessible, and fourth, respondents have 
to be key players or decision makers in the selling/buying process (Roberts 1989).
After some consideration, it was decided that the propane gas industry provided 
a well-chosen setting for this study8. Personal experience and discussions with 
selected members of the propane gas industry suggest that this field meets all four 
of these requirements. With respect to the first criteria, the seller (producers and/or 
wholesalers) and buyer (wholesalers and/or retailers) relationship is important as it 
is only through this interactions that the distribution of liquid propane gas (LPG) can 
occur. Regarding the second criteria, (relevance of the various constructs) the 
propane gas environment appears to clear this hurdle. While the desired relationship 
with a supplier is long term, from personal experience there is a moderate amount 
of switching within the industry, thereby suggesting a moderate amount of variability
8 A potential benefit to be derived from selecting the propane gas environment 
as the setting for this study concerns the generalizability of results, as the LPG 
suppler/buyer relationship may be representative of other business relationships. As 
one of many products sold in the oil and gas industry, the propane industry 
buyer/seller dyads are similar to other oil and gas supplier/buyer interactions (i.e. oil, 
natural gas, sulfur, distillates). However, on a grander scale, these relationships may 
be indicative of many industrial buyer/seller situations where extensive distribution 
channels are used to move a product to its market. Hence, the empirical results of 
this study would tentatively be applicable to a large number of marketplace 
relationships.
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in commitment, trust, and satisfaction. Furthermore, in deciding to change suppliers, 
buyers examine issues regarding the product and service provided, characteristics of 
the supplier’s salesforce and support personnel, and situational factors within their 
own firms. Thus, the concepts to be examined in this study are relevant to the 
research setting. The third criteria, easy accessibility to the exchange parties, is 
readily achieved through personal contacts and the multitude of industry publications 
which list key personnel. Potential respondents are members of the NPGA (National 
Propane Gas Association) which publishes an annual association membership list, 
thereby facilitating contact by mail. Finally, with respect to the last criteria, 
(respondents must be key decision makers in the buying process), experience suggests 
that the NPGA members meet this yardstick. In the case of small, independently 
operated firms, owners usually become actively involved in the buying of propane, 
while in the case of larger firms, employees of supply departments are charged with 
the responsibility to acquire propane for their various operations. Both of these types 
of key players are members of the NPGA.
NPGA members were sampled by mail in order to study the concepts of interest 
to this study. The membership list of the NPGA shows that there are approximately 
500 individuals employed in a buying capacity. This number includes only those 
individuals who are supposed decision makers9.
9 This was determined by eliminating individuals listed in the directory who were 
associated with a branch facility of the parent company. Traditionally, industry buyers 
are based in the home office, thus deletion of NPGA members associated with 
subsidiary offices does not diminish our population.
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The employment of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) techniques to derive 
a measurement model for this study suggests that a sample size of 200 is desirable. 
With large sample sizes (i.e. those in excess of 400) MLE becomes too sensitive as 
goodness of fit measures usually indicate a poor fit. Although the minimum 
recommended sample size using MLE is 100, 200 is suggested as the "critical" sample 
size (Hoelter 1983).
Questionnaire
As previously mentioned, data was gathered from NPGA buyers via a mail 
questionnaire. According to Dillman (1978), a major component in the success of 
research which utilizes mail questionnaires is the fashion in which the instrument is 
organized. Generally, the more successful endeavors in this area utilize 
questionnaires that are professional looking and consist of logically sequenced 
questions.
The instrument used to test the MCTM is designed in light of these standards. 
First, a professional look is given to the instrument by the inclusion of a cover letter 
(printed on Louisiana State University stationery), in accord with Dillman (1978). 
The booklet format of the questionnaire also adds to this perception. Second, 
questions contained in the instrument are logically sequenced. Generally, questions 
which might be deemed somewhat sensitive in nature are placed at the end of the 
instrument (i.e., annual income of respondent) so as to increase the chances that the 
entire questionnaire will be completed. This is achieved by dividing the questionnaire
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into two sections: the first section asks the respondent to provide answers to
questions concerning a dyadic partner, while the second section asks for responses 
to questions concerning the respondent and his/her company.
In the first section, a description of a buying situation is provided with respect to 
a discrete exchange or a relational exchange. Scenarios or descriptions to 
operationalize variables is a credible approach in the marketing literature (i.e., 
Churchill and Suprenant 1982; Puto, Patton, and King 1985), and interestingly, has 
been used on purchasing managers (Jackson, Burdick, and Keith 1984). In the 
present study, the two buying descriptions utilized outline an exchange relationship 
or an exchange event in terms of the amount of business conducted with the supplier 
(substantial for exchange relationship versus minimal/none for exchange event), the 
history of the business relationship (strong and ongoing for exchange relationship 
versus weak and limited for exchange event), and the tone of the interaction between 
the firms (understanding and flexible for exchange relationship versus cautious for 
exchange event).
After reading the scenario, respondents are asked to indicate the name of a 
salesperson who is associated with that buying situation. Questions which follow in 
this section are completed in mind of the interaction between that seller and the 
respondent In the second section, issues that are unique to the buyer or to the 
buyer’s company are explored. This final section concludes by posing demographic 
questions.
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A copy of the questionnaire used in the full study is attached in Appendix A. In 
disseminating this instrument (and consistent with questionnaire construction) the 
Total Design Approach (TDA) enunciated by Dillman (1978) was followed to the 
extent possible10.
Limitations
Inherent in the design of any research project are some limitations. In the case 
of the cross sectional mail survey to be employed in this study, one limitation is that 
the empirical study is not experimental in the true sense of the word. Although the 
data may reflect the developed model, no strong causal statements can be made. 
However, as the strength of any interpretation is a function of the compatibility of 
the data with the hypotheses (Stemthal, Tybout, and Calder 1987), to the extent that 
the data are consistent with the model, the conceptual framework will be supported
Additionally, Kerlinger (1973) underscores the benefit of ex post facto research, 
especially in cases such as this study, when it is based on preconceived hypotheses. 
When the phenomena of interest do not lend themselves to experimental methods, 
the use of this approach is warranted. By their very nature, relationships are a 
function of interactions over time and, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, the use 
of an experiment involving randomization of subjects and the development of
10 Although Dillman (1978) recommends three follow-up mailings, this was not 
necessary in this case. Due to the author’s experience base and established network 
in this industry, follow-up by telephone took place with many of the respondents. 
This method was employed in the pre-test, and accounts, in part, for the favorable 
response rate.
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reasonable treatments is problematic. Nonetheless, explanations generated as a result 
of this ex post facto orientation can provide rigorous tests of theory (Sternthal et. al 
1987).
Another limitation of this study is that the model is static, as it only indicates the 
determinants of trust, satisfaction, and commitment at any given point in time. It is 
not intended be a process model. However, as intimated in the second chapter, 
process models are utilized in its development, and perhaps this model can form the 
basis for subsequent process model development.
The use of key informants in marketing research is also a limitation which 
warrants further discussion. While it is generally agreed that key informants are 
useful sources of information in organizational research, the feedback provided by 
these personnel must be viewed carefully (Ruekert and Churchill 1984), especially 
when individuals are asked to perform complex social judgements or speak on behalf 
of the entire organization. Although the present study includes some organizational 
wide concepts (i.e., organizational climate), these concepts are few as most of the 
constructs of interest are at the buyer/seller dyad. Thus, the unit of analysis is 
sufficiently focused that some of the problems associated with this approach are 
minimized.
There are two final limitations associated with this research design. First, the 
study is based on self reports using a questionnaire. Thus, halo effects, biases, and 
characteristics of the questionnaire can impact the outcomes. Second, this study only 
focuses on the buyer side of the dyad. While this model could address the trust,
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satisfaction, and commitment of salespeople towards their clients, this will not be 
tested. A follow-up study might be utilized to address both of these concerns.
Preliminary Study and Full Study Overview
Prior to undertaking the full study described earlier in this chapter, considerable 
preliminary activities were undertaken. Specifically, a focus group and a pre-test 
were employed to help streamline data collection for the full study. Thus, the 
objective of this section is to outline these preliminary activities, as welt as provide 
an overview of the full study by discussing respondent characteristics.
Focus Group
A focus group is a gathering of individuals who jointly participate in an interview 
that does not use a structured question-and-answer method to obtain information 
(Green, Tull, and AJbaum 1988). For the interviewer, focus groups offer an element 
of control and speed, while for the interviewees, a perceived secure environment and 
synergistic effects have been found to stimulate quality information (Hess 1968). 
Focus groups are particularly important to marketing research efforts; with respect 
to this study, the broad objective established for this aspect of the investigation was 
to generate information helpful in structuring the questionnaire. In particular, 
participants were asked specific information as to (a) the realism of the 
discrete/relational scenarios, (b) the relevance and completeness of social contract
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theory items, ethical orientation items, and the dependence measure, and (c) their 
feelings towards the overall questionnaire.
Eight propane industry representatives (all suppliers) attended a focus gToup 
session which was conducted at the office of a major oil and gas producing company. 
The session took approximately two hours to complete, and important information 
was provided which helped to better structure the MCTM instrument. First, with 
respect to the discrete/relational scenarios, focus group participants commented that 
the descriptions were realistic for the propane industry, but at the same time, offered 
suggestions to improve their phraseology.
Much discussion centered on the social contract norms and ethical orientation 
items. Generally, the group felt that the statements captured the meaning of these 
dimensions and were applicable to the industry. Discussion led to the rewording of 
two of the social contract items, and one of the ethical orientation items. With 
respect to this last construct, although discussants provided support that the behavior 
described in this section of the questionnaire was potentially unethical within the 
propane industry, no additional items were generated.
Following discussion in this area, the topic of interest turned to the dependence 
measure, where group participants confirmed the appropriate use of the 10% 
yardstick (i.e., a salesperson who provides 10 percent or more of a buyer’s supply is 
one on which the buyer is dependent). Further, the use of other measures of 
dependence were discussed and were subsequently concluded as being too 
cumbersome. Basically, it was suggested that buyers may not have information
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relating to alternative dependence measures such as ROI and profits derived from 
use of the supplier’s product.
Finally, participants were asked to review the entire questionnaire. Although 
members commented that the length might be a deterrent, they however felt that the 
instrument was well laid out, and that the concepts were of potential interest to the 
respondents.
Pre-test
In order to gain assurance that questions are unambiguous, a pre-test of 
questionnaires is a necessity. Further, pre-testing questionnaires can serve to better 
develop measures and empirically confirm the theoretical dimensions of the various 
constructs to be tested. Thus, in order to achieve these objectives, a pre-test was 
conducted by circulating questionnaires to a convenience sample of salespeople within 
the propane gas industry. As the relatively small size of the industry buying 
community suggested that a pre-test of the instrument on this group would severely 
impact the number of potential participants in the full study, it was decided that a 
sample of propane sellers offered a viable alternative. Further, it was felt that the 
inclusion of the selling community would not lessen the quality of information 
provided. As effective pre-tests should be conducted on a group of respondents who 
are similar to those to be interviewed in the full study (G reen eL al 1988), 
participation by members of the other side of buying dyad meet this acid test
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Pre-test questionnaires were mailed to selected gas salespeople with a return 
envelope. Ninety-eight responses were generated from a group of 137 initial contacts, 
for a response rate of 72%. Although no mail follow-up occurred, follow-up with 
participants did take place by telephone. In some cases, three phone calls were 
necessary to stimulate responses from individuals.
For pre-test purposes, this response experience appears to be adequate as it is 
suggested that a minimum of 60 respondents are required for this stage of research 
(Petersen 1982). However, in order to confirm construct dimensions through 
confirmatory factor analysis, this guideline may not be sufficient. In this regard, it is 
indicated that 100 respondents are necessary if principal component analysis is to be 
used (Hair et. al 1987). Pre-test returns therefore meet this requirement.
A summary of pre-test respondent characteristics is provided in Table 3.1. As 
noted in this summary, a majority of males (97 of 98 respondents) participated in this 
preliminary study. Median age was 30-35, and all but two individuals had gone to 
college. Although median experience in present position was 0 to 5 years, the 
respondents’ median tenure with their company was 5 to 10 years. Further, median 
experience within the propane industry was 5 to 10 years, indicating that several 
individuals had worked for another company before accepting employment with their 
present firm. Respondents typically worked a national territory and represented firms 
of a moderate size (101 to 500 employees). These characteristics suggest a 










Gender Male 97 Male
Female 1






Time at 0-5 years 62 0-5 years
Present Job 5-10 years 20
10-15 years 16
15 + years 0
Time at 0-5 years 19 5-10 years
Company 5-10 years 35
10-15 years 29
15 + years 15
Time in 0-5 years 41 5-10 years
Industry 5-10 years 21
10-15 years 27
15 + years 10
Company < 50 9 101 to 500
Size 50 to 100 6
101 to 500 40
501 to 1000 9
1001 to 5000 24
Over 5000 10





With changes made to the questionnaire as a result of pre-test feedback and 
measurement analysis (a discussion of measurement results follows in Chapter Four), 
a mail survey of propane industry buyers was conducted during the fall of 1991. 
Returns (6 unusable; 218 useable tor a 43% response rate) were received over a four 
week period, during which time several telephone calls were made to individuals 
asking them to complete the MCTM instrument. The number of returns (218) were 
acceptable for planned MLE analysis, as outlined earlier in this chapter. Further, 
returns showed a 3:2 (relational to discrete) distribution among the completed 
questionnaires (132 to 86).
A profile of full study participants reveals some differences when compared to 
pre-test counterparts (see Table 3.2). Median age is slightly higher (40-49 years), and 
a greater percentage of females (11%) participated in this study. Median education 
level was slightly lower (some college). Buyers in the full study exhibited a greater 
experience base in the propane industry (10 to 15 years in their present job, 10 to 15 
years with their present company, and 10 to 15 years in the industry). Finally, the 
average respondent worked for a regional company with 50 to 101 employees, 
reflecting a higher degree of "mom and pop" operations on the buying side of the 
industry. Personal experience suggests that this sample appears to be representative 
of the propane gas buyer papulation.
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TABLE 3.2 
FULL STUDY SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic Frequency Median





Gender Male 194 Male
Female 24






Time at 0-5 years 42 10-15 years
Present Job 5-10 years 35
10-15 years 55
15 + years 86
Time at 0-5 years 26 10-15 years
Company 5-10 years 47
10-15 years 36
15 + years 109
Time in 0-5 years 35 10-15 years
Industry 5-10 years 43
10-15 years 34
15 + years 106
Company < 50 140 50 to 101
Size 50 to 100 24
101 to 500 27
501 to 1000 10
1001 to 5000 12
Over 5000 5





As identified earlier this study, there are two research questions which are used 
in the generation of the MCTM. They are:
1. Are transactional elements, personal elements,
contextual elements, distinct and valid constructs? If so, 
what is their relative contribution to transactional
outcomes?
2. What are the transactional outcomes for marketing
relationships? How are they interrelated?
In order to analyze the hypotheses which have been generated from these research
questions, two approaches are used. First, much statistical analysis in this study
utilizes structural equation modeling. Structural equation models with unobservable
variables have had a significant impact in the social sciences. Within marketing,
LISREL (Joreskog and Sorbom 1982) is perhaps the most widely used program for
this purpose. However, data may not always conform to the rigorous requirements
for multivariate normality and sample size required by LISREL
A technique developed by Wold (1973), called Partial Least Squares (PLS),
overcomes some of these constraints. PLS was selected as the primary data analysis
tool for this dissertation because it does not assume orthogonality, and it has been
proven effective with "noisy data" (Stone and Brooks 1990) and with non-normality
and collinearity (Hoskuldsson 1988)11.
11 Within marketing, PLS has had limited use, primarily by researchers in the 
area of customer satisfaction (i.e., Fomell 1992). For a more comprehensive review 
of PLS, the reader is advised to consult Fomell and Bookstein (1982).
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In PLS, the set of model parameters is divided into subsets. Within each subset, 
estimates of parameter values are obtained by multiple regressions that include 
previous estimates of parameters in other subsets. By iterating across subsets, 
successive approximations for the parameters are obtained. Partial least squares is 
an attractive method because estimation involves minimal assumptions about the 
sample size and scale of measurement. Small sample sizes (i.e., those fewer in size 
than the number of variables) may be sufficient for PLS analysis (Wold 1980). 
Further, nominal, ordinal, and interval scaled variables are permissible in PLS in the 
same fashion as in ordinary regression (Fornell and Bookstein 1982).
Obtaining a fit of the structural model entailed examination of hypotheses in a 
fashion similar to traditional path analysis (i.e. on the basis of the significance of the 
structural coefficient). Specifically, jackknife estimators of the path coefficients, 
combined with the generation of 95% confidence intervals, were used to assess 
significance. Within the MCTM, HI to H10, and H13 to H23b were analyzed 
according to this procedure.
The second type of analysis used to test hypotheses in this study was paired 
comparisons, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA), all of which assess the statistical significance of differences between 
groups (i.e., relational and event respondents). Paired comparisons and ANOVA 
were employed in instances where group differences between a single metric 
dependent variable are of interest, while MANOVA was used in cases where the
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simultaneous assessment of group differences across multiple metric dependent 
variables is necessary.
Hypotheses 11a, lib , 12a, 12b, and 24 to 26 were initially examined by comparing 
group results. ANOVA (a univariate tool) was employed for the purposes of testing 
HI la and HI lb. ANOVA tests the null hypothesis of equality of variable means 
across groups, with the statistical significance determined by conducting a t-test 
Specifically, when a t-staiistic is compared to a critical value and exceeds this critical 
value, a significant difference can be concluded. In a similar fashion, hypotheses 12a 
and 12b were tested using paired comparisons.
For H24 to H26, MANOVA was utilized. The null hypothesis tested in this 
procedure was the equality of vectors of means on multiple variables across groups 
(Hair, Anderson, and Tatham 1987). One commonly used test statistic for overall 
significance is Wilks' lambda. Significance is denoted by a small test statistic, or in 
other words, when between group variance is large12.
It should be noted that before employing any MANOVA procedures to test H24 
to H26, it was necessary to first partition respondents into groups according to 
responses to the external variables of organizational climate, buying group structure, 
and purchase situation. The construction of hypotheses with respect to these 
variables suggested the formation of two groups (i.e., "high" and "low") on the basis 
of split halves (i.e., a median split on each of these variables). Once having
12 Although other test statistics for MANOVA exist (Pillai’s criterion and 
Hotelling’s trace), they deliver similar results to Wilks’ lambda.
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generated two groups, it was at this stage that MANOVA was employed. Specifically, 
the stepdown option of this procedure was utilized; stepdown MANOVA allows the 
researcher to order dependent variables and test for group differences adjusting for 
effects of other variables. In this case, the dependent variables to be ordered were 
the transactional outcomes of trust, satisfaction, and commitment. As it is 
hypothesized that trust and satisfaction lead to commitment, these variables were 
ordered on the basis of (1) trust, (2) satisfaction, and (3) commitment.
Although an analysis which uses stepdown MANOVA fulfills requirements to 
examine H24 to H26, one additional step was added. Should this stepdown 
procedure prove to be significant, an assessment of potential moderator effects would 
take place. Specifically, the path coefficients leading from the collective elements 
(transactional, personal, and contextual) to the outcome variables for each of the two 
groups would be examined for any significant differences using PLS13.
Before testing any of the twenty-six hypotheses, however, a measurement model 
was developed. This was necessary in order to assess whether a construct was 
significantly composed of stated dimensions (i.e. construct validity). This process 
constitutes the first step in theory testing (Anderson and Gerbing 1988) and is 
practiced widely throughout marketing (i.e, Bagozzi and Yi 1989; Hair, Anderson, 
Tatham, and Black 1992; Netemeyer, Johnston, and Burton 1990). A preliminary
13 It is recognized that this is not a complete moderator effects analysis. 
However, as these external variables are not the central component of this study, it 
is felt that a more thorough approach to moderator effects examination can take 
place at a later date.
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study or pre-test followed by a full study allowed for the testing and revision of the 
measurement model. LISREL was used for this purpose.
In deriving the measurement model, an analysis of goodness of fit measures, 
which within LISREL denotes the comparison of fit indices between various models 
(i.e., hypothesized models, reduced models, unidimensional models) occurred. Fit 
indices such as adjusted goodness of fit (Joreskog and Sorbom 1984), root mean 
square residual (Bagozzi and Yi 1989), normalized residuals (Blalock 1985), and the 
normed fit index (Bentler and Bonnet 1980) were used in addition to an overall chi- 
square test to test overall model validity. Measurement model results are discussed 
in Chapter Four.
A summary of all hypotheses with related planned statistical analysis is detailed 
in Table 3.3. Discussion of results generated from this analysis is found in Chapter 
Five.
TABLE 3.3 
PROPOSED ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHESES
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HYPOTHESIS
H I: Perceived levels of trust will be positively
associated with satisfaction.
H 2 : Perceived levels of satisfaction will be
positively associated with commitment
H 3: Perceived levels of trust will be positively
associated with commitment.
H 4: Perceived levels of role integrity will be
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
H 5: Perceived levels of mutuality will be
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
H 6: Perceived levels of planning and consent
will be positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
H 7: P e r c e i v e d  l e v e l s  o f  p o w e r
creation/limitation will be positively 
associated with trust and satisfaction.
H 8: Perceived levels of solidarity will be
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
H 9: Perceived levels of conflict harmonization
will be positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
H10; Perceived levels of flexibility will be
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient.
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient.
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient.
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient.
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test













Perceived levels of planning and consent, 
in the discrete situation will be greater 
than perceived levels of planning and 
consent in the relational situation.
Perceived levels of role integrity, solidarity, 
flexibility, mutuality, harmonization of 
conflict, and creation/limitation of power 
in the relational situation will be greater 
than their associated perceived levels in 
the discrete situation.
In the relational situation, perceived levels 
of role integrity, solidarity, flexibility, 
mutuality, harmonization of conflict, and 
creation/limitation of power will be greater 
than perceived levels of planning and 
consent.
In the discrete situation, perceived levels 
of planning and consent will be greater 
than perceived levels of role integrity, 
sol idari ty,  flexibility,  mutuali ty,  
harmoniza t ion of conflict ,  and 
creation/limitation of power.
Perceived levels of similarity will be 
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of expertise will be 
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of customer orientation 
will be positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of ethical orientation will 
be positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of specific assets will be 
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
ANOVA; t-test for group differences
ANOVA; t-test for group differences.
Paired comparisons; t-test for group 
differences.
Paired comparisons; t-test for group 
differences.
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient.
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient.
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test













Perceived levels of specific assets will be 
positively associated with commitment.
Perceived levels of uncertainty will be 
negatively associated with trust and
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of uncertainty will be
negatively associated with commitment
Perceived levels of frequency will be
positively associated with trust and
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of frequency will be
positively associated with commitment.
Perceived levels of perception altering
(noncoercive) influence strategics 
(information exchange, recommendations) 
will be positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of non pcrceptionaltering 
(coercive) influence strategies (promises, 
threats, and legal actions) will be
negatively associated with trust and
satisfaction.
Trust, satisfaction and commitment under 
perceived levels of positive organizational 
climate will be greater than trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment under 
perceived levels of negative organizational 
climate.
Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under 
perceived levels of conspicuous product 
situation (Le. high novelty, complexity, and 
importance) will be greater than trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment under 
perceived levels of inconspicuous product 
situation.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; lest
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test
significance of structural coefficient
Structural Equation Modeling; test 
significance of structural coefficient
Split halves to establish two groups; then 
MANOVA (stepdown); E test for group 
differences; then Structural Equations 
Modeling; test for significant differences of 
structural coefficients.
Split halves to establish two groups; then 
MANOVA (stepdown); F test for group 
differences; then Structural Equations 




Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under 
perceived levels of high buying group 
structure (i.e. high formalization, high 
hierarchy of authority, and low 
participation) will be less than trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment under 
perceived levels of low buying group 
structure.
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Split halves to establish two groups; then 
MANOVA (stepdown); F test for group 
differences; then Structural Equations 




This section presents an overview of the development of measures used to test 
the MCTM from preliminary stages to final study. An overall objective of this 
section, in addition to determining construct validity, was to find a parsimonious set 
of items for the domain of the MCTM. To this end, an approach to measurement 
development is described, followed by an overview of preliminary scales used. Pre­
test and final study measurement results are then discussed.
Measurement Approach
In the social sciences, the accurate measurement of concepts requires that precise 
theoretical definitions be generated first, followed by rigorous scaling procedures to 
operationalize these concepts. The result of operationalizing concepts is the 
generation of several indicators or items to measure each factor. A common 
assumption by marketers is that indicators form a congeneric model14 where each 
item loads on the underlying concept, but the loadings and error variances may differ 
from indicator to indicator. Congeneric models assume unidimensionality which has
14 Other models are (1) a parallel measures model, where loadings and error 
variances are constrained to be equal across indicators, thus each indicator is a 
perfect substitute for any other indicator and (2) a tau equivalent model where 
loadings are equal across indicators, but the error variances differ.
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been defined as "the existence of a single trait underlying a set of indicators" (Hattie 
1985; McDonald 1985). The demonstration of unidimensionality is an important part 
in measurement assessment.
In the determination of unidimensionality, one must consider internal consistency 
(whether or not the items of a measure have high covariances among themselves) and 
external consistency (whether or not the items are widely different with respect to 
measure(s) of another concept) (Burt 1976). Most tests of internal and external 
consistency involve confirmatory factor analysis, which is used extensively in this study.
These tests of internal and external consistency are not only appropriate with 
respect to unidimensionality, but are also used to determine construct validity and 
reliability. Construct validity is concerned with the question of what the instrument 
is measuring. A component of construct validity is reliability, or the similarity of 
results provided by independent measures of the same construct With the exception 
of a few measures, most tests of validity and reliability are adequately handled 
through accepted procedures for consistency which use confirmatory factor analysis.
For the purposes of this study, several internal consistency measures were 
employed. Cronbach’s alpha and item-to-total correlations (ITC) were two such tests, 
and were both determined through traditional reliability analysis commonly conducted 
in SPSS. Other indicators of consistency were derived through structural equations 
confirmatory factor analysis. Two measures (composite reliability and variance 
extracted) were indirectly derived from this approach, while several others were 
determined directly from this method. These were t-values, normalized residuals, and
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a series of fit statistics. Fit statistics of interest were x 2> X2/d f or normed chi square, 
Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI), Root Mean 
Square Residual (RMSR), the Bentler Bonett Index or Normed Fit Index, and the 
Tucker-Lewis Statistic. A summary of these measures, with related guidelines, is 
provided in Table 4.1.
In deriving the measurement model used in this study, three broad steps were 
followed in the pre-test (first two steps) and final study stage (third step). They are:
1. Determining internal consistency (pre-test)
a) a correlation matrix was generated for each of the constructs in the study. 
Use of a correlation matrix for measurement model analysis is acceptable as the 
objective of this procedure is to only understand the pattern of relationships between 
constructs (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black 1992).
b) single construct models were examined. A single construct model was run in 
LISREL for each of the hypothesized constructs in the MCTM. T*values and 
normalized residuals were examined to determine if items should be eliminated or 
maintained. If items were deleted, then the single construct model was re-run until 
acceptable T-values and normalized residuals were achieved.
2. Determining external consistency/discriminant validity (pre-test)
a) a multi-construct model was examined in LISREL for each of the 
hypothesized elements (i.e. transactional elements, personal elements, contextual 
elements, transactional outcomes, and external variables) in an effort to demonstrate
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TABLE 4.1 
MEASUREMENT MODEL TEST STATISTICS
Statistic 
Cronbach’s Alpha











Normed Fit Index 
Tucker-Lewis Statistic
Guideline 
.5 or better 
.5 or better
.5 or betler 
.5 or better
No t-value for any item should 
be less than 2.
Less than 5 percent of the 
normalized residuals should 
exceed t?L
Low values are advocated 
Range from I to 3 
Tend towards 1 
.9 or better
No clear-cut guidelines 





Fornell and Larker (1981) 
Fomell and Larker (1981) 
Anderson and Gerbing (1982)
Hayduk (1987)
Fomell (1983)
Carmines and Mclver (1981)
Jorskog and Sorbom (1988)
Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and 
Black (in press)
Bagozzi and Yi (1989)
Bentler and Bonetl (1980)
Tucker and Lewis (1973)
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discriminant validity. Items were eliminated on the same basis as in step three (i.e., 
according to T-values and normalized residuals), however, modification indices across 
constructs were also examined to see if an overall improvement to the x2 value could 
be achieved. (Item pairs with high modification values suggest that one or both of 
the items could possibly be eliminated to improve this fit statistic). If items were 
eliminated, multi-construct models were re-run on the sets of constructs until 
acceptable T-values and normalized residuals were obtained.
b) in the event that items were eliminated in step five, single construct models 
were examined again for those modified factors using LISREL. Goodness of fit 
statistics were determined.
3. Scale modification (full study)
a) scale items which survived this rigorous analysis of pre-test results were 
included in the full study. Where appropriate, additional items were added to 
constructs.
b) the full study was conducted. Full study measurement results were generated 
using step one and two. Analysis was expanded during these steps to determine if 
any additional constructs existed within the data. Once having tested each scale, 
reliability figures (coefficient alpha; item-to-total correlations) were determined using 
SPSS for each finalized scale.
c) an overall measurement model (i.e., one which assessed transactional 
elements, personal elements, contextual elements, and transactional outcomes 
simultaneously) was generated.
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The outcome of this process on an MCTM element by element basis and for the 
overall model is summarized in the following section.
Measurement Results
This section outlines the results of the measurement approach described in the 
previous section. On a construct-by-construct basis, ope rationalizations employed are 
overviewed and preliminary scales used are discussed. As a guiding principle to scale 
utilization (consistent with Churchill (1979) and Phillips and Bagozzi (1986)) multiple 
item scales were employed for the different constructs included in the MCTM. 
Existing scales were initially utilized in most instances, except in the case of all 
transactional elements (social contract theory norms) and one personal element 
(ethical orientation). With respect to these constructs, new scale development was 
required. The reader is asked to refer to Table 4.2 for a summary of theoretical 
definitions and associated operationalizations for each major element in the MCTM. 
Preliminary scales used in the pre-test are captured in Table 4.3.
Pre-test and final survey measurement results are then discussed. Additionally, 
a summary of reliability and goodness of fit measures for finalized scale items is 
provided. (For a listing of all scale items used for each construct in the pre-test and 
full study, please consult Appendix B).
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T A B L E  4 .2  
CONSTRUCT DEFINITION AND OPERATIONALIZATION
CONSTRUCT







Power Creation - 
Limitation
DEFINITION OPERATIONALIZATION
Expected behavioral patterns of 
exchange participants.
A feeling that both parties 
perceive improvement from their 
preexchange position.
Terms and conditions of the 
transaction which are used to 
structure and commit the parties 
to future exchanges.
A feeling concerning the degree 
to which the relationship is of 
value to the exchange parties.
The ability to execute a 
transaction without gaining an 
advantage.
Greater complexity of role 
definition in the relational 
exchange; unidimensional nature 
of roles in the discrete situation.
Emphasis on profit allocation. In 
the relational case, it embraces a 
long term outlook, while in the 
discrete situation, it represents a 
more short term, individualistic 
approach to the process.
Emphasis on relationship planning 
and continuance which exists in 
the relational situation, and not in 
the discrete case. It embraces 
traditional planning activities, but 
also encompasses the importance 
of this process to both parties. 
Further, it represents missed 
opportunities, as freedom of 
choice is reduced in the relational 
case.
Cooperative "team* approach to 
relationships which is primarily 
seen in the relational situation 
and not in the discrete case.
Establishment of ranges of 
authority and the restrictive use of 
power in the relational exchange, 










C u s t o m e r
Orientation







The manner in which disputes are 
resolved so as to preserve the 
relationship.
The extent to which exchange 
parties can alter transactions in 
response to unanticipated 
changes.
Perceived resemblance of the 
other party in attitudes, values, 
and behavior.
Perceived ability of the other 
party in a given field.
Application of the marketing 
concept at the buyer/seller level.
Perceived practice of community 
and moral  s tandards  in 
interpersonal relationships.
Extent  to which specific 
investments have been made in a 
particular relationship.
Ability of the firm to predict 
relevant contingencies.
OPERATIONALIZATION
Personal (flexible, internal) nature 
of dispute resolution within the 
relat ional  exchange,  more 
formalized procedures for the 
discrete case.
Accommodation of change within 
the context of the interaction in 
t h e  r e l a t i o n a l  c a s e ;  
accommodation of change during 
periods of discontinuities between 
transactions in the discrete 
situation.
Similarity of seller to buyer in 
appearance, status, and lifestyle.
Knowledge/experience of seller in 
business practices and industry 
affairs.
Seller's desire to help customers 
make satisfactory purchase 
decisions (product/non product 
concerns).
Perceived practice of questionable 
or potentially dubious conduct by 
the seller which may impact the 
buyer/seller interaction.
Existence of human and physical 
assets as a result of the 
interaction between buyer/seller.









How often transactions -ccur 
between buyer and seller.
Use of power over another 
individual





An emotional/cognitive state in 
which an individual relics upon 
in forma lion rece ived from a nother 
person.
An emotional state that occurs in 
response to an evaluation of 
interaction experiences.
The degree to which an individual 
intends to maintain a relationship 
over time.
Variables External to the Model
P u r c h a s e
Situation
Product characteristics which may 




Procedures that are practiced by 




A perception held by employees 
concerning behaviors supported 
and rewarded by the firm.
OPERATIONALIZATION
Existence of recurrent activity 
between dyadic partners.
Degree to which seller practices 
recommendations, information 
exchange, promises, threats, and 
legal actions in their dealings with 
buyer.
P e r c e i v e d  c o m p e t e n c y ,  
dependability, likability, and 
responsibility of the salesperson.
Overall satisfaction with the seller 
and  c o m p on en t s  of the 
arrangementbetweenbuyer/seller.
Overall commitment to seller and 
willingness to change to another 
seller.
Perceived novelty,complexity, and 
importance of the purchase to the 
firm.
Perceived hierarchy of authority, 
formalization, and individual 
participation in the buying 
process.
Perceived reward orientation and 
work environment within the 
buyer’s company.
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T A B L E  4 .3  
OPERATIONAL MEASURES--SOURCES AND RELIABILITIES
CONSTRUCT SCALE ITEMS
Transactional Elements
Social New (input from Kaufmann 46
Contract Norms 1985)
Personal Elements 
Similarity Similarity Scale (Crosby, 




Adapted Expertise Scale 
(Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 
1990)
Sales OrientationyCustomer 
Orientation (SOCO) Scale 
(Saxe and WeiU 1982)
24
Ethical New (input from Dubinsky,












Frequency Scale (Mayo 1988) 




.79 (lifestyle), .82 (status), 
86(appea ranee) (Crosby, 
Evans and Cowles 1990)
.89 (Crosby, Evans and 
Cowles 1990)
.83, .86 (Saxe and Weitz 
1982), .88, ,91 (Dunlop, 
Dotson, and Chambers 
1988), .82, .95 (O’Hara, 
Boles and Johnston 1991)
.61 (Mayo 1988)
.69 (Mayo 1988)







Trust Trust Scale (Swan, Trawick,
Rink and Roberts 1988)
Satisfaction A d a p t e d  S a t i s f a c t i o n
Measures (Roberts 1989; 
Westbrook 1981)
Commitment A d a p t e d  Co mm i t m e n t
Measures (Cronin and Morris 
1989; Roberts 1989)
Variables.External to the Model
Purchase
Situation
Adapted Purchase Type Scale 
(Anderson et. al 1987)
Buying Group  Adapted Buying Group
Structure Structure Scale (McCabe
1987)
O r g a n i z a t i o n a l  Adapted Climate Scales




.67, .79, .83, .86 (Swan eL 
al 1988), .55, .63, .66, .79 
(Hawes eL al 1989)
.8 0  a n d  g r e a t e r  
(Westbrook 1981), .89 
(Roberts 1989)
.84 (Cronin and Morris 
1989), .91 (Roberts 1989)
.57, .73 (Anderson eL al 
1987)
.70, .77, .55 (McCabe 
1987)
.87, .66 (Qualls and Puto
1989), .70 (Likert)
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Transactional Elements-Social Contract Theory Norms
Operationalizations and Preliminary Scales As discussed in the previous chapter, 
there is limited research with respect to social contract theory norms. The little 
research conducted to date in this area has utilized new scales developed in light of 
the particular study environment. For example, Black and Roach (1991) developed 
a social contract norm scale for testing satisfaction in retail transactions, while 
Kaufmann (1985) generated a scale of 14 items from an initial set of seventy-six to 
examine the role of social contract norms with respect to litigation parties. A more 
recent effort on the part of Kaufmann (1991) used a 35 item scale to measure 
contractual integration in commercial exchange relationships. In all cases, these 
scales demonstrated a reasonably high degree of internal consistency for basic 
research as measures ranged from .63 (Kaufmann 1985) to .93 (Black and Roach 
1991).
A further review of these scales suggested that these initiatives were 
inappropriate for the study at hand. Specifically, it was felt that these instruments 
were limited conceptually and were not generalizable across several settings. As a 
result, considerable scale development was required for this study. Nonetheless, 
previous work in this area was not totally ignored; the extensive amount of 
groundwork with respect to construct operationalization by Kaufmann (1985) was 
used as a benchmark in operationalizing the seven social contract theory constructs. 
For the purposes of this study, each norm was operationalized as follows:
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1. Role Integrity was operationalized to reflect a greater complexity of role 
definition in the relational exchange, and the unidimensional character of roles 
in the discrete transaction. In discrete transactions, the roles assumed by the 
parties approach those of unidimensional self-maximizing transactors, while in 
the relational situation, the roles are complex are intertwined.
2. Mutuality was ope rationalized to reflect an emphasis on profit allocation. In 
the relational case, it embraces a long term outlook, while in the discrete 
situation, it represents a more short term, individualistic approach to this 
process.
3. Planning and Consent was operationalized to reflect relationship planning and 
continuance which exists in the relational situation, but does not occur in the 
discrete case. Specifically, it embraces traditional planning activities such as 
forecasting, but it is much broader in that it also encompasses the importance 
of this process to both parties. Further, it represents missed opportunities, as 
the freedom of choice is reduced in the relational case due to the commitment 
that has been made to the other party.
4. Solidarity was operationalized to reflect the cooperative "team" approach to 
buyer/seller interactions in the relational case but not in the discrete situation.
5. Creation/Limitation of Power was operationalized to reflect the establishment 
of ranges of authority and the restrictive use of power in the relational 
exchange, which is absent in the discrete case.
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6. Harmonization of Conflict was operationalized to reflect the personal (i.e. 
flexible and internal) nature of dispute resolution within the relational 
exchange, while recognizing that more formalized procedures exist for this 
process in the discrete transaction.
7. Flexibility was operationalized to reflect the ability of the parties to make 
changes to their agreements. In the relational exchange, changes are 
anticipated within the context of the relationship, while in the discrete case, 
change is accommodated during periods of discontinuities between 
transactions.
An initial generation of scale items resulted in 9 items for role integrity, 8 for 
mutuality, 7 for planning and consent, 6 for solidarity, 5 for creation/limitation of 
power, 5 for harmonization of conflict, and 6 for flexibility (total = 46 items). A five 
point Likert scale was used (1 = strongly agree; 5 = strongly disagree) in the 
construction of these items.
Pre-test Unlike other hypothesized constructs in this study, pre-test results were 
initially subjected to an orthogonal factor analysis due to the relative "newness" of 
these norms in the marketing literature. Unfortunately, the extreme mixture of items 
on factors precipitated the running of an oblique factor analysis on the same data. 
Use of an oblique factor analysis was not theoretically incorrect in this case, as social 
contract theory does not conceive the norms to be orthogonally related (Kaufmann 
1991), Some reorientation of items occurred as a result of this analysis; specifically, 
factor analysis procedures saw the assignment of seven items to role integrity, seven
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to power creation and limitation, eleven to planning, six to solidarity, six to flexibility, 
four to mutuality, and five to harmonization of conflict.
Confirmatory factor analysis procedures were then instituted on these revised 
constructs and several items were dropped using criteria outlined in the measurement 
testing process described earlier. As a result of these procedures, fifteen items for 
five dimensions remained (flexibility and conflict harmonization items were eliminated 
at the discriminant validity stage of examination). Given this considerable reduction 
of pre-test items, a significant number of new measures were added to this reduced 
list of fifteen for the full study. Specifically, seventy-six new items were devised for 
a total of ninety-one items for seven norms in the final questionnaire.
Full Study LISREL testing on full study items resulted in seventeen items for six 
constructs. Once again, the hypothesized conflict harmonization construct was 
eliminated in the external consistency/discriminant validity stage. (Table 4.4 
summarizes the history of items generated and analyzed for each of the social 
contract norms).
With respect to internal consistency results for these remaining six norms, a 
detailed summary is provided in Table 4.5. Specifically, for the three items which 
compose the role integrity construct, excellent results are noted. Composite reliability 
is .888, while the variance extracted measure is .718. Cronbach alpha is .876, while 
the lowest ITC is .699. As all of these measures exceed .5 guidelines, internal 





PRETEST PRETEST FINAL FINAL
CONSTRUCT ITEMS ANALYSIS ITEMS ANALYSIS
Role Integrity 9 2 11 3
C reation  & 
Limitation of 
Power 5 3 8 3
Planning 7 5 17 3
Solidarity 6 2 21 2
Flexibility 6 0 11 3
Mutuality 8 3 16 3
Harmonization 
of Conflict 5 0 7 0




S T E P O N E: ANALYSIS O F C O N STR U C T VALIDITY*
1. ROLE INTEGRITY
ITEM
[ And that I have many more responsibilities with this individual compared 
to others that I do business with.
This is just a simple relationship of buying and selling product 





Structural Equations Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results
Composite Reliability 
Variance Extracted
2. CREATION AND LIMITATION OF POWER
ITEM
Sometimes I feel that this individual oversteps his bounds when we do 
business.
If a better deal came along, I would "shon" my obligations with this supplier. 
In our negotiations, 1 use whatever means necessary to gel my own way.
Cronbach Alpha








I expect our relationship to last a long time.
Overall, this relationship is more important than the specific deals we make. 
If this supplier had vital information which would help me in the planning 

































1 want both of our companies to do well. .892
Senior management from both companies have interacted in the past .499
Cronbach Alpha .591





A give and take on specific issues is expected if conditions change during the 
period of our deaf .711
The terms of our deal are generally not renegotiate. .788
Our deals are designed to take into account unanticipated changes. .756
Cronbach Alpha .795





My concern when working with this supplier is getting the best deal possible 
for my company. .614
In making the decision to buy from this supplier, I take into account only the 
financial aspects of our last deaL .827















Structural Equations Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results
Composite Reliability .581
Variance Extracted .451
ST E P TW O: T E STS FO R  D ISC R IM IN A N T  VALIDITY
Fit Indices
542.21
X J/ d . f  5.02




Normed Fit Index .784
Tucker Lewis Statistic .770







V ariance E x tracted  .716
1.000
667 1.000
.419 .671 1 .(MM)
.648 .824 .695 1.000
.324 .472 .229 .290
.565 .586 .398 .610
■ Two and three item scales do nut yield lit indices in LISREL.
b 'LOAD' denotes factor loadings derived from structural equations confirmatory factor analysis. 
c "ITC denotes item-to-total correlations derived from SPSS.
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Four other three-item constructs (creation/limitation of power, planning, 
flexibility, and mutuality) were also derived through this rigorous process. Evidence 
of internal consistency is generally noted as ITC, Cronbach alpha, composite 
reliability, and variance extracted figures exceed minimum guidelines. (For the 
mutuality construct, variance extracted is only .451, however all other benchmarks are 
achieved). One two-item construct (solidarity), although having low ITC’s (.448) 
demonstrates support for internal consistency with a Cronbach alpha of .491, 
composite reliability of .529, and variance extracted of .523.
As noted earlier, Kaufmann (1991) argues that these social contract norms are 
not orthogonal. Thus, a concern at this point was to determine the external 
consistency or discriminant validity of these norms. One procedure undertaken to 
assess discriminant validity involved comparing a hypothesized six construct structure 
to a unidimensional model (i.e., the six constructs with a unity correlation). For the 
unidimensional model, a %2 of 2509.36 (136 d.f.) was noted, while the six construct 
model produced a x2 of 542.21 (108 d.f.). This significant improvement in fit (x2dirr 
= 1967.15, d.f. = 28) supports the discriminant validity of these six constructs 
(Anderson and Gerbing 1988).
Another procedure attempted at this juncture was a comparison of variance 
extracted statistics with the squared parameter estimates between measures. If 
variance extracted figures for each of the scales are greater than the squared 
correlation estimates between constructs, then evidence of discriminant validity can
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be ascertained (Forneil and Larcker 1981)15. As noted in Table 4.5, the majority 
of the squared parameter estimates are greater than variance extracted figures. The 
fact that all squared parameter estimates are not less than variance extracted 
numbers is not unexpected due to the nature of these constructs: theory suggests 
that they will be intercorrelated (Kaufmann 1991; 1985). Nonetheless, the relatively 
small number of these exceptions, combined with the improvement in the %1 statistic 
as we move from a six construct model to a one construct model suggests that 
external consistency/discriminant validity has been achieved. A summary of these 
external consistency/discriminant validity tests are shown in Table 4.5.
Personal Elements-Similarity. Expertise. Customer Orientation, and Ethical 
Orientation
Operationalizations and Preliminary Scales Several sources were used to 
operationalize and to generate preliminary personal elements scales. Similarity was 
operationalized to reflect perceived commonality in appearance, status and lifestyle. 
This operationalization is consistent with work by Crosby, Evans, and Cowles (1990). 
In particular, appearance similarity is expressed according to common patterns of 
dress and appearance, lifestyle similarity is reflected in one’s family situation and 
interests, while status similarity is conveyed through education and income level. The
15 This procedure for establishing validity of measures is acknowledged as being 
somewhat weak (Schmitt and Stults 1986; Widaman 1985). Although the multitrait- 
multimethod approach is a more rigorous approach to this problem, the use of a 
single method in this study precludes this type of analysis.
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five point likert scale (I = very dissimilar; 5 = very similar) for six items used by 
Crosby, Evans and Cowles (1990) was also employed in this preliminary study. Scale 
reliability estimates from past studies range from .79 to .82.
With respect to expertise, its operationalization is reflected by knowledge and 
experience of the seller in business practices and industry affairs. This 
operationalization is consistent with the work of Crosby, Evans, and Cowles (1990) 
who developed a nine item expertise scale for use in the financial services industry. 
In this setting, this particular scale yielded a reliability estimate of .89. Similar to 
previous constructs, a five point likert scale (1 = below average; 5 = above average) 
was used to determine the perceived expertise level of the exchange partner.
As there exists no scale to determine ethical orientation, development of an 
instrument to investigate this personal element was required. For the purposes of 
this study, ethical orientation was operationalized as questionable or potentially 
dubious seller activities that may impact the buyer/seller interaction. These actions 
arise as a result of the pressures placed on dyadic players to choose between short 
run pressures to meet corporate objectives and long run goals of developing dyadic 
partner satisfaction and commitment. These actions have the potential to place the 
exchange partner in an advantageous position, should they go unchecked.
The derivation of a list of questionable or unethical behavior was derived 
primarily from one source. Unethical items were identified by the ethical conflict 
scale (Dubinsky, Berkowitz, and Rudelius 1980). This scale consists of several items 
representing potential ethical dilemmas commonly encountered by salespeople. A
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few additional items were generated in light of more recent writings in this area. In 
total, the initial ethical orientation scale consisted of 13 items which asks the 
respondent to indicate, on a five point scale (1 = definitely no; 5 = definitely yes), 
how they feel the exchange partner would act in the future given their existing 
knowledge base of the individual.
Customer orientation was operationalized according to a desire of the salesperson 
to help customers make satisfactory purchase decisions. Essentially, this means that 
the salesperson is sensitive to both product and non-product needs of the consumer. 
In determining one’s customer orientation, the Selling Orientation/Customer 
Orientation (SOCO) scale developed by Saxe and Weitz (1982) was initially used in 
this study. This scale, which has been tested on both sellers and buyers (Dunlap, 
Dotson, and Chambers 1988; Saxe and Weitz 1982) is composed of twenty-four likert 
type items (1 = strongly agree; 5 = strongly disagree).
Previous use of the SOCO instrument revealed two consistent factors (Dotson 
and Chambers 1988; Saxe and Weitz 1982) which essentially separated the negative 
statements contained in the scale from the positive statements. Further, scale 
properties suggest that this effort is adequate for the study at hand, as reliabilities 
noted by the two aforementioned authors exceed .83. Similar results of reliability (.82 
and .95) were experienced in a more recent study of sales personnel in industrial and 
advertising sales environments (O ’Hara, Boles, and Johnston 1991).
Pre-test Similar to the evolution of the transactional elem ent constructs, 
considerable reduction in the personal element items resulted from the process of
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single and multi-construct model analysis of pre-test data. Specifically, from the fifty- 
two indicants contained in the pre-test instrument for these four constructs, pre-test 
analysis left thirteen items for three constructs (alt twenty-four items from the SOCO 
scale were eliminated, primarily in the internal consistency stage of analysis). Thus, 
additional items were added to remaining similarity and ethical orientation items for 
the full study, while a "revised" customer orientation scale was generated in an effort 
to measure this construct (expertise items were not adjusted due to their relative 
resilience throughout pre-test analysis).
Full Study Of the thirty items tested in the full study, fifteen were included in the 
final analysis (see Table 4.6). Table 4.7 provides a measurement analysis summary 
for each of the four personal elements. The four items composing the expertise 
construct demonstrate excellent results as all measures exceed internal consistency 
guidelines stated earlier in this chapter. The five-item customer orientation construct 
is also noted as exhibiting excellent results, as reliability and structural equations 
confirmatory factor analysis benchmarks are exceeded. Two three-item constructs 
(similarity and ethical orientation) show excellent factor loadings, item to total 
correlation, Cronbach alpha, composite reliability and variance extracted figures.
At this point, efforts were undertaken to assess construct validity, (i.e., do these 
various personal element scales measure four distinct underlying constructs). As 
noted earlier, there are several analyses which offer support for external consistency 






















































X 2/ d f  3.40




Normed Fit Index .989
Tucker Lewis Statistic .978
ITEM LOAD6
The seller’s interests in sports, .748
The seller's interests in politics. .953
The seller's social interests. .803
Cronbach Alpha .867





Knowledge of buying practices. .965
Knowledge of general business practices. .813
Experience in buying practices. .863
























Normed Fit Index .989
Tucker Lewis Statistic .989





This seller sometimes makes others look bad in order to look good. .962
This seller "bad mouths" the aim  petition. .931
This seller tries to "woo" others in the organization for the purposes 
of influencing me. .775
Cronbach Alpha .917





This seller offers a deal that is best suited to my needs. .84(1
This seller gives an accurate expectation of how a deal will work. .743
This seller explores what is important to me. .821
This seller always follows up after the sale. .903
This seller makes sure that I am satisfied. .931
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TABLE 4.7 (Continued)




Normed Fit Index .891
Tucker Lewis Statistic .895
Squared Correlation Between Factors Compared to Variance Extracted
Customer Orientation 1.000
Expertise ,110 1.000
Ethical Orientation .529 .024 1.000
Similarity .253 .151 .157 1.000
V ariance E xtracted ■724 .754 .799 .706
* Two and three item scales do not yield fit indices in LISREL.
b "LOAD" denotes factor loadings derived from structural equations confirmatory factor analysis. 
c "it c " denotes itcm-to-tutal correlations derived from SPSS.
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is compared with the hypothesized four construct structure. For the unidimensional 
model, %2 is 2965.45 (105 degrees of freedom), while the four construct model shows 
a x2 of 323.98 (84 degrees of freedom). The significant improvement in the fit of the 
four construct model over the single construct model (x2aur = 2641.47, d.f. = 21) 
offers support for the discriminant validity of the scales (Anderson and Gerbing 
1988).
The second test for discriminant validity compares the variance extracted 
estimates of the measures with the square of the parameter estimate between the 
measures. Once again, if the variance extracted estimates are greater than the square 
of the correlation between constructs, evidence of discriminant validity exists (Fornell 
and Larcker 1981). As the variance extracted measures for customer orientation, 
expertise, ethical orientation, and similarity (.724, .754, .799, and .706 respectively) 
exceed each of the squared correlations, further evidence of discriminant validity of 
the scales is garnered. Summaries of discriminant validity measures discussed above 
can be found in Table 4.7.
Contextual Elements-Transaciion Cost Dimensions, and Influence Strategies
Operationalizations and Preliminary Scales As suggested in the literature review, 
there are three transaction cost analysis dimensions: asset specificity, frequency, and 
uncertainty. Multiple measures of each construct were preliminarily used in this 
research.
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As asset specificity refers to specialized investments between the parties, 
operationalization of this construct was oriented not only along physical lines (such 
as transaction specific equipment), but also along human lines (as reflected by the 
time and effort to inform the individual about their business philosophy, etc.). 
Uncertainty, the second transaction cost analysis dimension, is characterized by 
environmental certainty and performance uncertainty. Environmental uncertainty was 
operationalized according to the degree one can forecast market conditions, while 
performance uncertainty was operationalized around the ability to assess partner 
performance. Frequency, the final transaction cost dimension, concerns how often 
the parties interact. This was operationalized according to recurrent activity between 
the parties and in comparison to other accounts.
The operationalization and measurement of these transaction cost analysis 
dimensions was adapted from Mayo (1988). Reliabilities of his measures exceed .60. 
With respect to the preliminary study, frequency and asset specificity questions were 
presented together with a five point scale (1 = a great deal; 5 = very little). 
Individuals were asked to indicate their feelings concerning the existing relationship 
in both of these areas. Perceived uncertainty was determined by having respondents 
answer questions on a five point scale (I = strongly agree; 5 = strongly disagree) 
concerning their characterization of the industry in which they work.
Influence strategies were operationalized in the same fashion as suggested by 
Frazier and Summers (1984). Essentially, these strategies are reflected by the degree 
to which one practices information exchange, recommendations, promises, threats,
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and legal actions in their dealings with buyers. An existing scale was used in the 
preliminary study, whereby respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which 
the exchange partner (1 = never; 5 = very frequently) uses each type of influence 
strategy in their dyadic dealings (Kale 1989).
Descriptions for each influence strategy were developed by Kale (1989) through 
extensive procedures (i.e. focus groups and pre-test). Results indicate that the 
wording employed to depict each of these situations is clear-cut and unambiguous. 
Further, factor analysis performed on the frequencies of use of the influence 
strategies demonstrate "clean" factors in accordance with theoretical foundations (i.e. 
information exchange and recommendations load on one factor, while promises, 
threats, and legal action load on the second factor) (Kale 1989). No reliability 
measures are reported for this scale, however.
Pre-test In terms of numbers of items, contextual elements remained relatively 
unchanged compared to other MCTM elements subjected to pre-test measurement 
analysis. Specifically, of the seventeen items included in the pre-test questionnaire, 
fifteen remained after measurement analysis. Minor reworking of the asset 
specificity, frequency, and uncertainty items occurred for the full study; this resulted 
in the generation of five items for each of these constructs. With the five coercive 
and noncoercive strategy items, a total of twenty items were included in the final 
instrument
Full Study A total of nine items remained after full study measurement analysis. 
Two items each for asset specificity, frequency, and uncertainty were utilized for
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structural model interpretation. Two coercive influence measures and one 
noncoercive influence item completed the contextual elements (see Table 4.8).
Internal consistency measures for these items are acceptable. IT C \  Cronbach 
alpha figures, composite reliability results, and variance extracted numbers exceed 
minimum guidelines for all three transaction cost analysis dimensions and the coercive 
influence measure. These numbers have been captured in Table 4.9.
To show discriminant validity, a full model was compared to a single construct 
model for all nine items. Improvement is noted by using the multi-construct version, 
as x2 drops from 923.11 (one construct model, 35 d.f.) to 67.90 (five construct model, 
20 d.f.). Further, a comparison of variance extracted figures to squared correlations 
supports the contention that all five constructs are indeed distinct, as there are no 
conflicts in this area. Thus, contextual elements represented by their nine items show 
evidence of both internal and external consistency.
Transactional Outcomes-Trust. Satisfaction, and Commitment
Operationalizations and Preliminary Scales Trust was operationalized to reflect 
perceived competency, dependability, likability, and responsibility of the salesperson. 
This reflects the work of Swan, Trawick, Rink and Roberts (1988) who, as a result 
of a series of interviews with salespeople that indicated the importance of these 













A s s e t
Specificity 4 3 5
Frequency 4 4 5
Uncertainty 4 3 5
C o e  r e i v e  
Influence 3 3 3
N o n co erc iv e
Influence 2 2 2









T A B L E  4 .9
CONTEXTUAL ELEMENTS-FINAL RESULTS
STKP ONK: ANALYSIS O P  C O N STR U C T VALIDITY*
1. ASSET SPEC!F1C1TY
ITEM
We have an extensive working relationship with this company. 
We have invested in equipment specific lo this relationship.
Cronbach Alpha .673






















This industry is a volatile one. .870


















This supplier often discusses overall business philosophy and 
activities as opposed to making specific statements about what he 
would like me to do.
5 INFLUENCE-COERCIVE
ITEM LOAD
This supplier implies that he would be more cooperative if I 
complied with his requests. .751
This supplier says that he will be less accommodating in the future 
if 1 do not comply with his wishes. .731
Cronbach Alpha .708
Structural Equations Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results
Composite Reliability .709
Variance Extracted .549








Nonned Fit Index .926









Squared Correlation Between Factors Compared to Variance Extracted
Coercive Influence 1.0(X)
Noncoercive Influence .086 l.lX/)
Frequency .095 .062 1.000
Uncertainty .006 .091 .130 1.000
Asset Specificity .348 .040 .694 .081 1.000
V ariance E xtracted .549 .953 .752 .566 .568
* Two and three item scales do not yield fit indices in LJSREL
"LOAD" denotes factor loadings derived from structural equations confirmatory factor analysis. 
c "ITC" denotes ilem-lo-lotal correlations derived from SPSS.
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This 20 item trust instrument was used in the preliminary study. In completing 
this scale, respondents indicated their level of agreement (1 = strongly agree; 5 = 
strongly disagree) with a series of statements concerning the dyadic partner. In the 
original study, the alpha reliabilities of the overall trust measure and its four 
components ranged from .88 to .67. Only marginal improvement was noted if items 
were dropped from the scale (Swan et al. 1988). In a later study, coefficient alphas 
for the trust earning components ranged from .55 to .70 (Hawes, Mast, and Swan 
1988).
Satisfaction was operationalized to reflect overall satisfaction with the seller and 
individual components of the deal or arrangement between dyadic partners. Global 
measurements of satisfaction are widely used in marketing (i.e. Roberts 1989; 
Westbrook 1981) and may be very insightful in addition to specific aspects of the 
interaction experience. Further, due to the fact that the MCTM tests the strength 
of a bond between buyer and seller, present satisfaction was explored, as opposed to 
anticipated or future satisfaction with the dyadic partner.
A delighted/terrible scale was used to assess satisfaction (1 = delighted; 5 = 
terrible) in the preliminary study. This is a validated measure of satisfaction 
(Andrews and Withey 1976) which "should not pose a problem for appraisals of the 
relative contribution of the different hypothesized components leading to global 
satisfaction" (Garland and Westbrook 1989). These same authors reported that 
validity coefficients of ,80 or better are typically generated when using the approach
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(Andrews and Withey 1976; Garland and Westbrook 1989). In a recent study, 
reliability estimates of .89 were generated for satisfaction measures of this genre.
In the context of the present study, respondents were asked to indicate their 
satisfaction with the dyadic partner (which was captured by overall satisfaction with 
the individual and feelings about recommending the individual to a good industry 
associate), in addition to their satisfaction with transaction specific items such as 
price, delivery terms, etc.
As commitment concerns intention to continue the relationship, it is felt that two 
measures are appropriate: one which investigates overall commitment to retain the 
partner; the other which solicits feelings about changing to an alternative partner. 
In the initial study, respondents were asked to indicate their agreement level (1 = 
strongly agree; 5 = strongly disagree) on these issues.
Similar approaches have been used in recent studies. Specifically, Cronin and 
Morris (1989) and Roberts (1989) used these two measures for commitment, and 
demonstrate good success with this procedure. Reliability estimates in both studies 
exceed .84.
Pre-test From the hypothesized three constructs of trust, satisfaction, and 
commitment, the original list of twenty-four items was reduced to six items 
representing two constructs after pre-test analysis (commitment items were deleted 
in the internal and external consistency stages of analysis). Thereafter, considerable 
augmentation of items occurred for the final study, as the surviving six pre-test items 
were increased to twenty-six.
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Full Study Analysis of full study items left four items for trust, five for 
satisfaction, and five for commitment (see Table 4.10). As Table 4.11 reveals, 
internal consistency of measures for all three outcome constructs is excellent. Trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment items show high loadings and ITC’s, while Cronbach 
alphas, composite reliabilities, and variance extracted measures are .7 or better. High 
GFI, AGFI, normed fit indices and Tucker Lewis statistics are also generated.
In an attempt to examine the distinctiveness of the three constructs, two tests of 
discriminant validity were conducted. First, a fourteen item, three construct model 
was compared to a fourteen item, one construct model. Figures support the 
contention that trust, satisfaction, and commitment are separate and distinct, as a 
° f  4089.58 (17 d.f.) is noted in favor of the three construct model.
Second, variance extracted measures were compared to squared correlations 
between measures. Although correlations between the outcome measures are high 
(they exceed .8), variance extracted measures are also high (.825 for trust, .851 for 
satisfaction, and .802 for commitment) and are greater than these squared parameter 
estimates. Therefore, evidence of discriminant validity is offered for the three 





PRETEST PRETEST FINAL FINAL
CONSTRUCT ITEMS ANALYSIS ITEMS ANALYSIS
Trust 20 4 12 4
Satisfaction 2 2 9 5
Commitment 2 0 5 5




S T E P O N E: ANALYSIS O F C O N STR U C T VALIDITY*
1. T R U ST
ITEM LOAD* IT C
This supplier is one o f  the most honest persons that I know. .914 .881
This supplier is a very reliable individual. .915 .884
This supplier is professional .880 .853
This can be trusted. .924 .891
Cronbach Alpha .949
Structural Equations Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results








Norm ed Fit Index .998
Tucker Lewis Statistic .999
2. SATISFACTION
ITEM LO A D ITC
How satisfied are you with this supplier? .928 .901
How satisfied are you with pricing o f  product? .832 ,821
H ow  satisfied are you with others from the supplier's firm? .932 .907
H ow satisfied are you with the overall deal? .982 .955





Structural Equations Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results




D egrees of Freedom  5
GFI .981
A G R  .944
RM SR .010
Normed Fit Index .993
Tucker Lewis Statistic .993
3. C O M M IT M E N T
ITEM  L O A D
All things considered, 1 am committed to this supplier. .946
It really wouldn’t bother me to 'ditch* this supplier for som eone  
else. ,952
We are best served by continuing to work with this supplier. .938
I think that I would find it hard to replace this supplier. .766
I am actively seeking alternatives to this supplier. .854
Cronbach Alpha ,952
Structural Equations Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results
Com posite Reliability .952
Variance Extracted .799
X 2 11.44
X J/ d f  2.29
D egrees o f  Freedom  5
G R  .980
A G R  .941
RM SR .016
Norm ed Fit Index .990
Tucker Lewis Statistic .989




D egrees o f  Freedom  74









A G R  .813
RM SR .034
Normed Fit Index .943
Tucker Lewis Statistic .949
Squared Correlation Between Factors Compared to Variance Extracted
Trust 1.000
Satisfaction .668 1.000
Commitment .702 .824 1.000
V ariance E xtracted .825 .851 .802
■ Two and three item scales do not yield Pit indices in LISREL.
b "LOAD" denotes factor loadings derived from structural equations confirmatory factor analysis. 
c "1TC" denotes item-to-tolal correlations derived from SPSS.
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Variables External to the M odel-Organizational Climate. Product Situation, and 
Buying Group Structure
Operationalizations and Preliminary Scales Consistent with the work of Anderson 
et al. (1987), purchase situation was operationalized according to the novelty, 
complexity, and importance of the purchase to the organization. This 
operationalization served as the foundation for the development of a scale to 
measure this phenomena by these same authors. However, it was a reduced 9 item 
likert scale (1 = strongly agree; 5 = strongly disagree) that was preliminarily 
employed in this study. The 9 items were chosen (three items per component) on 
the basis of highest reported factor loadings. As was the case with each of the 
external variables in this study, reduced scales were utilized as (a) these are not the 
primary constructs of interest and (b) their reduction might contribute to a better 
response rate by minimizing respondent "fatigue". In the utilization of the full 
instrument, reliability estimates ranging from .57 to .73 are reported by its developers 
(Anderson et. al 1987).
Buying group structure was measured with a reduced 9 item scale developed by 
McCabe (1987) and was operationalized along three dimensions: hierarchy of
authority, formalization, and participation. The full scale developed by McCabe 
(1987) represented a modification of an earlier attempt to identify buying group 
structure (Duncan 1971). In reshaping this original piece, questions were rephrased 
in behavioral terms and made specific to the source selection process. Factor analysis 
confirmed the existence of the three factors, and alpha values for the three factors
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were .70, .77 and .55 respectively. Use of the scale required the respondent to 
indicate their level of agreement (1 = strongly agree; 5 = strongly disagree) with 
several questions on buying activities.
Researchers have used a variety of measures for organizational climate (Qualls 
and Puto 1989), perhaps in deference to Hellriegel and Slocum (1974) who suggested 
that these measures should relate to the specific research study at hand. However, 
as organizational climate is defined as a set of perceptions held by individuals 
concerning the environment and behavior that is supported and rewarded by the 
organization, it was felt that the two general constructs of work environment and 
reward orientation were appropriate for this work. Thus, organizational climate was 
operationalized along these two dimensions.
Work environment describes the way an individual generally feels about the 
organization and is operationalized according to perceptions of supervisory support 
and perceptions of identity with the firm. Reward orientation concerns the general 
practices of the corporation in rewarding its employees and was operationalized 
according to whether an emphasis on encouragement and reward for good 
performance exists in the firm.
In measuring organizational climate, individuals were asked to express their 
opinions to 9 items on a five point scale (1 = strongly agree; 5 = strongly disagree) 
concerning their departm ent or company. Items which composed this instrument 
were derived from two sources (Likert 1967; Qualls and Puto 1989). These authors 
report reliabilities which exceed .66 for each com ponent
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Pre-test From an initial twenty-seven items in the pre-test, the process of 
examining single construct models followed by an analysis of a multi-construct model 
resulted in the elimination of two of the three constructs in this area. Specifically, 
organizational climate and product situation were eradicated in the multi-construct 
model step, leaving buying group structure (five items) as the sole factor from this 
original group. As a result, considerable item modification occurred prior to 
generation of the full study instrument. Twenty-six new or modified items were 
included in the final questionnaire.
Full Study Analysis of final study results offered four items for organizational 
climate, one for buying situation, and four for buying group structure (see Table 
4.12). Further, internal consistency analysis (Table 4.13) for these factors is 
encouraging. For the buying group structure items, loadings, ITC’s, alphas, composite 
reliabilities, and variance extracted measures exceed the .5 yardstick- O ther structural 
equations derived (x2, GFI, AG FI, RMSR, Normed Fit Index, and Tucker Lewis 
Statistic) demonstrate evidence of internal consistency. For organizational climate, 
despite one low ITC for the "my manager is friendly and approachable" item and an 
unacceptable (.432) variance extracted measure, other internal consistency measures 
are well above guidelines.
Finally, in an effort to determine discriminant validity, a three construct model 
was compared to a single construct model, consistent with previous practice. The 





PRETEST PRETEST FINAL FINAL
CONSTRUCT ITEMS ANALYSIS ITEMS ANALYSIS
Organizational
Climate 9 0 8 4
P r o d u c t
Situation 9 0 9 1
Buying Group
Structure 9 5 8 4




STEP ONE: ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCT VALIDITY*
1. ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE
ITEM LOAD*
My manager is friendly and approachable. .332
The reward system around here does not provide any incentive to 
work hard. .847
Our reward system is in need of improvement. .738
The rewards I derive from this job far outweigh the hassles of 
working here. 502
Cronbach Alpha .727





Degrees of Freedom 2
G R  .9%
A G R .979
RMSR .020
Normed Fit Index .991
Tucker Lewis Statistic .999
2. PRODUCT SITUATION
ITEM
Generally, buying this product is a very complex operation.
3. B U Y IN G  G R O U P  ST R U C T U R E
ITEM L O A D
Instructions from som eon e higher are necessary when existing rules
and procedures are not adequate for sourcing decisions. .679
W hen unusual supply situations occur, I can m ake decisions on my
own. .569











T A B U - 4.1 A (Continued)
For new source decisions, approval from someone higher is required
before taking action. .871 ,720
Cronbach Alpha .793




Xl / d f  2,17




Normed Fit Index .984
Tucker Lewis Statistic 973




Degrees of Freedom 24
G R  9.36
A G R 8«l)
RMSR (k>7
Normed Fit Index .874
Tucker Lewis Statistic .866
Squared C orrelation B etw een Factors Com pared to Variance Extracted
Buying Situation LOW)
Buying Group Structure .035 1.000
Organizational Climate .022 .134 LOW)
V arian ce  E x trac ted  .964 .505 .429
* T w o and three item scales d o  not yield fit indices in U S R E L
B "LO AD” denotes factor loadings derived from structural equations confirmatory factor analysis.
* "ITC" d en otes item -to-total correlations derived from SPSS.
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construct model generated a %z of 568.50 (36 d.f.). The significant improvement in 
fit (x2din 496.57, 12 d.f.) suggests that the three constructs are separate and distinct 
Additionally, variance extracted measures were compared to squared correlations, 
in keeping with previous practice. Squared correlation figures were rather low (.035, 
.022, .134) and were easily exceeded by variance extracted measures (.964, .505, .429). 
This, in combination with a superior three construct model over a single construct 
model, provides evidence of external consistency/discriminant validity.
Overall Measurement Model
Although the individual scales appear to be adequate as a result of testing items 
for each construct and within each MCTM element, a maximum likelihood 
confirmatory factor analysis was conducted by combining each measurement 
submodel discussed in this chapter into one large model17 18. This step was 
necessary to assess whether or not measures maintain their validity when considered 
together. Results of this process are detailed in Table 4.14 and in Table 4.15,
17 External variables (organizational climate, buying situation, and buying group 
structure) were not included in this overall measurement model analysis as they were 
not used in generating the structural model, as outlined in Chapter Three.
18 Full model analysis does not include four economic criteria. In order to 
control for the traditional, rational, economic side of buyer/seller relations with 
respect to satisfaction and commitment, four questions were included in the final 
questionnaire to determine the importance of specific aspects of the "deal" or 
contract between these parties. Specifically, buyers were asked to indicate, on a five 
point scale, the importance of price, quantity, credit/payment terms, and delivery for 
the situation described in their instrum ent
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A correlation matrix was generated for remaining measures and was subjected to 
a confirmatory factor analysis using LISREL. The nineteen construct model yielded 
a %2 14069.41 with 2911 degrees of freedom. This results in a normed chi-square
of 4.83, suggesting that the model is representative of the observed data if one 
assumes an upper threshold of 5.0 for the x2 statistic (Wheaton, Muthen, Alwin, and 
Summers 1977). When combined with other statistical tests, however, the model may 
only marginally demonstrate discriminant validity. GFI results are .873, the AGFI is 
.801, while RMSR demonstrates a less than acceptable level of .065. Normed Fit 
Index results are .804 and the Tucker Lewis Statistic is only .774.
Results of a comparison of variance extracted figures to squared correlations 
show that variance extracted numbers are greater than the squared correlation figures 
in all but 12 instances, suggesting an appropriate degree of discriminant validity of 
the measurement model. More insightful, however, is the realization that these 
offending squared correlations exist with respect to the following constructs: asset 
specificity, role integrity, flexibility, power, planning, mutuality, trust, satisfaction, and 
commitment.
The fact that measurement results for the MCTM have shown some problems in 
the area of discriminant validity is not surprising. First, as it has been stated earlier 
that social contract norms are not orthogonal (Kaufmann 1981, 1985), the experience 
noted with respect to role integrity, power, planning, mutuality, and flexibility 
constructs might be expected. Second, a review of the asset specificity construct 
suggests an operationalization explanation. Examination of asset specificity items
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TABLE 4.14 








Normed Fit Index .804
Tucker Lewis Statistic .774
TABLE 4.15
SQUARED CORRELATION BETWEEN CONSTRUCTS 
COMPARED TO VARIANCE EXTRACTED
Cu Ex Et Si Cl N1 Fr Un AS R! R Po So PI Mu Tr Sa
Customer Orientation LOO
Expert n r .11 1.00
Ethical Onenuuoo .48 03 1 00
Similarity .24 .15 .13 LOO
Coe nave Influence .50 05 .37 .23 1 00
Noocoereive Influence .07 .01 .03 08 .06 1.00
Frequency .29 01 .24 .02 07 05 1 00
Uncertainty 00 .00 .01 .00 00 .07 .08 1 00
Auet Specificity 44 11 31 05 19 .02 .46 03 1.00
Role Integrity .26 03 20 04 06 07 .57 46 48 1 00
Flexibility .44 01 .38 .14 .28 .09 .41 Ot .23 29 LOO
Power .48 02 .41 .04 .27 .12 .39 .05 42 .40 44 1 00
Solidarity .25 .04 10 02 .11 .10 .28 06 26 30 .22 31 1 00
Planning 53 01 .42 16 29 22 .40 .08 .37 49 47 53 35 100
Mutuality .40 01 54 .05 .25 01 .16 .00 .24 .13 .37 39 It .26 1 00
Trust .78 .09 .58 .20 .52 .07 .30 .00 46 .27 43 56 .27 .50 .47 100
Satisfaction .57 .10 .37 .18 34 .14 .39 06 44 40 39 59 .41 60 24 61 1 00
Commitment .64 .04 .50 .13 .34 .13 .44 09 .54 55 41 68 .39 74 .36 .64 .75
Variance Extracted » .70 .67 ■7» .71 .75 J l 33 .46 .70 .43 .34 .69 .77 .55 .67 .62
KlO
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appear to be extremely similar to items which were constructed for the various social 
contract norms. It therefore follows that discriminant validity would be impacted. 
Third, the outcome constructs of satisfaction and commitment have traditionally 
caused marketing researchers problems. Past research efforts have yielded high 
correlations between these two constructs; this study is no different. Finally, trust, a 
relatively new construct of interest to marketing researchers, also suffers from the 
same intercorrelation problems as satisfaction and commitment These results 
suggest that further development of measurements is required with respect to social 
contract norms, trust, satisfaction, and commitment
Summary
Confirmatory factor analysis has resulted considerable reshaping of the MCTM 
construct measures. Specifically, items have been reduced, and in some cases, entire 
factors have been restructured. Internal and external consistency measures have been 
calculated, and generally these results seem to be acceptable when examined on an 
element by element basis. Overall measurement model results show an acceptable 
degree of discriminant validity. Thus, it is offered that the measurement model, as 
generated by the procedures described in this chapter, be used to assess the structural 
model and test individual hypotheses suggested earlier in this dissertation.
The results from this measurement model process have been incorporated in a 
structural model which was used to analyze the full study. This structural equation 
model can be viewed in Figure 4.1.
Role  I n t e g r i t y
F l e x i b i l i t y
Pow er
S o l i d a r i t y
P l a n n i n g
M u t u a l i t y
C u s t .  O r i e n t .  
E x p e r t i s e  
Eth .  O r i e n t .  
S i m i l a r i t y
F r e q u e n c y  
U n c e r t a i n t y  
A s s e t  S p e c .  
C o e r .  Inf. 
N o n c o e r .  Inf.
X: 1*3
X: 4 - 6  4-





X: 2 3 - 2 6
X: 2 7 - 2 9
X: 3 0 - 3 2
| X: 3 3 - 3 4 ; w
X: 3 6 - 3 6 j  4-
X: 3 7 - 3 8 1 ^
X: 3 9 - 4 0  .*.
! X: 41 |





Chapter Two provided a series of hypotheses derived from the generation of the 
Multi Criterion Transactional Model. Having designed a study to test these various 
hypotheses (Chapter Three) and developed acceptable measurement devices for the 
constructs of the MCTM (Chapter Four), this chapter examines the results from 
testing each hypothesis using either structural equations modeling or other statistical 
approaches such as MANOVA, ANOVA, and paired comparisons. In addition to a 
discussion of results, conclusions and implications relating to significant findings are 
outlined in this chapter.
Structural Model Results
The MCTM described throughout this dissertation was examined in two stages, 
consistent with Anderson and Gerbing (1988). First, a suitable measurement model 
was derived independent of constraints imposed by the theoretical model. This 
measurement model has been described extensively in Chapter Four. Second, a 
hypothesized theoretical structure was imposed on the data in an effort to determine 
overall fit. Results of this process are described in this chapter.
As detailed in Chapter Three, the Partial Least Squares (PLS) approach was used 
to examine the structural model. Specifically, three structural equations were used
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to test the various MCTM research hypotheses in PLS. These structural equations 
are:
( 1 )  n i  =  Y n $ i  +  Y i 2 ^  +  Y n $ j + Y i 4 ^  +  Yi5£5 +  y i 6 U + Y i 7 5 7  +  Y i 8 £ f i + Y i ^ 9 + Y i i o $ i o
+  Y i n  £11 +  Yi  12E12 +  Y n . i t  1 1 +  Y i n E n  +  Y u  s £ u  +  C i
( 2 )  T l 2 = ( l i iTll  +  Y 2 l t l  +  Y 2 2£ 2  +  Y 2 3 £ }  +  Y 24£ 4 +  Y2 s S5  +  Y 2 ^ 6  +  Y2 7S7  +  Y 2 8 S 8 + Y 2 9 £ 9  
Y 2 l o t  lO"*" Y 211 5  I I  "*■ Y 2 1 2 ^  ]2  +  Y 2 1 3 ^  13"*■ Y 2 1 4 5 1 4 Y 2 ] 5 5  IS +  Y 2 1 6 $  ]6"*■ C j
(3) n3=PllTll + |i32n2+Y3w£ll + Y312£l2+Y3135l3+Y3165l6+Ci 
(For a more thorough review of these paths, consult Figure 4.1.)
PLS users can take one of two "paths" in deriving a structural model. One 
approach requires the use of a correlation matrix, which is shown in Table 5.1. A 
second method mandates the use of raw data, which in turn can be subjected to 
"jackknifing". As jackknifing is an important process in determining the significance 
of PLS structural model results, this second approach was employed in testing HI to 
H10, and H13 to H23b.
Jackknifing, a technique developed by Tukey (1958), is very versatile as it allows 
researchers to reduce bias, assess validity and stability of analyses, and perform 
significance tests. With respect to significance testing, estimators or "pseudovalues" 
p can be calculated from a sample ommitting a subset i. The jackknife estimator is 
simply the mean of these pseudovalues (Fenwick 1979). As pseudovalues can be 
treated as having independent normal distributions (Tukey 1958), J(p) can be 
regarded as a sample mean and Sp as a sample standard deviation. Lack of 
significant values under a jackknife analysis shows that the sample is too varied to
TABLE 5.1 
CORRELATION BETWEEN CONSTRUCTS
Cu Ex Et Si Cl N1 Fr Un AS R1 FI Po So PI Mu Tr
Customer Orientation 1.00
Expertise 32 1.00
Ethical Orients uoc 69 .17 LOO
Similarity 49 38 .36 1.00
Coercive Influence 71 -23 -61 -48 1 00
Noncoerave Influence .27 10 .18 .28 -.25 1 00
Frequency .54 .06 .49 .14 -.26 .23 LOO ♦
Uncertainty .06 -05 .11 -.01 06 .26 ,28 1 00
Amci Specificity .66 .32 .56 .22 -.43 .16 .68 .19 1 00
Role Integrity ,51 .18 .44 20 -.25 .27 .76 .30 69 1 00
Flexibility .67 .08 .62 .37 .53 30 63 11 .48 54 100
Pomer 69 .15 .64 .19 -.52 .34 .63 .23 65 63 6b 1.00
Solidarity .50 19 .31 .13 .33 .32 .53 .25 51 .55 .47 56 1.00
Planning .73 .10 .65 .41 -.54 .47 63 .28 61 70 68 72 59 1 00
Mutuality 64 .06 .74 20 .50 11 .40 ■01 49 36 61 62 .34 50 1 00
Trust .89 .29 .76 .45 -.72 .26 .55 04 .68 .52 65 .75 .52 .7] 69 1 00
Satisfaction .75 .32 .61 42 .58 .37 .62 25 .67 63 62 77 64 77 49 78
Commitment .80 .21 .71 .37 .58 .35 .67 .30 ,74 .74 64 .82 63 .86 60 .80
N>O-J
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support a hypothesized relationship. Within marketing, jackknifing has been applied 
in factor analysis (i.e., Clarkson 1979), multiple regression (i.e., Ireland and Uselton 
1976), discriminant analysis (Crask and Perreault 1977), canonical analysis (i.e., Wildt, 
Lambert, and Durand 1982) and PLS structural equation modeling (i.e., Miller 1992). 
For this particular study, jackknifing was conducted as follows:
1. A PLS structural model was run with all observations to yield path coefficients 
and R-Squared statistics.
2. Forty random subsets from the data consisting of 200 observations were 
generated using SPSS. Eighteen cases (9% of responses) were omitted each 
time a sample was drawn. Omission of approximately ten percent of the 
observations in forming random subsets allows for enough variation to assess 
stability of the path coefficients.
3. The forty random subsets of 200 observations were subjected to PLS. Path 
coefficients were generated for each subset.
4. Means and standard deviations were generated for path coefficients across the 
40 subsets using SPSS.
5. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals were calculated for each path 
coefficient generated in step one (i.e., the "full" model). Using the standard 
deviations generated in step four and the formula:
Path coefficient + 1.645o; Path coefficient - 1.645a19
19 As direction (positive or negative) was hypothesized for each path, a one-tailed 
test was conducted. Thus, 1.645 was selected as the z-value (as opposed to 1.96) to 
calculate 95% confidence intervals.
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overall significance of a path coefficient could be determined. The null hypothesis 
was rejected if zero is contained in this interval.
Overall Results
As PLS is not as "developed” as other structural equations methods, there are, 
unfortunately, few statistics which provide a "feel" for the overall fit of the model. 
The primary statistic provided by PLS is an R-Squared statistic for each of the 
endogenous variables. This statistic indicates the percentage of variance in each 
endogenous variable explained by other latent variables directly connected to it. The 
R-Squared values generated by PLS for this structural model are .8699 (trust), .8019 
(satisfaction), and .8545 (commitment). A test of the hypothesis that all measures of 
trust, all measures of satisfaction, and all measures of commitment are equal to zero 
can be performed by calculating an R-Squared index. The appropriate calculation 
(Mayo 1988) is:
F =  R z /  p____
(l-R 2)/(n-p-l)
(d.f. = p,n-p-l; where p = number of parameters, n = sample size)
The measures of each construct, taken collectively, are significantly different from 
zero at the 95% level.
Although these R-Squared statistics are significant, large, and useful in providing 
an overall summary of the model, they do not address the validity of each of the 
hypothesized relationships. In order to more fully investigate each of the hypotheses
2 1 0
stated previously in Chapter Two, an examination of the statistical significance of 
each path coefficient is presented (see Table 5.2). A description of results follows.
Transactional Elements Hypotheses
H 4: Perceived levels of role integrity will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Rejected
H 5: Perceived levels of mutuality will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Rejected
H 6: Perceived levels of planning and consent will be
positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Rejected
H 7: Perceived levels of power creation/limitation will be
positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
H 8: Perceived levels of solidarity will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
H 9: Perceived levels of conflict harmonization will be
positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Not Tested
H 10: Perceived levels of flexibility will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Rejected
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Hypotheses 4 to 10 involved the seven transactional elements identified earlier 
in this dissertation. It was hypothesized that solidarity, role integrity, flexibility, power 
creation/limitation, planning and consent, conflict harmonization, and mutuality would 
be positively associated with both trust and satisfaction. No support was found for 
four of these hypotheses (H4, H5, H6, H10), partial support was determined for two 
hypotheses (H7 and H8), while one hypothesis (H9) was not tested. This occurred 
because questionnaire items for this element (conflict harmonization) did not survive 
measurement model analysis.
With respect to hypotheses where no support was found, path coefficients were 
nonsignificant from role integrity (H4) to trust (-.060) and satisfaction (-.014). 
Similarly, path coefficients from mutuality (H5) to trust (.045) and from mutuality to 
satisfaction (-.105) were proven nonsignificant. Further, results for H6 concerning 
planning and consent were shown to be nonsignificant Path coefficients were 
planning to trust (-.010) and planning to satisfaction (.195). Finally, H10, which 
concerned the links between flexibility and trust and flexibility and satisfaction also 
proved to be nonsignificant as path coefficients were .004 and -.019.
Two hypotheses were partially accepted The first, H7, concerned the 
relationship between power creation/restraint to both trust and satisfaction. Although 
the path coefficient to satisfaction proved nonsignificant (.235), the coefficient to trust 
was significant (.182). It therefore appears that the power creation/restraint (the 
establishment of ranges of authority and restrictive use of power) is a significant
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T A B L E  5 .2
S T R U C T U R A L  M O D E L - S U M M A R Y  O F  R E S U L T S  
O F  I N D I V I D U A L  H Y P O T H E S E S  T E S T S
HYPOTHESIS* PATH COEFFICIENT o RESULT
H 1 Perceived levels of trust will be
p o sitiv e ly  a sso c ia te d  w ith 
satisfaction.
Pn .211 .33 Nonsignificant
H 2 Perceived levels of satisfaction will 
be positively associated with 
commitmcnL
.478 .25 Significant
H 3 Perceived levels of trust will be 
p ositiv e ly  a s so c ia te d  w ith 
commitment.
Pu .264 .05 Significant
H 4 Perceived levels of role integrity will








H 5 Perceived levels of mutuality will be








H 6  Perceived levels of planning and
consent will be positively associated y 15







H 7 Perceived levels of power
creation/limitation will be positively 










H 8  Perceived levels of solidarity will be






H 9 Perceived levels 
harmonization will 

















Perceived levels of flexibility will be
positively associated with trust and yu .004 .04
satisfaction. y u  -.019 .05
Perceived levels of similarity will be 
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of expertise will be 
positively associated with trust and 
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of customer
orientation will be positively








Perceived levels of ethical
orientation will be positively Yi» -164 .06
associa ted  with tru st and Yz* -016 .06
satisfaction.
Perceived levels of specific assets
will be positively associated with yin .142 .02
trust and satisfaction. Yju -048 .06
Perceived levels of specific assets IfiOwill be positively associated with Yjo 19
commitment.
Perceived levels of uncertainty will
be negatively associated with trust Ym --083 .07
and satisfaction. yzo - 061 .03
Perceived levels of uncertainty will
be negatively associated with Ym .121 .24
commitment.
Perceived levels of frequency will be
positively associated with trust and ym .018 .04



















H22 Perceived levels of frequency will be





H23a Perceived levels of perception
altering (noncoercive) influence 
strategies will be positively
associa ted  with tru st and 
satisfaction.
H23b Perceived levels of nonperception 
altering (coercive) influence 
strategies will be negatively
associa ted  with trust and 
satisfaction.
* Though no hypotheses were generated, four economic criteria were included in the structural model 
to control for the traditional view of buyer/seller relations with respect to satisfaction and commitment 
Path coefficients were (1) quantity of product contracted to satisfaction (-.037; a =.03, nonsignificant), 
quantity of product to commitment (.008; o=.06; nonsignificant) (2) credit/payment terms to 
satisfaction (.044; o=.08; nonsignificant), quantityof product contracted to commitment (.057; o =04; 
nonsignificant) (3) product pricing to satisfaction (.018; o=.07; nonsignificant), product pricing to 
commitment (.048; o = .03; nonsignificant), and (4) delivery arrangements to satisfaction (.002, a =07; 
nonsignificant), delivery arrangements to commitment (-.049; o=.l(); nonsignificant).
* Hypothesis was not tested due to deletion of conflict harmonization items in measurement model 
analysis stage.
Ym -.020 .02 Nonsignificant
Ym .005 ,03 Nonsignificant
y n4 -.103 .13 Nonsignificant
Ym -.088 .04 Significant
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determinant in gaining trust in a relationship. If it is perceived by a buyer that 
"making a deal" with a seller can occur without the seller gaining an advantage, then 
trust will follow.
Partial acceptance was also garnered for H8. The path leading from solidarity 
to trust (.095) proved nonsignificant, however a significant path coefficient was noted 
from solidarity to satisfaction. Solidarity is thus a positive determinant of satisfaction. 
If a buyer/seller relationship can foster feelings of value within the buyer, then 
satisfaction will emanate from this interaction.
Personal Elements Hypotheses
H 13: Perceived levels of similarity will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Rejected
H 14: Perceived levels of expertise will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
H 15: Perceived levels of customer orientation will be
positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
H 16: Perceived levels of ethical orientation will be
positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
Three personal elements hypotheses (H14-H16) were partially accepted, while
one (H I3) was rejected. The path coefficients from similarity to trust (.084) and to
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satisfaction (.079) proved to be nonsignificant. However, more promising results were 
obtained with respect to expertise. Although the path coefficient was nonsignificant 
to trust (.001), a significant coefficient was noted leading to satisfaction (.102). This 
suggests that expertise is a significant determinant of satisfaction in buyer/seller 
affairs. Perceptions by a buyer that a seller has knowledge and/or experience in 
business practices and industry affairs will lead to satisfaction.
The hypothesis involving customer orientation also proved to be partially 
significant. Unfortunately, the path coefficient leading to satisfaction (.025) was 
nonsignificant, however, the path leading from this construct to trust proved 
significant and large at .419. Therefore, customer orientation is a significant and 
positive determinant of trust in buyer/seller interactions. The ability of the 
salesperson to practice the marketing concept at the dyadic level (i.e., their desire to 
help the buyer make satisfactory purchase decisions) is an important concept in 
developing trust.
Finally, ethical orientation is another important personal element in buyer/seller 
relationships. However, with respect to its role in the development of satisfaction, 
ethical orientation appears to have no impact as the path coefficient between these 
two constructs (-.016) proved nonsignificant As the path coefficient between this 
construct and trust (.164) was significant, we can conclude that ethical orientation is 
a significant determinant in the development of trust in buyer/seller relationships. 
The greater the buyer’s perceptions that the seller practices high moral standards in 
interpersonal relationships, the greater the perceptions of trust towards that person.
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Contextual Elements Hypotheses
H 17: Perceived levels of specific assets will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
H 18: Perceived levels of specific assets will be positively
associated with commitmer.:.
RESULT: Rejected
H 19: Perceived levels of uncertainty will be negatively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
H 20: Perceived levels of uncertainty will be negatively
associated with commitment.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
H 21: Perceived levels of frequency will be positively
associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
H 22: Perceived levels of frequency will be positively
associated with commitment.
RESULT: Rejected
H 23a: Perceived levels of noncoercive influence strategies
will be positively associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Rejected
H 23b: Perceived levels of coercive influence strategies will
be negatively associated with trust and satisfaction.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
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Contextual elements proved to be somewhat important with respect to trust and 
satisfaction, however, they were not important with respect to relationship 
commitment. Specifically, all three hypotheses involving this construct (H18, H20, 
H22) were rejected. Path coefficients from specific assets (.160), uncertainty (.121), 
and frequency (.072) were nonsignificant.
Partial acceptance of most of the contextual elements hypotheses involving trust 
and commitment was determined. Only one (H23a) was rejected; some evidence of 
support was found for H I7, H19, H21 and H23b. Concerning H I7, the path 
coefficient between specific assets and satisfaction (.048) was nonsignificant, however, 
the path from specific assets to trust (.142) was significant. Therefore, asset 
specificity is positively associated with trust. The greater the extent of specific 
investments in a particular relationship, the greater the amount of trust felt towards 
the other party in that interaction.
Uncertainty was posited as being negatively associated with trust and 
commitment. No meaningful results were found with respect to trust, as the path 
coefficient (-.083) was nonsignificant However, the link to satisfaction proved 
significant with a path coefficient between these two constructs of -.061. Thus, 
uncertainty is negatively related to satisfaction in buyer/seller relationships. The less 
the existence of environmental and performance ambiguity, the greater the 
satisfaction towards the other party in a relationship.
With respect to the construct of frequency, nonsignificant results were noted 
concerning its relationship to trust (path coefficient of .018). The path coefficient to
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satisfaction was, however, positive and significant, at .107. Thus, we can conclude 
that perceived levels of frequency are positively associated with satisfaction. This 
implies the greater the recurrent activity between buyer and seller, the greater the
satisfaction.
The hypotheses involving influence strategies offered some interesting results. 
Noncoercive influence attempts had no impact on trust or satisfaction (path 
coefficients were -.020 and .005 respectively). However, mixed support was provided 
for the hypothesis dealing with coercive influence. Although the link to trust proved 
insignificant (path coefficient of -.103), the path coefficient to satisfaction was 
significant at -.088. Coercive influence, therefore, is negatively associated with 
satisfaction. As a seller’s use of promises, threats, and legal actions in their dealings 
with a buyer increases, satisfaction decreases.
Transactional Outcomes Hypotheses
H 1: Perceived levels of trust will be positively associated
with satisfaction.
RESULT: Rejected
H 2: Perceived levels of satisfaction will be positively
associated with commitment
RESULT: Accepted




Two of three MCTM transactional outcomes hypotheses proved significant. First, 
the path coefficient leading from satisfaction to commitment was significant and large 
at .478. Thus, satisfaction is positively associated with commitment Second, the link 
between trust and commitment also proved to be significant (.264). Therefore, trust 
is also positively associated with commitment. A buyer’s intention to maintain a 
relationship with a seller is tremendously impacted by perceived competency, 
dependability, and likability of the salesperson, in addition to overall satisfaction with 
the seller and the arrangement between the two parties.
Other Hypotheses
Several hypotheses were proposed in Chapter Two which required the utilization 
of statistical approaches different from structural equations. Specifically, MANOVA, 
ANOVA, and paired comparisons were employed for these remaining hypotheses. 
The following section outlines the results of these analyses.
Hypothesis 11a
Perceived levels of planning and consent in the discrete 
situation will be greater than perceived levels of planning and 
consent in the relational situation.
RESULT: Rejected
ANOVA was utilized to discern whether any significant difference existed 
between the planning and consent means for relational and discrete situations.
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Although it was hypothesized that planning and consent should be greater in the 
discrete situation (consistent with Macneil’s (ld80) assertion that planning and 
consent is primarily a discrete based norm), results (Table 5.2) demonstrate the exact 
opposite as this social contract norm appears to be significantly greater in the 
relational situation (F=356.334, d.f. 1,216, p<. .000).
A review of the three items which compose this construct provides some insight 
into why this experience was noted-three planning and consent items discuss long 
term, relational transactions (i.e., "I expect our relationship to last a long time"). 
From an academic perspective, this suggests that further refinement of measures with 
respect to this norm is required.
Hypothesis l ib
Perceived levels of role integrity, solidarity, flexibility, mutuality, 
harmonization of conflict, and creation/limitation of power in 
the relational situation will be greater than their associated 
perceived levels in the discrete situation.
RESULT: Partially Accepted 
Once again, ANOVA was utilized to determine if any significant differences 
existed between these norms in the discrete and relational scenarios. As Table 5.2 
demonstrates, all five norms tested (harmonization of conflict was not included as this 
construct did not survive the measurement model process described in Chapter Four) 
show significant differences. Specifically, solidarity (F=  120.351, d.f. 1,216, p<. .000), 
flexibility (F= 178.472, d.f. 1,216, p<_.000), creation/limitation of power (F = 5 10.164, 
d,f. 1,216, p<. .000), role integrity (F=231.482, d.f 1,216, p<. .000), and mutuality
T A B L E  5 .3  
H Y P O T H E S E S  1 1 A  A N D  1 1 B
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HYPOTHESIS I1A (ANOVA; Planning and Consent-Discrete versus Relational)
Source d.f. Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value Sig. of F
Model 1 174.674 174.674 356.334 .000
Error 216 105.883 .490
Total 217 280.557 1.293
Group Means
Total Population 3.19 
Discrete Group 2.10 
Relational Group 3.92
HYPOTHESIS 11B (ANOVA; Role Integrity, Solidarity, Flexibility, Mutuality, Creation/Limitation 
of Power-Relational versus Discrete)
a) Role Integrity
Source d.r. Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value Sig. of F
Model i 194.267 194.267 231.482 .000
Error 216 181.274 .839






Source d.r. Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value Sig. of F
Model l 49.935 49.935 120.351 .000
Error 216 89.621 .415
Total 217 139.556 .643
G ro u p  M e a n
Total Population 4.03 
Discrete Group 3.44 
Relational Group 4.42
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TABLE 5 3 (Continued)
c) Flexibility
Source d.r. Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value Sig. of F
Model l 101.975 101.975 178.472 .000
Error 216 123.417 .571






Source d.f. Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value Sig. of F
Model 1 64.710 64.710 137.986 .000
Error 216 101.295 .469
Total 217 166.005 .765
Group Means
Tolal Population 2.85 
Discrete Group 2.18 
Relational Group 3.29
e) C reation /I .im ita tio n  of Power
Source d.f. Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value sig. or f
Model 1 152.241 152.241 510.164 .000
Error 216 64.458 .298
Total 217 216.699 .999
G ro u p  M eans
Total Population 3.60 
Discrete Group 2.57 
Relational Group 4.28
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(F= 137.986, d.f. 1,216, p<_ .000), are noted as being significantly greater in the 
relational case when compared with the discrete situation.
Although all of these norms must exist if any transaction is to take place (Macneil 
1978), it appears that their presence is more profound in the relational case when 
compared to the discrete situation. These findings support Macneil’s (1980) assertion 
that these norms are relational in orientation.
Hypothesis 12a
In the relational situation, perceived levels of role integrity, 
solidarity, flexibility, mutuality, harmonization of conflict, and 
creationAimitation of power will be greater than perceived levels 
of planning and consent.
RESULT: Partially Accepted 
With the finding in hypothesis 1 la that planning and consent was significantly 
greater in the relational case than in the discrete situation, it was anticipated that this 
hypothesis would be proven false. This was indeed the case in three of the five cases 
tested (see Table 5.3). Interestingly, however, this hypothesis was rejected because 
planning and consent proved to be significantly greater than role integrity (t=3.80, 
p<_ .000), flexibility (t=5.78, p<_ .000), and mutuality (t=7.47, p<..000) using a paired 
comparisons te s t Nonetheless, the large mean for planning and consent in the 
relational case still proved to be significantly less than two hypothesized relational 
norms. Solidarity (t=-6.69, p<  .000) and creation/limitation of power (t=-4.74, p<. 
.000) tested as being significantly greater than planning and consent, thereby 
providing partial support for hypothesis 12a.
TABLE 5.4 
HYPOTHESES 12A AND 12B
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H Y P O T H E S IS  12A (t-tests; Role In tegrity , S o lidarity , Flexibility , M utuality , H arm o n iza tio n  o f 
C onflict, an d  C rea tio n /L im ita tio n  of Power versus P lann ing  and  C onsent; R elational S itu a tio n )
M easures C om pared M ean Scores S.D. 1 P
Role Integrity 3.5445 1.452 3.80 .000
Planning 3.9237 .726
Solidarity 4,4198 .656 -6.69 .000
Planning 3,9237 .726
Flexibility 3.4809 .845 5.78 .000
Planning 3.9237 .726
Mutuality 3.2926 .630 7.47 .000
Planning 3.9237 .726
Creation/Limitation of Power 4.2774 .498 -4.74 .000
Planning 3.9237 .726
SIS I2B (t-tests; Role In tegrity , So lidarity , F lexibility, M utuality , an d  C rea tio n /L im it
■sus P lann ing  and  C onsent; D iscrete S itu a tio n )
M easures C om pared M ean Scores S.D. t p
Role Integrity 1.6169 .758 7.44 .000
Planning 2.0958 .659
Solidarity 3.4425 .626 -1560 .000
Planning 2.0958 .659
Flexibility 2.0843 .595 .14 .892
Planning 2.0958 .659
Mutuality 2.1801 .760 - .82 .415
Planning 2.0958 .659
Creation/Limitation of Power 2.5709 .612 -6.23 .000
Planning 2.0958 .659
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These results demonstrate, for this particular research setting, that the presence 
of solidarity and creation/limitation of power is stronger in long term relationships 
than the other social contract norms. Additionally, perceptions of planning and 
consent are stronger than those for role integrity, flexibility and mutuality.
Hypothesis 12b
In the discrete situation, perceived levels of planning and 
consent will be greater than perceived levels of role integrity, 
solidarity, flexibility, mutuality, harmonization of conflict, and 
creation/limitation of power.
RESULT: Partially Accepted
In keeping with the previous proposition, a paired comparisons approach was 
used to determine possible support for this hypothesis. Results (see Table 5.3) show 
that support can be garnered for this assertion in one situation. The planning and 
consent mean was significantly higher when compared with role integrity (t=7.44, p<. 
.000). However, planning and consent means were significantly lower than solidarity 
( t= -15.60, p<_ .000) and creation/limitation of power results ( t=-6.23, p<_ .000). No 
significance differences were noted when planning was compared with the flexibility 
dimension and the mutuality construct.
As role integrity was operationalized to reflect a greater complexity in role 
definition as one evolves towards relational exchange, it is not surprising that 
perceptions of planning and consent are greater than this construct in the discrete 
situation. However, it must be noted that this, and other findings from this analysis 
are perhaps confounded, given the operationalization of planning and consent as a
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relational event. This lends support for further measurement refinement of this and 
other social contract norms.
Hypothesis 24
Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of 
positive organizational climate will be greater than trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of negative 
organizational commitment.
RESULT: Rejected
Using SPSS, split halves were utilized to establish two organizational climate
groups. Then, a stepdown MANOVA was performed on the ordered dependent
variables (trust, satisfaction, and commitment). As Table 5.4 shows, organizational
climate has no significant impact on the these grouping of variables (trust F=3.80127,
d.f. 1,216, p<_ .056; satisfaction F = .35816, d.f. 1,215, p<_ .550; commitment F = .21399,
d.f. 1,214, p<_ .644). Thus, this external, organizational variable appears not to be
important in the development of exchange outcomes. Given this result, there was no
need to further analyze the data using a structural equations approach as outlined in
Chapter Three.
TABLE 5.5 
HYPOTHESES 24, 25 & 26
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H Y PO T H E SIS  24 (S tepdow n MANOVA; T ru s t, Satis ruction, C o m m itm en t u n d er perceived levels o r 
p ositive and negative o rg an iza tiona l clim ate).
V ariab le  llypo th . M S E rro r  M S Stepdow n F Sig. o f  F
Trust 3.80127 1.02946 3.69250 .056
Satisfaction .20798 .58068 .35816 .550
Commitment .07312 .34172 .21399 .644
Means
a) N egative O rgan iza tio n a l C lim ate  b) Positive O rg an iza tio n a l C lim a te
Trust 3.701 Trust 3.437
Satisfaction 4.120 Satisfaction 3.810
Commitment 3.383 Commitment 3.097
H Y P O T H E S IS  25 (Stepdow n MANOVA; T ru s t, S atisfaction , C o m m itm en t u n d er perceived levels of 
conspicuous an d  Inconspicuous p roduct situ a tio n ).
V ariab le  H ypoth. M S K n u r  M S Stepdow n F  Sig. o f  F
Trust .42975 1.04507 .41122 .522
Satisfaction 3.17538 .56688 5.60147 .019
Commitment .93712 .33769 2.77513 .097
M eans




b) C onspicuous P ro d u ct S itu a tio n
T ru st 3.612
Satisfaction 4.139
Commitment 3.454
H Y PO T H E SIS  26 (S tepdow n MANOVA; T ru st, S atisfaction , C o m m itm en t u n d e r perceived levels o f 
h igh an d  low buying g roup  s tru c tu re ).
V ariab le  H ypoth. M S E rro r  M S Stepdow n F  Sig. o f  F
Trust 3.39106 1.03136 3.28796 .071
Satisfaction 3.22370 .56666 5.68897 .018




a) Low Buying G ro u p  S tru c tu re  b) H igh Buying G ro u p  S tru c tu re
Trust 3.429 Trust 3.679
Satisfaction 3.703 Satisfaction 4.179
Commitment 2.976 Commitment 3.457
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Hypothesis 25
Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of 
conspicuous product situation will be greater than trust, 
satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of 
inconspicuous product situation.
RESULT: Rejected
Similar to the methodology employed for hypothesis 24 split halves were used to
establish two organizational climate groups. This was followed by a stepdown
MANOVA procedure. Although climate does have a significant impact on the
second ordered variable, satisfaction, (F=5.60147, d.f. 1,215, p<. .019) it is not
significant when considered jointly with trust and commitment. Specifically buying
situation does not have a significant impact on trust (F= .41122, d.f. 1,216, p<. .522)
and commitment (F = 2.77513, d.f 1,214, p<_ .097). Once again, an external variable
is not a significant factor with respect to exchange outcomes. Thus, no further
analysis is required.
Hypothesis 26
Trust, satisfaction, and commitment under perceived levels of 
high buying group structure will be less than trust, satisfaction, 
and commitment under levels of low buying group structure.
RESULT: Rejected
Using split halves, a high buying group structure group and a low buying group
structure group was established. Stepdown MANOVA was then performed to
determine if buying group structure had a significant impact on these variables. As
Table 5.4 demonstrates, a pattern similar to the previous hypothesis is noted.
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Although significant with satisfaction (F=5.68897, d.f. 1,215, .018), buying group
structure is not significant with the first ordered variable, trust (F=3.28796, d.f. 1,216, 
p<_.()71), and with the third ordered variable, commitment (F = .34989, d.f. 1,214, p<. 
.555). Thus, we can conclude that buying group structure is not a major factor in the 
shaping of exchange outcomes. No structural equations analysis is therefore 
necessary.
Summary
Twenty-six hypotheses have been tested using one of structural equations 
modeling, ANOVA, MANOVA, or paired comparisons. Generally, results are 
encouraging.
Eleven paths were proven significant through structural equations modeling. 
Trust was found to be significantly and positively impacted by the creation and 
limitation of power, customer orientation, ethical orientation, and asset specificity. 
Positive and significant constructs in the development of satisfaction were solidarity, 
expertise, and frequency, while coercive influence and uncertainty proved to be 
negative and significant. Two constructs (trust and satisfaction) were positive and 
significant in the development of commitment Interestingly, constructs from each 
of the major elements of the MCTM were important in the formation of transactional 
outcomes, suggesting that buyers consider several aspects of their interaction with 
salespeople in assessing trust, satisfaction, and commitment with a seller. However, 
variables external to the interaction-those organizational in orientation such as
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buying group structure, organizational climate, and buying situation-appear to have 
little or no impact on transactional outcomes at a dyadic level.
A major focus of this dissertation has been centered on social contract norms or 
transactional elements. These norms are important to exchange, as demonstrated 
through structural equations analysis. Further, there appears to be some support for 
the presence of discrete and relational norms, as suggested by Macneil (1980).
CHAPTER SIX 
SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Statistical results of hypotheses developed from the Multi Criterion Transactional 
Model have been presented in Chapter Five. The purpose of this final chapter is to 
summarize and comment on these results with respect to their contribution to the 
marketing literature. In doing so, results are first recapitulated, which in turn are 
followed by an overview of theoretical and managerial implications emanating from 
this research. The discussion concludes with future research issues.
Summary
A Multi-Criterion Transactional Model was developed based on the literature 
from the social sciences. The model was derived from several sources, such as social 
contract theory (Macneil 1980) and social exchange theory (Kelley and Thibaut 1978). 
The purpose in developing the MCTM was to investigate both exchange events and 
exchange relationships.
The MCTM hypothesizes that commitment is a positive function of trust, 
satisfaction, asset specificity, and frequency, and a negative function of uncertainty. 
Additionally, satisfaction and trust were conjectured as being a positive function of 
role integrity, mutuality, planning and consent, power creation/limitation, solidarity, 
flexibility, similarity, expertise, customer orientation, ethical orientation, asset
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specificity, frequency, and noncoercive influence, and a negative function of 
uncertainty and coercive influence. It was also hypothesized that the transactional 
outcomes of trust, satisfaction, and commitment would be impacted by external 
variables such as organizational commitment, buying situation, and buying group 
structure. Additionally, MCTM provided a framework for testing other hypotheses 
concerning the existence and relative strength of the various social contract norms.
In order to examine the impact of the proposed constructs on trust, satisfaction, 
and commitment, and to test the existence of social contract norms, two surveys were 
conducted. The objective of the first survey was to identify reliable and valid global 
indicators of each construct; to this end a group of suppliers in the National Propane 
Gas Association participated in this stage. The second survey endeavored to measure 
the constructs regarding a relationship between National Propane Gas Association 
sellers (suppliers) and buyers (wholesalers and retailers). This effort focused on the 
relationship from the buyer’s perspective. Results were analyzed using structural 
equations modeling (PLS), MANOVA, ANOVA, and paired comparisons.
Findings
The findings from this study are varied. In total, eleven paths were proven to be 
significant in the MCTM. An analysis of these significant paths shows that the major 
elements of the MCTM--transactional elements, personal elements, and contextual 
elements--have an impact on the development of trust, satisfaction, and comm itm ent
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Further, the significance of three external factors on these transactional outcomes 
appears to be nonexistent. Finally, the relative of strength of the various social 
contract norms can be described as being mixed. These results are discussed in 
further detail in this section and are summarized in Table 6.1. In order to promote 
a better understanding of these results, findings have been organized by each 
transactional outcome (i.e. structural equations and MANOVA results) and by 
transactional elements or social contract norms (i.e., ANOVA, paired comparisons 
results).
Findings With Respect to Trust
Four constructs were proven to be significant determinants in the perception of 
trust. These were creation/limitation of power (transactional element), customer 
orientation (personal element), ethical orientation (personal element), and asset 
specificity (contextual element). As the trust construct has recently been the focus 
of increased attention by marketers, it is hoped that the findings from this aspect of 
the dissertation will add to a rapidly growing body of knowledge in this area.
Structural equations analysis reveals that the creation/limitation of power is a 
particularly important concept in the development of trust. As the creation and 
limitation of power concerns the ability of exchange parties to execute a transaction 
while at the same time restraining this ability to gain an advantage over the other 
individual, exchange parties which have established boundaries in this area will view 
each other as being trustworthy. This significant relationship between these two
TABLE 6.1 
SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING
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I. H Y PO T H E SE S C O N C E R N IN G  TRUST, SA TISFA C TIO N , AND C O M M IT M E N T
H YPO TH ESIS T R U ST  SATISFACTIO N COM M ITM ENT
Transactional Elements
Role Integrity Not Supported Not Supported — . . .
Mutuality Not Supported Not Supported
Planning and Consent Not Supported Not Supported
Power Creation/Limitation Supported Not Supported ---------
Solidarity Not Supported Supported ---------
Conflict Harmonization ----- -----
Flexibility Not Supported Not Supported -----
Personal Elements
Similarity Not Supported Not Supported
Expertise Not Supported Supported -----
Customer Orientation Supported Not Supported -----
Ethical Orientation Supported Not Supported ---------
Contextual Elements
Specific Assets Supported Not Supported Not Supported
Uncertainty Not Supported Supponed Not Supported
Frequency Not Supported Supported Not Supported
Noncoercive Influence Not Supported Not Supported ---------
Coercive Influence Not Supported Supported ---------
Transaction I Outcomes





Purchase Situation Not Supported Not Supported Not Supported
Organizational Climate Not Supported Not Supported Not Supported
Buying Group Structure Not Supported Not Supported Not Supported
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TABLE 6.1 (Continued)






































constructs is new to marketing research; primarily due to the fact that social contract 
norms such as creation/restraint of power have just recently become topics of interest 
in the literature.
Feelings of trust are also significantly impacted by two personal elements, 
customer orientation and ethical orientation. Customer orientation concerns the 
perceived ability of the other party in a buyer/seller relationship to maximize the 
dyad’s joint utility function. According to this study, perceptions of buyer trust are 
positively influenced by the expectation that the seller will take actions that will result 
in desired outcomes. This also appears to be a new finding in the literature, as little 
empirical research has investigated the impact of customer orientation on trust.
With respect to ethical orientation, perceptions that the seller is practicing moral 
and community standards in buyer/seller relationships is an important, positive, 
determinant of trust. The concept of ethical orientation impacting trust makes 
intuitive sense, however, it appears that no previous groundwork in the marketing 
literature has been broken concerning this relationship. This is probably due to the 
fact that research in both ethics and trust is relatively new to marketing.
In many respects, these personal elements constructs are related to the previous 
construct, creation/limitation and power. Perceptions that a supplier has the interests 
of the buyer "at heart" and is ethical go hand-in-hand with the notion that the seller 
will not take advantage of the buyer and will restrain their use of power in their 
interactions. A rational foundation for the assessment of trust is therefore provided 
by perceptions of these three constructs.
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Finally, perceptions of asset specificity were shown to be a positive factor with 
respect to trust. Assets are deemed to be transaction specific if they are linked to a 
specific marketing relationship to the point they cannot be used elsewhere. Sellers 
which possess transaction specific assets are valuable to buyers because they are 
uniquely qualified to deal with these individuals. This presupposes that an acceptable 
level of trust has developed between the two parties. Once again, this finding has not 
been previously hypothesized and tested in marketing.
Findings With Respect to Satisfaction
Five constructs were found to have a significant impact on the formation of 
satisfaction. Specifically, solidarity (transactional element), expertise (personal 
element), and frequency (contextual element) were positively associated with this 
construct, while uncertainty (contextual element) and coercive influence (contextual 
element) were negatively associated with satisfaction.
Solidarity concerns the degree to which the relationship has value to the exchange 
partners. Interactions that generate a high degree of value for exchange parties imply 
that an acceptable level of satisfaction exists between buyer and seller. This finding, 
for reasons discussed earlier, is new to the marketing literature.
Perceived expertise was also found to be a positive factor in the formation of 
satisfaction. Expertise, or the perceived ability of the other party in the dyad in a 
given field, is important to marketing relationships. The more expert a salesperson 
is in his/her field, the greater the satisfaction expressed by the buyer. As previous
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studies (i.e., Dubinsky and Ingram 1982; Williams and Seminerio 1985) suggest that 
buyers put considerable importance on salesperson knowledge and competency, this 
finding supports these efforts.
In addition to expertise, it was also determined that frequency was positively 
associated with a buyer’s satisfaction assessments of a salesperson. The more often 
interaction takes place between buyers and sellers, the greater the satisfaction 
expressed by the buyer. Remarkably, this represents another new finding to our 
discipline as behavioral outcomes related to this and other transaction cost 
dimensions have been virtually unexplored by marketers.
Two constructs were negatively associated with satisfaction. The first, uncertainty, 
is concerned with the degree to which a firm can predict relevant contingencies of an 
environmental or performance nature. The greater the uncertainty, the less the 
satisfaction with the seller. Although this relationship supports assertions made in 
social exchange theory (Kelley and Thibaut 1978) and in communication theories (i.e., 
Berger and Calbrese 1975), to date, no findings of this nature have been noted in 
marketing.
Finally, it was found that coercive influence was negatively associated with the 
buyer’s perceptions of satisfaction. Use of promises, threats, and legal actions erode 
buyer satisfaction towards a seller. This finding supports earlier work by Anderson 
and Narus (1989).
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Findings With Respect to Commitment
Two constructs were found to be positively associated with commitment. 
Specifically, the data strongly suggest that relationship commitment is a function of 
satisfaction and trust, two transactional outcomes. Thus, feelings that the salesperson 
will continue to meet the buyer's expectations and not knowingly distort information 
or subvert the interests of the buyer are critical to continuity of interaction. These 
findings garner support for previous work conducted by several researchers in this 
area (i.e. Anderson and Weitz 1987; Crosby, Evans, and Cowles 1990; Jackson 1985).
Findings With Respect to External Variables
The hypotheses concerning the effects of purchase situation, organizational 
commitment, and buying group structure on trust, satisfaction, and commitment were 
not supported. Although work by others (i.e., Cawsey 1973; Litwin and Stringer 
1968) show that organizational climate and is related to satisfaction and theory 
supports the contention that buying group structure and purchase situation might 
have an impact on trust, satisfaction, and commitment, findings from this study prove 
otherwise. Thus, external variables have little impact on these transactional outcomes 
at the dyadic level.
Findings With Respect to Transactional Elements
As few studies have examined transactional elements or social contract norms 
extensively in marketing, several exploratory hypotheses were generated and tested.
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Mixed findings were ascertained for the various hypotheses dealing with these norms.
Macneil (1980) suggests that certain norms are more important in discrete 
situations, while others take prominence in relational exchange. However, all norms 
must exist if any type of exchange is to occur. Findings support the contention that 
flexibility, solidarity, mutuality, creation/limitation of power, and role integrity are 
more important in relational exchange than in discrete exchange. However, no 
results were determined for the conflict harmonization norm, and suspect results were 
seen for planning and consent. It was suggested that measurement or 
operationalization problems probably accounted for these results.
The operationalization of the planning and consent as a relational event put in 
jeopardy hypotheses which tested discrete norms versus relational norms. Despite 
this flaw, solidarity, and creation/limitation of power were still found to be greater 
than planning and consent in relational situations. Also, in the discrete case, planning 
and consent was proven significantly greater than role integrity.
These findings suggest that transactional elements or social contract norms have 
either a discrete or relational component to them. However, measurement problems 
suggest that further research is required in this area.
Discussion
The findings indicate that transactional, personal, and contextual elements have 
a major role in the determination of transactional outcomes. Further, external 
elements, or those which are not dyadic in orientation, have no impact on trust,
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satisfaction, and commitment. Thus, the seller’s personal make-up, characteristics of 
the "deal", and nature of the interaction between the two parties are eminently more 
important than environmental factors that surround the buyer/seller interaction.
The final model, which outlines only those significant linkages between two 
transactional elements, three personal elements, four contextual elements and three 
transactional outcomes is shown in Figure 6.1. As can be seen, this final model is 
considerably "trimmed" compared to the hypothesized model in Chapter Two. This 
implies that several hypotheses were not supported as a result of statistical analysis. 
There are two reasons which might account for this: (1) falsity of the propositions, 
and (2) measurement problems.
The probability that the majority of the propositions are false runs contrary to 
theory and previous research findings. Social exchange theory (Kelley and Thibaut 
1978), foundation for much of the work in the development of the MCTM, suggests 
a major role for transactional elements, personal elements, and contextual elements 
on the outcomes of trust, satisfaction, and commitment Further, several specific 
linkages which were proposed in the model were derived directly from previous 
research findings. Examples of these previously determined significant paths which 
did not prove to be significant in the MCTM included trust being positively associated 
with satisfaction (Anderson and Narus 1989), similarity influencing satisfaction (Tan 
















It is more likely that measurement problems may have impacted results from this 
study. As mentioned in an earlier chapter, a high degree of intercorrelation was 
discovered among most of the transactional elements constructs, the asset specificity 
dimension, and transactional outcomes. Although some of these intercorrelation 
problems may have been minimized by using PLS for structural equations analysis, 
there still exists a good possibility that better operationalization of these constructs 
alone could have provided better results. Evidence of incorrect operationalization 
was seen earlier in two of the seven transactional elements as items for the conflict 
harmonization norm were not externally consistent, and the planning and consent 
items were designed only to reflect a relational arrangement.
Theoretical Implications
In terms of theory development, this study suggests that an expanded view of the 
exchange is necessary. For example, researchers should not only consider personal 
characteristics of the buyer and seller, but other important factors such as the 
expectations about the other party’s behavior in an ongoing exchange process and 
situational factors related to transaction cost economics should be included if 
marketers are to fully appreciate the essence of marketing. This broadened 
perspective of marketing interactions lends considerable support to a social exchange 
approach to understanding relationships. The basic premise of social exchange 
theory--that people enter into relationships in order to obtain benefits and avoid
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costs--provides a framework which should permit researchers to construct intuitive, 
easily understood models for empirical testing.
A major thrust of this study concerned transactional elements, or the set of norms 
which describe performance expectations in marketing exchange. All exchange 
requires the recognition of contract norms; the form and emphasis on each norm 
enables the classification of exchange along a continuum. On one end of the 
continuum is the discrete transaction, white on the other end, relational exchange is 
found. The fundamental difference between these two extremes is that of the 
development of a common social identity, a group, which encompasses the 
participants in the exchange process (Kaufmann 1985). In group situations such as 
these, individuals maintain their own unique identity, interests and goals, however, 
they quickly adopt the identity, interests, and goals of the exchange partner as well.
This study identified two norms which are important in the development of trust 
and satisfaction-solidarity and the creation/limitation of power. Thus, findings 
suggest that exchange theory be broadened to include these important behavioral 
expectations. Further, understanding these transactional elements has also been in 
this area, however, is necessary.
Another important theoretical implication in this area concerns the 
operationalization of social contract norms. Although all of these norms could not 
be measured, the approach taken--one that was not context specific-generally proved 
to be successful, and should be continued in future research efforts.
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When combined with contextual elements, the results suggest that the basic 
prescriptions of transaction cost analysis combined with the tenets of social contract 
theory (Macneil 1980) may be validly used to describe and explain marketing 
relationships. In this respect, this research supplements a small number of efforts 
which have combined these two orientations. Most noteworthy, recent work by Heide 
and John (1992) examines a few social contract norms in concert with transaction cost 
issues. They suggest that this an area where "fruitful" theoretical integration can take 
place; this study provides further support for their assertion.
Additionally, inclusion of personal elements into the study of exchange represents 
an element which has been overlooked by marketing researchers in their quest to 
better define the exchange process. Past researchers have called for a broadening 
of traditional views to exchange (i.e., Achrol, Reve, and Stern 1983); inclusion of 
perceptions of seller characteristics achieve this end. In expanding our horizons, 
introduction of constructs such as customer orientation, ethical orientation, and 
expertise have provided greater explanative power to the exchange process.
An expanded view of exchange must not only occur with respect to inputs to this 
process, but must also take place when one considers outputs or outcomes such as 
trust, satisfaction, and commitment Traditionally, researchers have considered one 
or both of satisfaction and commitment as outcomes. As the empirical portion of this 
study supports the notion that relationship commitment is strongly and positively 
impacted by both trust and satisfaction, addition of trust to this list of relationship 
outcomes is necessary.
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In a related vein, this work represents an extension of the work of Dwyer et al. 
(1987). These researchers outline various stages in marketing relationships, yet fail 
to examine the determinants associated with this process. The findings generated 
from this effort offer a starting point towards a better understanding of those 
concepts that impact the evolution of exchange.
Lastly, from a methodological perspective, the application of PLS to this 
examination of exchange is new to marketing research. Use of partial least squares 
to investigate the MCTM contributed immensely to both qualitative and quantitative 
insights. Given that theory suggests some degree of intercorrelation among social 
contract theory norms, use of this approach was warranted.
Managerial Implications
There are several managerial implications that follow from the findings generated 
from an examination of the MCTM. First, as noted in the findings section, creation 
and limitation of power has a significant impact on the formation of trust This 
suggests that a necessary step in achieving an acceptable level of trust within the 
buyer towards the seller is for the seller to conduct an "expectations session" as part 
of his/her interaction with the buyer. This expectations session, which should take 
place early in the evolution of the buyer/seller relationship, would focus on 
establishing a clear understanding of items that the seller and the buyer are each 
responsible for, as well as reviewing issues that are and are not covered in the basic
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contract. In order for this approach to be effective, sales managers may have to 
provide training to the salesforce on how to conduct such a session and what to 
discuss with the buyer. This may be necessary in order to put salespeople at ease 
when discussing these potentially "touchy" issues.
Trust, as was noted in this research, is also a function of two personal elements, 
customer orientation and ethical orientation. Both of these constructs were extremely 
important in the determination of this transactional outcome. This implies that 
organizations must be sensitive to these factors when hiring, training, and placing 
personnel. Recruiting and selection programs must be developed to "weed out" 
applicants whose ethical fibre is somewhat questionable and exclude those who do 
not seem to be "team" oriented. Training programs, for recruits and experienced 
personnel, must further emphasize the necessity to consider the needs of customers, 
and reinforce ethical behavior on the job. To this end, the establishment of a code 
of ethics is suggested. Further, when assigning salespeople to customers, managers 
should be sensitive to matching individuals whose ethical orientation is similar.
Asset specificity was also determined to be important in the formulation of trust 
The presence of specific assets creates switching costs for both parties. Further, this 
concept as reviewed earlier, is not just limited to physical assets, as assets of an 
intangible nature such as knowledge may be classified in this manner. This implies 
that salespeople should "be smart" when dealing with buyers by emphasizing unique 
skills and information they possess and/or services that their firm is unequaled in
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providing. This reinforces the necessity of salespeople to stress benefits in addition 
to features when dealing with buyers.
The findings that several constructs impact buyer satisfaction are also important 
from a managerial point of view. Solidarity (the degree to which the interaction has 
value to the buyer) is one such critical factor. Comprehension by salespeople that 
solidarity is important to buyer satisfaction implies that they should strive to create 
this feeling within the buyer about their relationship. At an interpersonal level, 
individualized attention and following-up on requests by the salesperson are two 
straightforward activities that can do much towards creating value within the mind of 
the buyer. At a business level, salespeople might include a "value analysis" as part 
of their sales encounters. A value analysis essentially determines the best product for 
the money, or evaluates a product in terms of the buyer’s specific needs. Seller 
sensitivity to buyer needs can hopefully create an atmosphere which promotes 
solidarity and ultimately satisfaction with a relationship.
The finding that expertise is important to buyer satisfaction is another issue which 
has distinct managerial implications from a training perspective. Where 
inexperienced individuals are hired, these new employees should be given product, 
company, and industry training early in their careers in order to be perceived as being 
competent when dealing with clients. A mentoring system may also be necessary as 
part of the new individual’s introductory period with the firm. Additionally, training 
"updates" will also have to be scheduled, in order to keep abreast of industry and 
product changes. In cases where experienced salespeople are hired, they too will
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require training to become familiar with some of the unique features of the products 
they will be selling, as well as the policies and procedures of their new employer.
Frequency and uncertainty, two contextual elements related to Williamson’s 
(1975, 1979) transaction cost approach were also found to be significant factors 
related to satisfaction. High frequency may imply that significant learning with 
respect to procedures linking the buyer and seller will occur, thus creating switching 
costs. This suggests that salespeople must be sensitive to keeping in touch with their 
clients. The stance that "everything must be going well because I haven’t heard from 
my customer" may be inappropriate given this finding. Salespeople should regularly 
schedule meetings and phone calls with customers, even if the objective is not to sell. 
Further, contact with other individuals from the firm (i.e., sales manager, vice 
president sales) should also be considered from time to time.
This discussion related to frequency has some merit with respect to overcoming 
potential problems associated with uncertainty. As noted in this study, uncertainty 
is negatively associated with satisfaction, thus sellers must minimize perceptions of 
this construct within the buyer population. Consistent interaction might reduce some 
of the anxiety associated with this concept, however, frequent calls to the buyer alone 
is no guarantee of success. Quality interaction must be stressed; sellers need to 
provide buyers with industry information such as pricing trends, supply projections, 
and other information related to the industry. The ability of the seller to offer 
meaningful information to the buyer concerning their business environment is 
obviously a function of how well informed the seller is, thus corporations must
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develop information systems to gather, analyze, and disperse data to their salesforce.
Buyer satisfaction is also negatively impacted by the seller’s use of coercive 
influence. If long term relationships are to be fostered, sellers must use decision 
making strategies that employ information exchange and recommendations, rather 
than those that rely on threats, promises, and legal action. For management, this 
reinforces the need to train salespeople in the area of negotiating and problem 
solving with an underlying "win/win" philosophy.
Lastly, it can not be overemphasized how important for sales management it is 
to consider each of the suggestions generated in this section. The aforementioned 
strategies and recommendations impact trust and satisfaction which are important to 
buyer/seller interactions. However, we can not overlook the fact trust and satisfaction 
are extremely important in the development of relationship commitment. Thus, if 
management desires to develop and maintain long term business relationships with 
their clients, adherence to guidelines discussed in this section with respect to hiring, 
training, and customer interaction should be adopted.
Guidelines for Future Research
There are a number of areas that warrant further research regarding exchange 
and buyer/seller interactions. Generally, future research should be focused on 
extending the MCTM and verifying/falsifying the relationships discovered among the
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constructs measured in the MCTM. These issues will be discussed in detail in this 
section.
The present study was conducted from the perspective of the buyer as responses 
from NPGA buyers were used to examine the hypothesized relationships. Logically, 
future studies should look at the issues examined in this research from the seller’s 
point of view. Moreover, a dyadic study (one which obtains information from 
matched pairs of sellers and buyers) would be an interesting area of future inquiry. 
Although a symmetrical perspective of both sellers and buyers is theoretically 
anticipated, any significant deviations would be challenging to address because the 
literature does not offer any coherent framework for reconciling such results 
(Rahman 1989).
The study discussed in this dissertation focused on the propane gas industry. 
Future studies should look at other linkages within this industry (i.e. between retailers 
and consumers; between wholesalers and retailers). As the supplier/retailer dyad is 
but one key relationship within the propane gas channel of distribution, a study which 
covers all of the major dyads within the industry may give a more comprehensive 
picture about exchange in this industry. Further, the nature of the MCTM is such 
that it can be extended to other industries. It is suggested that hypothesized linkages 
of the MCTM be examined in these other contexts.
Another suggestion for future research concerns the use of a longitudinal study. 
Although somewhat costly and longer term in organization, this type of study would 
be extremely beneficial in extending existing knowledge of marketing exchange.
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Specifically, research of this nature would reveal how the relationships between 
exchange partners evolve over a period of time. Such a study would allow one to 
examine the Dwyer et al. (1987) model of relationship development in detail.
The current study was focused on social contract theory, transactional cost 
analysis, personal factors. Other behavioral variables such as power and dependence 
were not directly included in the model. Consequently, an interesting area of inquiry 
would see an expansion of the MCTM to include these other behavioral elements. 
Integration of these, and other constructs, would result in a more comprehensive 
framework for understanding exchange.
Finally, future research needs to focus on better measurement of social contract 
norms. Operationalization of these constructs was rather difficult and trying at times. 
Researchers need to further refine these measures; one approach might be to 
collapse these seven factors into two or three higher level factors. The derivation of 
higher level factors might overcome some of the intercorrelation problems discussed 
previously in this study.
Limitations
As with any study, there are limitations that should be acknowledged and 
considered in light of the conclusions and recommendations suggested in this study. 
First, although minimized through the use of PLS, collinearity and discriminant 
validity problems related to the measures utilized may still affect structural model
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results. Their exact impact, however, can not be ascertained here. Further, from a 
strict statistical perspective, the conclusions advanced may have questionable 
generalizability because they were generated from a census (i.e., an entire population 
of buyers) and not a sample. Nonetheless, it is suggested that the results do provide 
a focus for future research efforts in this area, and augment what we have intuitively 
known about buyer/seller relationships.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A displays an example of the survey instrument used by the NPGA buyers 
to collect information for this dissertation.
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S U P P L I E R  S A T I S F A C T I O N  S U R V E Y
This survey is being conducted through the Louisiana Stale University Department or Marketing and 
concerns satisfaction with your suppliers. As you know, professionals rely on others to achieve goals 
and their satisfaction with these individuals is often critical to overall success. However, the amount 
of research concerning satisfaction with professional relationships, especially those involving suppliers, 
is relatively sparse. As a result, I am interested in finding out more about this important aspect of 
business.
More basic than this, however, is the fact that as a former member of the LP Gas industry who has 
returned to school to pursue a doctorate degree, this research is essential if I am to graduate! You 
can help this pas* industry associate by taking 20 to 25 minutes to complete the following 
questionnaire. It is designed to be easy to work through, and I think that you will find it interesting 
as it relates to actual transactions on your job. Although most questions concern your attitudes 
towards suppliers, there are some questions that ask for information about you and your job. In 
re tu rn  for help ing  m e ou t, those of you who com plete  th is  qu estio n n a ire  and  (111 ou t the In fo rm ation  
form  on the la s t page w ill be  elig ib le for a d raw ing  to  win a  p o rtab le  stereo  KM tap e  player.
Please be assured of complete confidentiality of the information you provide. As this research is being 
conducted in conjunction with my Ph.D. dissertation at LSU, it will not be used for any commercial 
purpose. Although the questionnaire has an identification number, it is only for mailing purposes so 
that I can check your name off when your questionnaire is returned, should you elect not to fill out 
the information form on the last page.
Thank you for taking time to complete this survey. Completed questionnaires can be returned in the 
attached envelope. If you have any questions about this study, I would be most happy to hear from 
you. Please call or write-my telephone number is (504) 925-0307.
Sincerely,
Bradley S. O’Hara
Ph.D. Candidate in Marketing
Louisiana State University
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S E C T I O N  O N E
Consider the following situation: You are in desperate need of product for one of your locations, and 
although you only require a small amount to meet your immediate needs, it almost seems that nobody 
can help you o u l  Traditional sources of supply have "dried up* for the short term, so you are forced 
to contact a supplier that you have done very little or no business with in the past. Because your 
relationship base with this individual is rather limited, you approach this supplier with a fair amount 
of caution, but nonetheless agree to work with him/her.
1 am presently involved/have been involved with a situation such as this in my industry (Select one 
response only).
Y es_________  N o __________
If you selected yes, please complete the folio wing questions in section one. If you answered no, please 
skip this section and move to section two.
1. With regards to the scenario described above, I am thinking about a particular supplier whose
first name i s  (please specify).
2. Approximately what percentage of your supply is provided by this firm?
 %
3. Compared to other suppliers you do business with, how dependent are you on this firm for 
product? (check one)
Less than others  About average  More than others
W ith  respect to  th e  scen ario  described  above, how Im p o rtan t a re  each o f the following to  you In y ou r
negotiations w ith  th is  su p p lie r?
N ot a t all Som ew hat Extrem ely
Im p o rtan t Im p o rta n t Im p o rta n t
Quantity of product contracted 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Credit/payment terms 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Product pricing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Delivery arrangements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Supplier characteristics can sometimes be very different when compared to ourselves. Thus, we would 
like to know more about your feelings of how similar this seller is to you. In answering the following, 
please use the "very dissimilar-very similar* scale below:
Very Very
D iss im ila r  N eu tra l S im ila r
The seller’s personality 1 2 3 4 5
The seller’s mannerisms 1 2 3 4 5
The seller’s income level 1 2 3 4 5
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Very Very
D iss im ila r  N eu tra l S im ila r
The seller’s appearance 1 2 3 4 5
The seller’s interests in sports 1 2 3 4 5
The seller’s interests in politics 1 2 3 4 5
The seller’s social interests 1 2 3 4 5
Not only  d o  th ese  c h a ra c te r is tic s  vary  am o n g  su p p lie rs , b u t we often  find th a t  know ledge an d  
experience is d iffe ren t from  Ind iv id u a l to  Ind iv idual. In  th is  reg a rd , p lease  co m p a re  th is  su p p lie r  to  
o th e rs  you know w ith  re sp ec t to  th e  following:
Below Above
A verage A verage A verage
K now ledge of:
buying practices 1 2 3 4 5
general business practices 1 2 3 4 5
your industry 1 2 3 4 5
Kxperience in:
buying practices 1 2 3 4 5
general business practices 1 2 3 4 5
your industry 1 2 3 4 5
S u p p lie rs  have a lso  been know n to  a c t d iffe ren tly  from  s itu a tio n  to  s itu a tio n . As a re su lt, we a re  
In te rested  in  how th is  su p p lie r  h as  d e a lt w ith  you  /  w ould d ea l w ith  you  in  th e  fu tu re .
G iven w hat 1 know o r  w h a t I have h eard , I feel th a t th is  supp lie r..
No
Seeks information from others in the industry for the
purpose of striking a better deal with me I 2 3 4 5
Feels that it is "ok* to do anything within their means to
further their own interests 1 2 3 4 5
Sometimes makes promises to do things without doing
them later 1 2 3 4 5
Lies about certain things in order to protect their own
interests 1 2 3 4 5
Takes advantage of other buyers to his own benefit 1 2 3 4 5
Sometimes makes others look bad in order to look good 1 2 3 4 5
"Bad mouths" the competition 1 2 3 4 5
Tries to "woo" others in my organization for the
purposes of influencing me 1 2 3 4 5
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M ost people w ould say th a t one reason  su p p lie rs  exist Is to  fulfill th e  needs o f  th e ir  clients. 
C oncern ing  th is  su p p lie r, p lease ind ica te  your level o f  ag reem en t w ith th e  following sta tem en ts;
T his su p p lie r .....
S trongly  N either S trongly
D isagree A gree/D isagree Agree
Is sensitive to my needs after the deal has been signed 1 2 3 4 5
Offers a deal that is best suited to my needs 1 2 3 4 5
Gives an accurate expectation of how a deal will work 1 2 3 4 5
Makes me feel important 1 2 3 4 5
Tries to determine what would be most helpful to me 1 2 3 4 5
Structures deals that help to solve my problems 1 2 3 4 5
Explores what is important to me 1 2 3 4 5
Always follows-up after the sale 1 2 3 4 5
Makes sure that 1 am satisfied 1 2 3 4 5
F u rth e r, th is su p p lie r .....
S trongly  S trongly
D isagree Agree
is one of the most honest persons that 1 know 1 2 3 5
would not exaggerate things 1 2 3 5
has been enjoyable to know 1 2 3 5
is very dependable 1 2 3 5
is a very reliable individual 1 2 3 5
would say so if a competitor’s offer was better 1 2 3 5
is a good friend 1 2 3 5
is respected by others in the industry 1 2 3 5
is professional 1 2 3 5
tells me only what he thinks I want to hear 1 2 3 5
is a very likeable individual 1 2 3 5
can be trusted 1 2 3 5
T he ab ility  o f  su p p lie rs  to  succeed In th e ir  In terac tions w ith  Ind iv iduals such  a s  y o u rse lf  is often  a  
function  of how they a ttem p t to  influence th e ir  clients. P lease answ er th e  following concern ing  th is  
supp lie r.
In  try ing  to  in fluence m e, th is  su p p lie r often.....
S trongly  S trongly
D isagree A gree
implies that he would be more cooperative if I complied
with his requests  1 2 3 4 5
discusses overall business philosophy an d  activities as 
o p posed  to  m aking specific sta tem ents ab o u t w hat
he would like me to do 1 2 3 '  4 5
refers to our agreement or legal stipulations in




slates suggestions on particular issues that he feels
are for my own good 1 2
says that they will be less accommodating in the future
if I do not comply with his wishes 1 2









There are others in my organization who have spent a lot 
of time working with this supplier 
Compared to other accounts, I talk with this supplier 
more frequently 
We are in a position to acquire sensitive information 
about this firm 
We have an extensive working relationship with 
this company 
We have invested in equipment specific to thts 
relationship
It takes a long time before suppliers know how to work 
effectively with our system 
I have spent a lot of time informing this individual about 
my firm and our philosophy of doing business 
We interact constantly
I make myself more available for this account as 
compared to others 
I am not the only individual from my firm to interact 

























Now le t's  consider the  re la tio n sh ip  between you an d  th is  su p p lie r. C onsider, for the  p u rp o ses o f  the 
follow ing questions, th a t a  re la tio n sh ip  m eans:
RELATIONSHIP: A ONE TIME ORA SERIES OF INTERACTIONS WHICH 
MAY CULMINATE IN A DEAL
P lease  Ind ica te  yo u r degree of agreem ent o r  d isag reem en t w ith  th e  following s ta tem en ts:
S trongly  S trongly
D isagree A gree
My management is very concerned about keeping this
relationship 1 2 3 4 5
It would be vety easy to explain to a third party
what each of us does in this relationship 1 2 3 4 5
I sense that others in the industry have an appreciation
for the working relationship between the two of us 1 2 3 4 5






Striving for fairness would be a good way to describe 
this relationship 
Responsibility for making sure that this relationship 
works for both parties is shared jointly 
There are many checks and balances in our relationship 
This relationship is very important to our organization 
I only expect the seller to meet the specific terms of 
product, price, and delivery in our relationship 
This relationship is so important to me that I will 
honor it no matter what 
Overall, this relationship is more important than 
the specific deals we make 
This relationship is important to the extent that it 
facilitates business between the two organizations 
I expect our relationship to last a long time 
The results from our deals are less important than the 
relationship itself 
This relationship reflects a strong spirit of fairness 
between us
1 would say that this relationship is more important 
than the individual deals we work on 
It is likely that a minor dispute between the two of 
us could end this relationship 
I expect this seller to deal with me considering our 
relationship and not strictly on the marketplace 
The relationship I have with this seller is best 
described as an 'arms length" one as opposed 
to a cooperative effort 
1 feel that the supplier is obligated to inform me of 
marketplace events that might impact our 
relationship
Based on what I know about this individual, I feel 










































R ela tionsh ips have m any com ponents, an  im p o rta n t p a r t  o f  w hich concerns the ro le  of each  player. 
C o n sid er fo r the  following questions th a t a ro le is:
ROLE: EXPECTED BE HA VIOR OF AN INDIVIDUAL IN A PARTICULAR JOB
Please ind ica te  y o u r levd  of ag reem ent concern ing  th e  ro les in  y ou r re la tio n sh ip  w ith th is  su p p lie r.
S trongly  S trongly
D isagree A gree
Sometimes 1 feel that this individual oversteps his
bounds when we do business 1 2 3 4 5
I expect a lot more from this seller as opposed to




The supplier would not take advantage of me if 
I were in a real bind 
The first lime we did business, I knew exactly how to 
act with this individual 
Although there arc times I could flex my muscles,
1 am inclined not to 
I expect a lot from this supplier and his/her 
organization
We have discussed at length what I am expected to do 
Tor this seller
With respect to our relationship, we both have many 
responsibilities which go beyond the mere buying 
and selling of product 
1 would expect this seller to contact me first if there 
were extra supply available in hard times 
It is cut and dry what I am expected to do for this seller 
In our relationship, our roles are strictly those 
of individual buyer and seller 
Our relationship creates a complex web of expectations 
between us over all kinds of responsibilities 
The responsibilities 1 have in this relationship 
are more complicated in scope compared to 
other relationships I have 
This is just a simple relationship of buying and 
selling product 
I expect this supplier to exercise restraint in his/her 
use of power over me 
I exchange information with this supplier to help forecast 
future supply requirements 
My dealings with this individual have become more diverse 
over time
I find that I have many more responsibilities with this


















S upp lie rs  and  ind iv iduals such  as you rse lf spend consid erab le  tim e  developing ’deals". C o n sid e r th a t 
a  deal is:
DEAL: A S  ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN TWO PARTIES IN ORDER 
TO ACHIEVE DESIRED OUTCOMES
Please Indicate y o u r level o f  ag reem ent concern ing  your d ea l(s) w ith  th is  sup p lie r.
S trong ly  S trongly
D isagree Agree
I feel comfortable in making amendments to our
initial agreement 1 2 3 4 5
I often use what power I have over this supplier in




My concern when working with this supplier is getting the
best deal possible for my company 1 2
in making the decision to buy from this supplier, I take 
into account only the financial aspects of our 
last deal 1 2
I have discussed with this buyer how good or bad a
particular deal has been for my company 1 2
I adapt a long term, rather than a short term,
perspective when dealing with this individual 1 2
I decide how hard to bargain with this seller on the basis
of how good our last deal was 1 2
Despite the ups and downs of the marketplace, the supplier
is consistent in his approach to negotiations with me 1 2
In our negotiations, 1 use whatever means necessary
to get my own way 1 2
1 really can't get away with too much when dealing with
this individual 1 2
My firms rigorously examines the pros and cons of dealing
with this supplier 1 2
If this seller approached me with a good deal
"out of the blue", I would be suspicious 1 2
I don't hesitate to bargain hard with this seller knowing 
that this deal might not be the best one for 
this individual 1 2
We often haggle about small issues in our negotiations 1 2
The seller cares about how good or bad a particular
deal has been for me 1 2
There is much give and take in our contract negotiations 1 2
The deal we have with this supplier has accommodations not
found in contracts we write with other firms 1 2
Even if things change during the term of our contract,
our deal will still hold as originally written 1 2
A give and take on specific issues is expected if
conditions change during the period of our deal I 2
The terms of our deal are generally not renegotiabte 1 2
Our deals are designed to take into account
unanticipated changes 1 2
If a pricing problem arose during the contract term, I
would abide by our deal to maintain our relationship 1 2
I don’t feel obliged to make alterations to our deal
once in place 1 2
The supply arrangement we have with this supplier is 
different when compared with other contracts 
our firm writes 1 2
A good deal is one where both of us are compensated
reasonably 1 2
One bad deal would make me think twice about future









































Each of our deals are reconciled completely and
individually 1 2 3 4 5
I monitor the profitability of our relationship on a
deal by deal basis 1 2 3 4 5
I don't give any thought to how good or bad a particular
deal is for this supplier 1 2 3 4 5
O ften, p ro b lem s a r ise  d u rin g  th e  course  of supply  con trac ts  w hich w ere no t an tic ip a ted . W hat is your 
reaction  to  th e  following sta tem en ts  In th is  area?
S trongly
D isagree
I would probably only hear from this buyer in the 
event that a major problem has occurred with 
our arrangement 
If a problem can’t be resolved between myself and the 
supplier, it probably would go no higher than our 
bosses for resolution 
Even if we had a major problem, I know we would 
resolve it amicably 
Little problems always tend to become big problems 
We make sure that our differences "stay within the 
family" and don't become public knowledge 
This supplier seems to have all sorts of problems 
we have to work out 
We have established strict rules and procedures for 
problems that may arise during our deals 
The supplier probably wouldn’t hesitate using an





W e a re  in terested  In know ing ab o u t th e  way you ac t an d  feel tow ards th is  su p p lie r  th a t you deal with. 





I spend a lot of time thinking about new business we 
could possibly do 
If a belter deal came along, I would "short* my 
obligations with this supplier 
When forecasting for the future, I specifically counton 
this supplier in my plans 
If this supplier had vital information which would help 
me in the planning aspects of my job, he/she would 
provide it to me 
When I go to conventions, 1 make sure to meet with this 



















I wouldn’t hesitate to enter into an evergreen arrangement 




If this individual had the opportunity to "gouge” me,
he/she wouldn’t hesitate to do so 1 2 3 4 5
The supplier thinks it is to everybody’s benefit that we 
both survive in these turbulent times 1 2 3 4 5
Information provided by this individual is truthful 1 2 3 4 5
When I'm in a pinch. I’ll contact this supplier first 1 2 3 4 5
If this supplier were to take their business elsewhere
for a slightly better deal, we would be very upset 1 2 3 4 5
I want both of our companies to do well 1 2 3 4 5
1 am constantly thinking about the motives behind
this seller’s actions 1 2 3 4 5
Senior management from both companies have interacted 
in the past 1 2 3 4 5
I never check information provided by this seller for
its accuracy 1 2 3 4 5
We w ould like to  know how satisfied  you are w ith th is su p p lie r  and  yo u r deal. P lease Ind ica te  your
level o f  sa tis fac tio n  on th e  scale  below.
N ot a t a ll 
Satisfied  
■low sa tisfied  a re  you with:





quantity 0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 HO 90 100%
credit7paymcm 
term* 0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 HO 90 100%
product 
delivery 0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 HO 90 100%
pricing of
product 0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%
other* from 
the ■upplier't 
firm 0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%
the overall
deal(*) 0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%
Now consider yo u r feelings today, a t th is  very m om ent. W hich o r  the following choices best describes 
bow you fe d  abou t the  following?
Terrible Unhappy Moatly M ind Mostly F lm ed  Det%falMl
D tautM led Satisfied
If a good industry associate was 
considering working with this 
supplier, how would you fieet about
recommending this person to him? I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Overall, how do you feel about the
deal(s) you make with this supplier? 1 2  3 4 5 6 7
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And dually , concern ing  your com m itm en t to  m a in ta in  th is  re la tionsh ip ....
S trongly  S trongly
D isagree A gree
All things considered, I am committed to this supplier 1 2 3 4 5
It really wouldn’t bother me to "ditch" this supplier
for somebody else 1 2 3 4 5
We are best served by continuing to work with this
supplier 1 2 3 4 5
I think that i would find it difficult to replace
this supplier 1 2 3 4 5
I am actively seeking alternatives to this supplier 1 2 3 4 5
S E C T I O N  T W O
If you feel th a t you need a  b reak , th is  m igh t be a  logical place to  lak e  one. However, you a re  a lm o st 
done! Now, we a re  ab o u t to "change gears" an d  focus on  how y o u r l in n s  o pera tes, how you in te rac t 
w ith  ind iv iduals w ith in  y o u r firm , e tc  This first se t of questions asks you fo r your level o f  ag reem ent 
regard ing  the p ro d u c t you purchase.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree
I get the opinions of many people before buying product 1 2 3 4 5
1 have lots or experience in dealing with this product 1 2 3 4 5
We need more information to make proper product
buying decisions 1 2 3 4 5
Generally, buying this product is a very complex
operation 1 2 3 4 5
There are lots of issues I have to be concerned with
when buying this product 1 2 3 4 5
This product is critical to our overall profitability 1 2 3 4 5
Senior management is vitally concerned about this
product and everything associated with it 1 2 3 4 5
It is essential for the firm that I do an effective
job of buying this product 1 2 3 4 5
I devote most of my time to buying this product 1 2 3 4 5
Buying p rocedures vary h o rn  firm  to  firm  w ith in  yo u r industry . W e a re  in terested  In  know ing your 
percep tions ab o u t buying p rac tices a t  yo u r firm , an d  In th is  regard  would a sk  you to  Ind ica te  your 
level o f  ag reem en t w ith the  following sta tem en ts:
S trongly  S trongly
D isagree A gree
Instructions from someone higher is necessary when 
existing rules and procedures are not adequate
for sourcing decisions 1 2 3 4 5
My boss is often involved in buying decisions 1 2 3 4 5
There are lots of manuals and procedures to follow




W hen unusual supply situations occur, ! can m ake 
decisions on my own 
H igher ranking  em ployees o ften  m ake supply decisions 
I am  often  asked  to partic ipa te  in decisions regarding 
source selection  
F or new source decisions, app roval from  som eone 
h igher is requ ired  befo re  taking action 
D ecisions regard ing  my role and  responsibilities 


















It is com m on know ledge th a t com pany o p era tio n s vary from  firm  to firm . In  o rd e r  to  get a  b e tte r 
Teel Tor how yo u r com pany m anages Its a ffa irs, p lease answ er the  follow ing s ta tem en ts  using  the 
re sponse  categories provided.
S trongly  S trongly
D isagree Agree
My m an ag er is friendly and  app roachab le  1 2 3 4 5
It seem s th a t individuals are  recognw ed on the
basis o f  w ho they know an d  not w hat they d o  1 2 3 4 5
T h ere  is definitely  a w ork g roup  in this firm th a t
I identify with 1 2 3 4 5
T h e  rew ard  system  a ro u n d  here  does no t provide
any incentive to  w ork  hard 1 2 3 4 5
My m anager provides me with guidance w hen I need  it I 2 3 4 5
I feel accep ted  by those I w ork with 1 2 3 4 5
O u r rew ard  system  is in need o f  im provem ent 1 2 3 4 5
T he rew ards I derive from this job  far outw eigh the
hassles o f  w orking h ere  1 2 3 4 5





T his industry is a  volatile o n e  1 2 3
M arkets a re  generally  uncertain  in this industry 1 2 3
W e generally  experience a high forecasting e rro r
w ith respect to supply req u irem en ts  1 2 3
It is easy to  evaluate  the perform ance o f  suppliers
in o u r industry 1 2  3
I can  tell w heth er o r  no t a supp lier is do ing  a







....iind finally, in order to compare the results of similar groups of people such as yourself to others, 
please complete the following:
Your age ____
Gender  Male  Female
What is your highest level of
education completed?  Some High School ____ High School
 Some University ____ University
 Some Grad School ____ Grad School
How long have you been in your present position?  years
How long have you been with your present company?  years
The amount of Industry experience you had before
starling with your present firm was:  years
How many people are employed by your run?  Less than 50 _____50 to 100
  101 to 500 _____501 to 1000
  1001 to 5000 _____Over 5000
What is the size or the territory you buy for?  Regional _____National
(check one)  International
What is your Job title?_______________________ _____________________________
How many people are involved in buying propane 
for the company you represent? ____
What is your annual sales volume?  (gallons, barrels)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME IN COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
OPTIONAL





R E L A T I O N A L  S C E N A R I O
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S E C T I O N  O N E
Consider the following situHtlon: One of your existing suppliers provides a substantia] amount of your 
supply requirements. In fact, there is a long history of relatively uninterrupted supply arrangements 
between your company and this supplier. Business relations arc so strong between the two firms that 
should special circumstances arise such as a need for extra product or delayed deliveries, both parties 
arc generally understanding and flexible in dealing with these issues.
I am presently involved/have been involved with a relationship such as this in my industry. (Select one 
response only.)
Y es___________  No
If you selected yes, please complete the following questions in section one. if you answered no, please 
skip this section and move to section two.
1. With regards to the scenario described above, I am thinking about a particular supplier whose
first name is ____________________ (please specify).
2. Approximately what percentage of your supply is provided by this firm?
 %
3. Compared to other suppliers you do business with, how dependent are you on this firm for 
product? (check one)
Less than others  About average  More than others_____
APPENDIX B
The following pages list all items used in pre-test and full study instruments to test 




Concerning the relationship between your company and the firm the supplier works for...
1. Wc have invested in equipment, etc, specific to this relationship.
2. We are in a position to acquire sensitive information about this company.
3 We have an extensive working relationship with this company.
4. This is a key account for our company.
5. It takes a long time before suppliers know how to work effectively with our system.
6. There are others in my organization who have spent a lot of time working with this supplier.
Buying G roup  S tructure
1. Source selection decisions are handled adequately with existing rules and procedures.
2. Problems arising in buying groups arc handled by following written or verbal instructions.
3. Manuals and printed instructions are adequate for source selection decisions in this company.
4. When a new type of source selection decision is to be made, approval from someone higher 
in the organization is often required.
5. Instructions from someone higher are necessary when existing rules and procedures are not 
adequate to make a sourcing decision.
6. A higher ranking member of a buying group makes sourcing related decisions.
7. 1 am encouraged to make suggestions concerning the source selection process.
8. 1 am asked to participate in decisions that involve my role as a member of the buying group.
9. Decisions related to my role and responsibilities are made without my involvement.
10. My boss is often involved in buying decisions.
11. There are lots of manuals and procedures to follow when making a buying decision around 
here.
12. When unusual supply situations occur, I can make decisions on my own.
13. Higher ranking employees oflcn make supply decisions.
14. I am often asked to participate in decisions regarding source selection.
15. For new source decisions, approval from someone higher is required before taking action.
Buying Situation
With respect to the product which is purchases, I...
1. seldom purchase this type of product
2. have not dealt with the product before.
3. consider the purchase decision to be routine.
4. have complete knowledge about what product characteristics are needed to solve problems.
5. need a lot of information before making a purchase decision.
6. am willing to gather and consider a lot of information before deciding what to do.
7. am seriously interested in alternatives to present suppliers.
8. have considerable experience with the product, but am considering new options.
9. am not interested in new suggestions on ways of meeting requirements.
10. get the opinions of many people before buying product
11. have lots of experience in dealing with this product
12. need more information to make proper product buying decisions.
13. Generally, buying this product is a very complex operation.
14. There are lots of issues I have to be concerned with when buying tilts product
15. This product is critical to our overall profitability.
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16. Senior management is vitally concerned about this product and everything associated with iL
17. It is essential Tor the Firm that I do an effective job of buying this product
18. I devote most of my time to buying this product
Commitment
1. All things considered, I am committed to this supplier.
2. It really wouldn’t bother me to "ditch" this supplier for somebody else.
3. We are best served by continuing to work with this supplier.
4. 1 think that 1 would find it difficult to replace this supplier.
5. 1 am actively seeking alternatives to this supplier.
6. Considering everything, 1 am committed to retaining this seller.
7. It wouldn’t bother me to change to an alternative seller if the opportunity arose.
Customer Orientation 
This supplier...
1. tries to help customers achieve their goals.
2. tries to achieve their goals by satisfying customers.
3. has the customer’s best interest in mind.
4. tries to get customers to discuss their needs with them.
5. offers a product that is best suited to the customer’s problem.
6. tries to find out what kind of product would be most helpful to a customer.
7. answers a customer’s questions about products as correctly as he can.
8. tries to bring a customer with a problem together with a product that helps solve that 
problem.
9. is willing to disagree with a customer in order to help make a better decision.
U). tries to give customers an accurate expectation of what the product will do for them.
11. tries to influence a customer by information rather than by pressure.
12. tries to figure out what a customer's needs are.
13. tries to sell a customer all he can convince them to buy, even if he thinks it is more than a
wise customer would buy.
14. tries to sell as much as he can rather than to satisfy a customer.
15. keeps alert for weaknesses in a customer's personality so he can use them to put pressure on 
the customer to buy.
16. if he is not sure that a product is right Tor a customer, will still apply pressure to get the 
customer to buy.
17. derides what products to offer on the basis of what will satisfy the customer in the long run.
18. paints too rosy a picture of any products to make them sound as good as possible.
19. spends more time trying to persuade a customer to buy than trying to discover needs.
20. stretches the truth in describing a product to a customer.
21. pretends to agree with customers to please them.
22. implies to customers that something is beyond their control when it is not
23. begins the sales talk for a product before exploring a customer's need with them.
24. treats customers as a rival.
25. is sensitive to my needs after the deal has been signed.
26. offers a deal that is best suited to my needs.
27. gives an accurate expectation of how a deal will work.
28. makes me feel important
29. tries to determine what would be most helpful to me.
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.30, structures deals that help to solve my problems.
31. explores what is important to me.
32. always follows-up after the sale.
33. makes sure that I am satisfied.
Ethical Orientation
Given what I know or what 1 have heard, I feel that this supplier...
1. Seeks information from others in the industry for the purpose of striking better deals with me.
2. Feels that it is "ok" to do anything within their means to further their own interests.
3. Sometimes makes promises to do things without doing them later.
4. Lies about certain things in order to protect their own interests.
5. Takes advantage of other buyers to his own benefit.
6. Sometimes makes others look bad in order to look good.
7. "Bad mouths" the competition.
8. Ties to "woo" others in my organiyation for the purposes of influencing me.
9. Knowingly signs supply contracts with which their firm may not be able to fulfill.
10. Allows personalities to affect decision regarding the terms of sale.
11. Attempts to reach and influence other individuals in my company directly rather than going 
through me
12. Provides a completely truthful picture of their business.
13. Presents facts in such a way to look good.
14. Sometimes alien the facts slightly to get what they need.
15. Isn’t always truthful with me.
16. Sometimes exaggerates their needs in order to get what they really need.
17. Is not completely honest when dealing with me.
Expertise
Please compare the seller to others you know with respect to the following:
1. Knowledge of buying practices
2. Knowledge of general business practices
3. Knowledge of your industry
4. Experience in buying practices
5. Experience in general business practices
6. Experience in your industry
Flexibility
1. I would expect this seller to be flexible in making changes to our agreement.
2. If a pricing problem arose during the contract term, chances are I would abide strictly by our
contract
3. I have felt obliged to make contract concessions when dealing with this seller.
4. Changes made to supply requirements after the contract has been signed are not viewed that 
well within our firm.
5. I feel comfortable in making amendments to our initial agreement
6. Although we have a written contract concerning price, supply, transportation, etc., what 
happens in practice is very often different from the terms of our agreement
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7. A give and lake on specific issues is expected if conditions change during the period of our 
deal
8. The terms of our deal are generally not rencgoliable.
9. Our deals are designed to take into account unanticipated changes.
10. Even if things change during the term of our contract, our deal will still hold as originally 
written.
11. If a pricing problem arose during the contract term, I would abide by our deal to maintain 
our relationship.
12. i don’t feel obliged to make alterations to our deal once in place.
13. I feel comfortable in making amendments to our initial agreement
14. The supply arrangement we have with this buyer is different when compared with other
contracts our firm writes.
Frequency
Concerning the relationship between your company and the firm the supplier works for...
1. We interact constantly.
2. Compared to other accounts, I talk with this supplier more frequently.
3. I make myself more available for this account as compared io others.
4. 1 am not the only individual from my firm to interact with employees from this company.
Harmonization of Conflict
1. It is likely that a minor dispute between the two of us could end this relationship.
2. I would probably only hear from this seller in the event that a major problem has occurred 
with our arrangement.
3. We have established rules to deal with problems that may arise in our dealings.
4. The supplier probably wouldn't hesitate using an attorney to resolve a dispute between us.
5. 1 know that there is somebody else in the seller’s organization that I could talk with in the 
even that we were having problems.
6. Even if we had a major problem, I know we would resolve it amicably.
7. We make sure that our differences "stay within the family" and don’t become public 
knowledge.
8. If a problem can’t be resolved between myself and the seller, it probably would go no higher 
than our bosses for resolution.
9. Little problems always tend to become big problems.
10. This seller seems to have all sorts of problems we have to work ou t
11. We have established strict rules and procedures for problems that may arise in our deals.
Influe are
In trying to influence me, this supplier often...
1. implies that he would be more cooperative if I complied with his requests.
2. discusses overall business philosophy and activities as opposed to making specific statements
about what be would like me to do.
3. refers to our agreement or legal stipulations in order to get compliance.
4. states suggestions on particular issues that he feels are for my own good.
5. says that they will be less accommodating in the future if I do not comply with his wishes.
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M utuali ty
1. 1 adapt a long term, rather than a short term perspective when dealing with this individual.
2. My concern when dealing with this seller is getting the best deal possible for my company and
no more.
3. Striving for fairness would be a good way to describe this relationship.
4. 1 have discussed with this seller how good or bad a particular deal has been for my company.
5. Responsibility for making sure this relationship works for both parties is shared jointly.
6. My firm rigorously examines the pros and cons of dealing with this firm.
7. There are many checks and balances in our relationship.
8. 1 would say that this relationship goes beyond fulfilling product requirements.
9. This relationship is very important to our organization.
1(1. One bad deal would make me think twice about future dealings with this supplier.
11. If this individual had the opportunity to "gouge* me, he wouldn’t hesitate to do so.
12. In making the decision to buy from this seller, I take into account only the financial aspects 
of our last deal.
13. I decide how hard to bargain with this seller on the basis of how good our last deal was.
14. A good deal is one where both of us arc compensated reasonably.
15. I don't hesitate to bargain hard with this seller knowing that this deal might not be the best 
one for this individual
16. There is much give and take in our contract negotiations.
17. We often haggle about small issues in our negotiations.
18. I expect this seller to deal me with considering our relationship and not strictly on the
marketplace.
19. Each of our deals are reconciled completely and individually.
20. I monitor the profitability of our relationship on a deal by deal basis.
Organizational Climate
1. Managers take an active interest in people.
2. Managers are generally sympathetic to personal problems of people.
3. Managers are willing to help people solve personal problems.
4. People are proud to belong to this firm.
5. E feel that I am a member of a well functioning team.
6. As far as I can see, there isn’t very much personal loyally to the company.
7. We have a promotion system which helps the best person to rise to the top.
8. In this firm, the rewards and encouragements you get usually outweigh the threats and 
criticism.
9. In this firm, people are rewarded in proportion to the excellence of their job performance.
10. My manager is friendly and approachable.
11. It seems that individuals are recognized on the basis of who they know and not what they
know,
12. There is definitely a work group in this frnn that I identify with.
13. The reward system around here does not provide any incentive to work hard.
14. My manager provides me with guidance when I need it.
15. I feel accepted by those I work with.
16. Our reward system is in need of improvement
17. The rewards 1 derive from this job Ear outweigh the hassles of working here.
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Planning
1. If we are to strike another supply agreement in the future, it probably will be simple to do.
2. 1 exchange information with this supplier to help forecast future supply requirements.
3. 1 spend a lot of time thinking about new business we could possibly do.
4. I expect our arrangement to last a long time.
5. The relationship we have with this seller is close to an evergreen arrangement.
6. A new purchase would require complete renegotiation on the pan of both parties.
7. Generally, this relationship can be characterized as a long term one.
8. When forecasting for the future, I specifically count on this supplier in my plans.
9. I wouldn't hesitate to enter into an evergreen arrangement with this supplier.
10. I expect our relationship to last a long time.
11. This relationship is so important to me that I will honor it no matter what.
12. If a better deal came along, I would "short* my obligations with this seller.
13. When forecasting for the future, 1 specifically count on this seller in my plans.
14. If this seller had vital information which would help me in the planning aspects of my job, 
he/she would provide it to me.
15. Overall, this relationship is more important than the specific deals that we make.
16. The results from our deals are less important than the relationship itself.
17. This relationship is only important to the extent that it facilitates business between the two 
organizations.
18. When I go to conventions, I make sure to meci with this seller to keep abreast of industry 
happenings.
19. 1 would say that this relationship is more important than individual deals we work on.
20. My firm rigorously examines the pros and cons of dealing with this supplier.
Power Creation/Restraint
1. I often use what power I have over this buyer in our dealings.
2. Although there are limes when 1 could ’flex my muscles" in dealing with this seller, I am 
inclined not to.
3. I expect this seller to exercise restraint in his use of power over me.
4. Our agreement is structured so that each of us know what we can and cannot do.
5. Lines of authority are clearly delineated in this relationship.
6. Sometimes I feel that this individual oversteps his bounds when we do business.
7. 1 expect a lot from this seller and his organization.
8. In our negotiations, I use whatever means necessary to get my own way.
9. 1 realty can’t get away with too much when dealing with this person.
10. Despite the ups and downs of the marketplace, the seller is consistent in his approach to
negotiations with me.
11. The seller would not lake advantage of me if I were in a real bind.
12. Although there are times 1 could flex my muscles, I am inclined not to.
Role Integrity
1. The first time we did business, I knew exactly how to act with this individual.
2. How I have acted with this individual has changed over time.
3. How this individual has acted with me has changed over time.
4. It would be very easy to explain to a third party what each of us does in this relationship.
5. 1 see this individual strictly as a customer and not as a partner.
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6. I sense that others in the industry have an appreciation Tor the working relationship between 
the two of us.
7. We have discussed at length what 1 am expect to do for this seller.
8. My relationship with this seller is complex.
9. 1 expect a lot from this seller and his organization.
10. With respect to our relationship, we both have many responsibilities which go beyond the 
mere buying and selling of product.
11. In our relationship, our roles arc strictly those of individual buyer and seller.
12. This is just a simple relationship of buying and selling product
13. My dealings with this individual have become more diverse over time.
14. I only expect the seller to meet the terms of product price, and delivery in our relationship.
15. Our relationship creates a complex web of expectations between us over all kinds of
responsibilities.
16. The responsibilities I have in this relationship arc more complicated in scope compared to 
other relationships I have.
17. I find that I have many more responsibilities with this individual compared with others that 
I do business with.
18. It is cut and dry what I am expected to do for this seller.
Satisfaction
1. Now consider your feelings today, at this very moment Which of the following best describes 
how you feel about how satisfied you arc with this seller?
2. If a good industry associate was considcring working this seller, how would you feel about 
recommending this person to him?
3. Overall, how do you feel about he deal(s) you make with this supplier?





8. pricing of product
9. others from the supplier’s firm.
10. the overall deal(s).
Similarity
We would like to know about your feelings of how similar this seller is to you.
1. The seller's personality
2. The seller's mannerisms
3. The seller's income level
4. The seller's appearance
5. The seller’s interests in sports
6. The seller's interests in politics
7. The seller’s social interests
8. The seller’s dress
9. The seller’s family situation
10. The seller’s education level
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Solidarity
1. This relationship is very important to our organization.
2. If this firm were to take their business elsewhere, we would be very upset.
3. The supply arrangement we have with this seller is different when compared with other 
contracts our firm writes.
4. Senior management from both companies have interacted in the past
5. When I go to conventions, I make sure to meet with this seller or his representative.
6. I have interacted with other individuals who work for this seller's firm.
7. My management is very concerned about keeping this relationship.
8. The seller cares about how good or bad a particular deal has been for me.
9. Information provided by this individual is truthful.
10. When I’m in a pinch. I'll contact this seller first.
11. This relationship reflects a strong spirit of fairness between us.
12. The relationship I have with this seller is best described as an "arms length" one as opposed 
to a "cooperative effort".
13. The seller thinks that it is to everybody’s benefit that we both survive in these turbulent times.
14. I want both of our companies to do welL
15. I feel the seller is obligated to inform me of marketplace events that might impact our
relationship.
16. I never check information provided by this seller for its accuracy.
17. 1 am constantly thinking about the motives behind this seller’s actions.
18. If this seller approached me with a good deal "out of the blue", I would be suspicious.
19. Based on what I know about this individual, 1 feel that our relationship needs a lot of checks
and balances.
20. This seller is like a partner to me.
21. I expect a lot more from this seller as opposed to others that I deal with because he is a
"good guy".
22. I would expect that this seller would contact me first if there were extra supply available in 
hard times.
23. I don't give any thought to how good or bad a particular deal is for this seller.
24. If this firm were to take their business elsewhere for a slightly better deal, we would be very
upset.
25. The deal we have with this seller has accommodations not found in contracts we write with 
other firms.
26. Senior management from both companies have interacted in the past
27. It is likely that a minor dispute between the two of us could end this relationship.
Trust
Concerning this supplier, he...
1. knows what he is talking about
2. is an excellent source of accurate information.
3. doesn’t know as much as he should.
4. has a lot to learn about his product
5. is one of the most honest persons that I know.
6. would not exaggerate things.
7. has been enjoyable to know.
8. is a very reliable person.
9. would sell me more than was necessary if it would benefit them.
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](). would put his company first and all others second in a tight situation.
11. would say so if a competitor’s offer was better.
12. puts my interests ahead of his own.
13. might not tell me about the disadvantages of my offers.
14. tells me what he thinks 1 want to hear.
15. makes more promises than he keeps.
16. is very dependable.
17. may not fulfill promises they have made to me.
18. is a friendly person.
19. is not especially likeable.
20. is a cold person.
21. is a good friend.
22. is respected by others in the industry.
23. is professional.
24. is a very likeable individual.
25. can be trusted.
Uncertainty
How would you characterize the nature of the industry you work in?
1. This industry is a volatile one.
2. Markets are generally uncertain in this industry.
3. We generally experience a high forecasting error with respect to supply requirements.
4. It is easy to evaluate the performance of suppliers in our industry.
5. I can tell whether or not a supplier is doing a good job for us.
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